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THAN 
ANYBODY.. 

/IN 
INTERNIENN 
M/ITH 

AFELDST0N 
I’m absolutely amazed at the analysis that you guys do for Well, this is when we were just feeling our oats, you know, 

the notes for Russ Cochran’s EC Library. It particularly We had come on to this thing of doing horror and scary stuff, 
amused me that you would say, for example, that a psurticular Bill and I had remembered “The Witch’s Tale” and “Lights 
story reflected Bill Gaines’s philosophy about something or Out” from radio—this is all old hat, I know—and we tried it 
other. out in the comics. I had written a couple for Crime Patrol and 

Children . . . War Against Crime, and then we decided to change titles, and I 
Children, or parents, or wives, or what-have-you. I guess if think that The Vault of Horror took over from War Against 

that were true it was really an unconscious thing on both our Crime. 
parts. Because Bill was reading a tremendous amount of Was “Terror Train” a favorite story of yours? 
material, gathering up springboards, and then we would get Oh, yeah. It’s not the best one I’ve done—it was OK. 
together every morning and he’d throw out some ideas, and we It’s one of your most intense stories. 
would start to talk. If anything, it reflected a kind of a mutual I’d have to read it over again, because frankly I don’t 
feeling, because Bill never foisted his feelings on me; “I want remember it. I do remember that when they put out a movie 
you to write this story.” When the story worked and we both called “Terror Train” recently I felt that it was a good title, 
felt it as a plot, then I constructed the whole thing out, whole [Laughs. ] 
cloth. All we had was the basic idea and then I would have to It’s a paranoid fantasy, really. 
break it down into, how many panels is it going to take, what Yeah. Nightmare paranoid . . . well, I don’t know what to 
kind of dialogue, and the captions and so on. I would write it, say about it. 
and that was the afternoon. [Laughs.] Later, I got an office It interested me that you started out with stories of inner 
upstairs so that I could write quietly, because there was always terror and gravitated to the EC style of a much more physical 
a tumult going on in the office downstairs. type of.. . 

“Terror Train” [VoH *12] is one of your first great EC I’m not sure that I actually moved from anything, because I 
I stories. It was one of the few stories you reprinted later on. think that this was written about the same time as the inserts 
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for War Against Crime, and I’m trying to remember what they 
were. There was “Ghost Ship” [CoT *19]. You’d have to 
look them up—and if you look them up, maybe you’ll find 
that saying that I started with inner terrors and moved to 
outer terrors was not actually true. 

"The Mummy’s Curse” [WAC * 11], "Buried Alive" [WAC 
*10]. 

OK. Now “The Mummy’s Curse” was practically a swipe 
from the old mummy movie, and “Buried Alive” is kind of 

Psychological. . . 
Personal portrait thing, yeah. You know, I ought to leave 

all this analysis to you guys. It’s fun to read, it’s fun for you 
guys to do, and if you’ve got the insight, that’s marvelous. We 
did these things just by the way we felt, and to now lie down 
on the couch of the analytical psychiatrist who’s writing the 
notes for these books and say, “Well, I’m not sure if I had 
personal feelings about being locked in a coffin,” or what, I 
mean ... I wrote this as a first person woman—now how are 
you going to analyse that? 

I don’t want to analyse your personal input necessarily, but 
your professional approach to horror. 

Let me off the top of my head give you my feelings about 
this. First of all, I was young and newly married, and I was 
trying to make a living. I had children, infants, and I was a 
free-lance comic book artist-writer, and I had to make a living. 
Now, what I had to do was to grind out the material, and 
really, this may disillusion a lot of people, but to me this was a 
;ob—this was another job to do. I wrote a story as well as I 
could. While I was writing it I tried to project myself into the 
story as the character would feel, whatever the plot was, and 
then I drew it as best I could in my particular kind of stiff, 
stylized style. And that was it! When I was finished with it, I 
got my check for $222.50, or whatever it was, and I went on 
to the next one, because I had to get the food on the table, 
you know, and pay for the car I was going to buy, and maybe 
someday own a house out on the Island, because I lived in a 
three-room apartment. So, really, my conscious drive was to 

make a buck. And if, in the process of making a buck, I turned 
out material that has become, quote, “classic,” unquote, in the 
comic format, and has a great deal of nostalgic feeling about it, 
and people are now analysing it and everything, I scratch my 
head! I really can’t help you on that level. I can’t. I’m more 
surprised than anybody that the EC comics are collectors’ 
items today. 

I think a large part of that has to do with the fact that the 
horror comics tapped a certain adolescent chord; that at a 
certain age you’re interested in the grotesque, and bad taste, 
and frowned-upon material—at about 14, 15. And that’s why 
the horror comics were so popular. 

I’ll agree. We were in the right place at the right time in the 
right format for its time, just the same as immediately after 
that, when television became full blown, they got into all of 
that ersatz horror like the Hitchcock show . . . 

"The Twilight Zone”. . . 
Yeah, well, there was science fiction horror. They were a 

little scared of the horror, but they were going into that kind 
of thing on television. And the movies have been doing it 
constantly, and this latest wave of really Grand Guignol horror 
that’s around now is tapping the same thing. It’s just at 
different levels, you know. 

Do you really think it’s tapping the same thing? Although 1 
think that at times EC went a bit too far, there was always a 
sort of a leavening, a distancing from the material that 
protected the reader in a way that the latest crop of films 

Oh yeah, there’s no question about it. You can’t compare 
the static panel-for-panel caption and balloon presentation of a 
comic with the actual full color motion picture with its sound 
effects and voices and spurting blood and everything like that. 
Sure. 

But they’re both going after the same thing that you’re 
talking about in a youngster. His curiosity about his 
vulnerability, his fear of death and the fact that he’d like to 
see a little more about it so he can feel more comfortable with 
it. And I think that the extremes that they’re taking in the 
motion pictures today only reflect the extremes in the world 
today that we face, the kinds of death that we face in the 
world today as opposed to the kinds of death we faced back 
when we were writing this in the fifties. There’s more 
awareness of violence, and the great armament race has gone 
to such an extreme that we think about greater violence now 
than we did in those days. We thought about the fact that the 
United States had a couple of H-bombs, you know, and that 
nobody was going to fool around any more, and that this was 
it. Now, of course, it’s progressed to a point where there’s 
almost insanity in the world, and I think that the young 
people are appreciating a type of horror that reflects this 
insanity. 

There are a lot of references to the bomb in the EC’s. 
Oh, sure. Well, it was a scary thing. Everybody was worried 

about it; and I was worried about it. It bothered me. The 
magnitude of it was new to us, and frightening. God, I 
remember when I was in the service on KP at the time that the 
news came of the dropping of the first bomb. And a week later 
the second bomb, and a week after that the war was over in 
Japan. I was out in Columbus, Ohio, and suddenly I was going 
to be a civilian again, and there was a kind of an elation. But at 
the same time I was very ambivalent about the whole thing. 
Here was this terrible terrible weapon . . . but I was out of the 
Army, thank God, and the war was over. But after I was a 
civilian and buckling down to civilian life and making a living I 
began to be concerned about it, that this thing was there and 
that the next war was going to be a different kind of war. If 
there was going to be a war it was going to be complete 
annihilation suddenly. That was the kind of thing that was in 
the back of my mind unconsciously—and consciously—when 
we referred to the bomb in our science fiction stories. It was 
because we had great concern about it. 

But primarily—&nA that’s why I want to leave the analysing 
to you people—primarily, while reflecting our personal feelings 
and maybe reflecting a lot of our unconscious feelings, these 
stories that Bill and I wrote were commercial ventures to 
produce a magazine that would entertain people and sell. To 
get to the nitty gritty of what we were feeling, or what our 
personal lives were like is something that’s difficult for me to 
do, especially thirty years later. 

I will say that it was very interesting that one of you 
recalled to me a feeling that I had when I was in service and 
stationed in Arkansas, in terms of the mid-west uneducated 
farmer philosophy that I had put into that story where the 
General eats the spaceship. That was very astute. 

I’d like to discuss the early stories you illustrated yourself a 
bit more; for example, "Escape” [VoH * 16]. 

This was when we were getting into the little shock endings, 
you know, the twists, which of course became our 
“signature.” I always loved twist endings and poetic justice, 
and guys who screwed other people and then got screwed by 
them, or screwed themselves. Even just glancing over it, I can 
see that that’s what this one was all about, really. 

I assume that the idea for the story came from another 
source. 

Our plots came from a conglomeration of sources—movies 
we’d seen, books we’d read. I wasn’t doing very much reading 
in those days. I was letting Bill give us the springboards, so I 
would be free in my mind to enter into the more original 
areas, if possible. Because we weren’t reeJly intending to steal 
stuff, we were just looking for inspiration to give us ideas to 
come up with something original. My function was to take the 
springboards out into a new area. 

The art in your early stories is strangely fascinating. 
Thank you for liking it. I never liked my art. I guess one of 

the reasons why I happily gave up artwork and moved on to 
writing and then editing is because I really never particularly 
cared for my art. And I was in no position at that point to go 
back to school and start unlearning what I was doing, which 
was very stylized. It worked pretty well on covers. But in the 
continuities, in order for me to move along and do a page a 
day, which would give me enough money to live on, you 
know. I had to move on ... I had to bat it out is what I had to 
do! [Laughs.] 

Your point about not reading the stories that Bill gave you 
the springboards from is usually obvious, because the EC story 
is so different in style . . . 

Yes. That’s why I said I was amused by some of these 
analyses about how the stories reflected Bill’s feelings about 
something, because certainly some of the story was probably 
reflecting a lot of my personal feelings. But we worked well 
together, and we complemented each other. I’m not sure we 
had exactly the same philosophies, and I think that later on we 
diverged more and more as we developed our own personal 
lives with our wives and children. And we didn’t exactly come 
from the same background either, but we were familiar with 
the same things, both being Brooklyn boys, and we were both 
fascinated by the same things. When we were working on the 
science fiction, we would spend hours on theory—on just 
developing the time loop stuff that we did, for example, to 
make sure that it worked exactly right, and that it was 
perfectly logical that this guy who went up on the bridge of 
the Titanic to stop the disaster was the guy who caused it. And 
if he hadn’t been there in the first place, it wouldn’t have 
happened. So he did a lot of no good, instead of good. 

My favorite story in that line is certainly “. . .For Us the 
Living,” where the fellow comes back to see Lincoln and is 
responsible for his death. It’s a great switch on Bring the 
Jubilee, in which the character goes back from our time and 
changes it into something else. In yours, he went back from 
another future and changed it into our time. Also, your story 
had such a hopeful one-world outlook. 

Well, we, I did a lot of idealizing [in a disparaging tone]. 
You know, I was a very idealistic person when I was young. 
Yeah, I believed that human beings could live in peace and 
tranquility together, and that there was enough in this world 
for everybody, and that it could be worked out. Since those 
days I’ve learned a lot about human nature, including my own, 
so I don’t know what I would be writing if I were writing that 
kind of thing today, what my attitudes would be in the stories 
that you guys would be analysing in the future. I wonder 
whether an answer to that can be determined by analysing 
what’s going into Mad. I think that even though I’m working 
in an entirely different kind of media, the humor and satire. 
I’m still projecting certain feelings about the world and about 
things that happen to me, and I’m beginning to wonder 
whether I’ve changed that much, if at all. 

Going back to your comment about the springboards, that 
you hadn’t read the stories in question, I would guess that that 

didn’t apply in the case of Bradbury and Dark Carnival. 
Are we talking about our own stories or the adaptation*? 
Before the adaptations there were quite a few borrowing*. 
Oh yeah, not only borrowings in terms of plot, but 

borrowings in terms of writing style. I was very impressed with 
Ray Bradbury. I read Dark Carnival and The Martian 
Chronicles and The Illustrated Man, and whatever else I could 
get ahold of of Bradbury’s at the time. I was very impressed 
with his writing style and I tried to emulate it, I think, in the 
comic style. We didn’t consciously steal from him, you know, 
but again, we might have been pretty close. 

Actually, you did. In "What the Dog Dragged In” [VoH 
* 22] you changed the little boy to a young woman, but 
otherwise it’s a very close adaptation of Bradbury’s "Tht 
Emissary. ” 

[He reads through story. ] Sure looks that way, doesn't It? 
[Laughs. ] Incidentally, the story just before that, “Gone . . . 
Fishing”—I got the idea for that while I was surfcasting, and 1 
came to Bill with it, and said, “You always bring springboards, 
I’ve got a springboard,” And he said, “Go write it.” And I 
wrote it, and much later it was adapted into that short movie, 
which they did a pretty good job on. 

I’m sure that "99 44/100% Pure Horror” [VoH * 23/ it 
another purely original effort. 

Tell me about it. 
The villain makes someone into a cake of soap, and th* 

soap gets back at him. 
Oh, yeah, I remember that one now. He’s in the shower and 

it plugs up the drain. 
Is it possible that you started with the title and worked 

back to the story? 
I don’t know. I couldn’t tell you if you were wrong or 

right, because you’re asking me to remember something one 
day out of I don’t know how many, thirty years ago. We might 
have had a discussion about the holocaust at the time, and 
turning people into soap. Maybe we came up with it on that 
level, who knows? We weren’t going to do a holocaust story, 
but we could do something about soap. I really can’t tell you. 
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Actually, there are several EC stories about doing 
something with people’s body fat. One of your more horrific 
stories is “What’s Cookin’;’’ [HoF # 12], where in the end the 
fat villain is barbecuued and his fat-drippings are collected and 
used to deep-fry the other villain. 

[Laughs. ] Yeah, that was Bill and me, I guess. 
You know, I haven’t looked at these things in a long time. I 

find it interesting that when you ask me to try to recall a 
story, and I glance over it, there’s no way that you can get 
what’s going on in the story exactly, unless you start reading 
it. It’s something that I’ve noticed, now that I’m away from it 
for so long. And I’m beginning to wonder, really, whether we 
were so successful in using the comic media illustration, or 
whether we were really more successful in the written word, 
and the pictures just went along for the ride. Because I’m 
looking at this and I would have to read the story to really 
find out—I can tell that a bar of soap does him in in the end, 
because that’s pretty obvious from the pictures. But why, and 
how it got started, I have to read, because all I’ve got is a 
bunch of people talking to each other. That’s kind of 
interesting. I remember discussions about my heavy captions 
and heavy balloons, and leaving little drawing space. But the 
drawing in that space, whether it was big or small, couldn’t 
have told a story any more than it does, I can see, and that’s 
an interesting thing. And yet I was first an artist. I never 
thought I was a writer when I was young. Certainly I was not 
that good in composition, or whatever, in school. And here I 
was moving out of the job of doing artwork and starting to 
write more, and concentrate more on the word. I guess I was 
rather impressed with Bradbury’s writing and I was 
introducing that writing style into the comics. You know, it 
might have been an unconscious awareness that television was 
going to take away the visual end of it and we’d better at least 
give them the entertainment of the written word. 

I’d like to ask about the Grim Fairy Tales. I think the first 
one is “A Grim Fairy Tale" [VoH # 21] ■ It’s awfully grim! 

[He reads through story. ] Yeah, it is pretty grim. I wouldn’t 
be too proud of this story. [Laughs. ] It was formula. And the 
only possible saving grace is that it had a kind of observation 
of the unawareness of one class in dealing with the problems 
of others. That’s about all I can say about it. 

The Grim Fairy Tale went on to become a regular feature. 
Yeah, and I’m trying to remember why. You know, it 

might have been that I went for them, because it was a chance 
to write a rather simple story with very light captions. And 
just doing a cutesy fast moving, fast reading thing. And that 
was always welcome in the kind of schedule we had. 

Eventually you got to the point that you were doing a lot 
of kidding around, apologizing in footnotes for the puns, and 
so on. So it was very logical to do one of them in the first issue 
of Panic. 

Hmm. You guys are terrific. You know, when you’re 
working at a full blast on a schedule, you get into a kind of a 
pattern of creativity, if you can call it that, and I guess I just 
wasn’t aware of what was going on. I was just interested in 
meeting the deadlines and grinding out the stuff, and getting 
away and going fishing on the weekend, or getting to my boat, 
which I finally bought after awhile. 

But the tongue and cheek aspect that we’re talking about 
was something that was always there. From the very beginning 
we never took ourselves seriously, and we really couldn’t 
understand a guy like Wertham thinking we were serious. 

One of the most important distancing aspects of your 
horror comics were the GhouLunatics, which I never cared for 
because they did seem to limit the books to that adolescent 
level that we were talking about. But they made it very clear 
to the readers what your attitude was, that humorous 
tongue-in-cheek. 

I don’t know whether it limited it in an age level, that may 
be true or not. Certainly “The Witch’s Tale” on radio wasn’t 
limiting to an age level—it used to be on at midnight. But in 
our case, I always felt that those GhouLunatics were saying, 
“We’re going to have some fun with you, we’re going to scare 
the pants off you, but remember, it’s only a story. It has no 
bearing on truth, so come on, let’s have some fun for awhile.” 
That’s really what I felt was the function of these guys when I 
first came up with the Crypt Keeper and the Vault Keeper, 
who were dead steals from the witch in “The Witch’s Tale.” I 
don’t remember the witch being as facetious, and with the 
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puns, but she cackled. I can remember listening to that show, 
creeping down the steps from my bedroom when the family 
thought I was in bed, and sitting on the steps while they were 
in the living room listening to the radio, and being scared 
stiff—and I was alone, too. 

I’ve met people who read EC’s when they were seven or 
eight who seemed as though they never recovered from the 
experience. 

Gee, I hope we didn’t hurt anybody. I know that people 
that we meet, certainly like yourself, that have hung in there 
and that have turned back to them are, I think, on a much 
higher level intellectually than . . . 

I was always fascinated by the comment in one of your 
letter pages that said, in effect, “If we’re hurting anyone, it’s 
in a very subtle way, so subtle that we don’t even realize it. ” * 
I thought that was a really interesting sort of. . . 

Cop out. 
No, an interesting qualifier, because I always felt that if 

there was any damage it was done in a very subtle way, and in 
a way that was certainly totally different from anything that 
Wertham was talking about. 

What damage are we talking about, damage in terms of 
scaring the pants off these kids? So that it left a scar? 

No, not at all. The horror comics were just so exciting to a 
young reader, that’s the thing. They were so exciting that 
nothing else in life ever seemed as exciting. I’ve met people 
who sounded as though they were sitting around like a 
vegetable for the last 25 years waiting for the EC reprint 
books. 

Well, gee [laughs], they can read Stephen King, and they 
can go on from there to much better stuff. But, you know, 
there’s the other side of the coin. What about all the stuff that 
was in the stories that was positive in terms of at least 
moralizing, perhaps, where we showed that the world can be 
righteous if we allow it to be. 

I have a theory that since the EC horror stories depend on a 
build-up to a planned crucial lapse of taste at the end, they 
could only succeed if the authors understood good taste and 
knew when they were violating it. 

That’s a very interesting analysis, John. I never really 
thought about it. I like the idea of the build-up to the sudden 
lapse of taste. It’s like when you stick your finger into an 
electric light socket. You’re OK until that minute when you 
touch it, and then it gives you the shock of your life, and so 
you back off real fast. And that’s really what we did. We just 
gave them one shock to really scare them or to disgust them or 
to horrify them, or whatever. That was our gimmick, this 
work-up to the final denouement. It might be a lapse of taste. 
Or you could start analysing it on a sexual level—it might be a 
kind of parallel to the orgasm too, you know, all the foreplay 
up to the climax. It’s perfectly possible for somebody else to 
come along and analyse it on that level. 

When somebody at the EC convention asked, “How come 
ordinary murders take place off to one side?" you and Bill 
didn’t seem to pick up on it. Afterwards I checked and found 
that he was right—shootings or stabbings tended to take place 
“off-screen. ” I felt that supported my “taste” theory. There’s 
no reason to be overly graphic at these points for its own sake. 

To come up with the point we wanted to come up with, 
leading up to the lapse of taste? Yeah, I guess so. You know, 
“Let’s not take that away from the final kick.” I’m wondering 
whether there are also two levels of standards here, the 
standard of ordinary violence, the everyday kind of violence, 
which is frightening to me and which I abhor, and then the 
violence of fantasy, which is a different kind of violence. 
Dropping a guy into a pot of hot fat and making him into a 
french-fried potato, that leaves everyday violence and becomes 
a kind of an unrealistic schizophrenic violence. And that’s what 
I’m thinking about—I could justify it on that level. 

Oh, I agree. That’s what I don’t think today’s films are 
doing. 

No, they’re really . . . they’re just gore. I call them Grand 
Guignol because the Grand Guignol Theatre in France just 
tried to show the most gruesome things and make it very real, 
and I’m not sure that we tried to make it real. We may be 

* The passage I was remembering here is actually from Frontline 
Combat * 5, I discovered after the interview. However, it’s possible that 
it was written by Bill Gaines, -~JB 

accused of making it real, but in our mind it was more . . . like 
the punchline of a joke. 

I think you often gave such stories to Davis and Ingels, who 
had very unrealistic styles. 

Well Graham and Davis both had what I call the gothic 
look. Ghastly especially. And Davis had that kind of hairy 
look. We gave them the horrible ones because they were 
horrible, and we gave guys like Kamen and Evans the nice 
clean ones—like razors in the wall. 

Practical jokes seem to be a recurring EC theme. 
Practical jokes that backfire, right? 
There’s usually not much sympathy for the practical joker. 

They’re presented as minor villains of life. I understand that 
mu was a practical joker. 

We were both practical jokers. We did all kinds of things to 
each other. He pulled practical jokes on people around the 
office, like having his “brother” come in and storm and yell at 
Anthony. Are you trying to say that you’re noticing that the 
practical jokers in our stories got all kinds of just desserts 
while we were running around doing it free and clear? Well, I 
don’t know what the answer to that is. I guess we were just 
working within the formula, and the formula was that 
tomebody had to get his just desserts, and whether he was a 
practical joker or a guy who screwed his partner, or who 
•crewed his partner’s wife, everyone had to get punished. 
There was a kind of underlying morality, I thought, in all of 
this stuff, even though neither of us were religious people. It’s 
Interesting that when I went on to become the editor of Mad 
magazine I carried this, whatever morality it is into Mad. And 
some guy came to us at one point and wanted to do a book 
called The Mad Morality. He thought that we were preaching 
the ten commandments better than some preachers were 
preaching it in the pulpit, and he gave a lot of examples in his 
book. I think he called me a rabbi, or something. So I guess 

that even though we were sinning ourselves and weren't getting 
punished, we felt that sinners should get punished. [Laugh*. | 
Whether we unconsciously wished for punishment ourselvee, I 
don’t know. 

Another recurring theme was Siamese twins. 
Oh, right-“The Basket” [HoF # 7]. 
There were about six stories. 
You know. I’ve never really analysed it too much, but I'm 

wondering whether this theme reflected Bill’s and my 
interdependence upon each other, that we were like siameM 
twins in terms of the way we worked together. Did that coma 
to your mind at all? 

No, but it’s an interesting thought. In a lot of EC storitB 
everyone hates everyone else and there are no sympathetic 
characters. The Siamese twin stories are usually warmer. 
You’re usually rooting for someone in those stories. Your 
sympathies are strongly with the good head in “The Basket." 

1 haven’t any comment on that, except that certainly my 
own personal feelings have always been warmer towarcto 
someone with an affliction than toward someone who wu 
perfectly healthy who screwed his buddy. I’m trying to 
remember this particular one. [He reads through story, J 
Incidentally, here I am, having written a lot of this stuff, and 
having edited almost all of it, and I have no copies except In 
bound books. It shows you that I never really expected 
anything to happen from it. 

What’s the matter with bound books? 
Oh, one old dogeared copy that my kids have read and the 

kids of my second marriage have read and thumbed through. 
That’s about all that’s left. Old Bill was smart—he packed away 
12 copies of each issue. 

“Corker” [HoF *21] is a very interesting concept. 
[He reads through story. ] We came up with some good 

ones. I often wonder whether some of this stuff could b« 
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written in text form—of course we did that in the 
PictoFiction—but put into text form and just brought out as a 
collection of short stories, whether they would work. 

On some you can just remove the pictures and have the 
story with the text that’s left. 

No, I said that before when I was looking at them. Between 
the captions describing what’s going on and the dialogue 
completing it, you really don’t need the pictures. 

Did you write "Together They Lie” [VoH # 337 ? 
What’s the date? 
October-November 1953. 
Didn’t those guys come to work for us around the end of 

’53? 
/ know Wessler started in October, and this story was 

written around April. 
[He reads through story.] I don’t recall. It’s in the same 

issue as “Let the Punishment Fit the Crime” which I 
remember was an original of ours. I don’t know whether I 
wrote this with Bill’s plotting as usual, or whether we had then 
started to use Jack deck, who was my favorite, incidentally. 
Carl Wessler was next, and then came the other guys, Werstein 
and Bernstein. 

Did Werstein and Bernstein write for the New Trend, the 
horror? 

I don’t think so. I think they came later. 
They just wrote for the New Direction? 
Right, yeah. 
Did Bernstein write Psychoanalysis? 
Yeah. Not. . . yeah, well, kind of. 
I recall hearing that the character Mark Stone was supposed 

to be partly autobiographical on his part. 
It’s possible. I remember that I did a lot of rewriting and 

editing on the scripts that came in. Less with deck than with 
guys like Werstein. 

Wessler still has his scripts. 
Really. Has anybody bothered to compare them to the 

comics? 
I’ve only checked the first pages of his scripts, because 

that’s what he sent me so I could identify the stories. On 
those, there’s some minor copy editing, but otherwise few 
changes. 

First pages aren’t really indicative of the rest of the script. 
The openings might have been OK in most cases. That’s too 
bad—it would have been interesting to see. 

Were Wessler and Oleck the only two outside writers who 
did any volume of work for the New Trends (except for the 
very beginning)? 

Yeah, I would say that. I always wondered why a guy like 
Jack deck didn’t go on to write novels. He had a good style. 
He did write one that I know of, that Roman empress thing 
[Messalina]. But why didn’t he just go on from there? I think 
that deck could have been a Stephen King, I really believe 
that. I like Jack. And I liked his writing. If we were hard 
pressed in turning out material and I was working from scripts, 
his stuff was so close to what I had been writing that it was 
easiest for me to adapt. 

How about the science fiction—did you get outside writers 
at the same point that you did in the horror? 

I don’t remember. We may have. Or Bill and I may have 
continued to write the science fiction. 

Did you write any New Direction stories yourself? 
I really don’t remember at this point. I know I wrote Panic. 
Can we look over Panic to find out which ones you wrote? 
The ones that weren’t funny. 
Yeah, the ones that were funny. 
That weren’t funny. 
That weren’t funny? No, I think it was the other way 

around. I think the first two issues, which weren’t really copies 
of Mad but had your covers and your own stamp, were quite 
good. Your covers were a bit diabolical—the kid blowing up 
the train. 

With the atomic bomb, yeah. There’s our concern about the 
bomb again. I remember that. And trapping Santa with a great 
big trap, wasn’t it? I guess I was trying to make a transition, 
and I wasn’t succeeding too well. 

No, those first two issues were good. They sort of took the 
humorous aspects of your horror books and made them more 
humorous to create something that was funny, yet compatible 
with your approach and style. Then the book became more 
influenced by Kurtzman’s Mad. 

I don’t know whether it was the book or the writers. It 
could have been the writers. I know I had Jack Mendelson. Is 
that all I had? 

That’s the only name I’ve heard. The things you didn’t 
write were just joke compendiums or inadequate copies of 
Kurtzman’s Mad. If Panic had continued not as a second Mad, 
but just a funny book from EC . . . 

I always felt badly about Panic, in that it was one of six 
books that I was doing while Harvey was doing just Mad. I 
always felt that if I had had the time to spend like he spent on 
Mad that I could have done a better job. But it was just a one 
week book for me. I think that when I took over Mad 
magazine itself I was able to justify to some extent the 
potential that I felt I had in the field of satire. But the 
transition . . . I’m glad you liked it. I’m not sure I was happy 
with it. 

/ only liked the first two issues, actually. 
What was in them? The titles of the stories will help me. 
"My Gun is the Jury. ” 
Now that was straight satire. I wrote that myself. 
"Little Red Riding Hood” was the Grim Fairy Tale 

carry-over. For "The Night Before Christmas” I assume you 
just gave the poem to Elder. 

Yeah. And immediately got into trouble. 
In the second issue—“The Lady or the Tiger” is something 

Kurtzman wouldn’t have done. He’d have tackled “African 
Scream, ” naturally doing it differently, but "The Lady or the 
Tiger” is uniquely Panic. “Breakfast with the Fershlugginers” 
and "Come Back Little Streetcar”. . . 

Boy, pretty sophisticated. Where did I lose you? What was 
in the third issue? 

“Li’l Melvin, ” "The Quite-a-man. ” 
OK, so we were getting more into the straight satire. 
"Mother Goon’s Nertzery Rhymes,” I never felt that 

Orlando was a very funny artist. 
I never felt that way either. [Laughs. ] Joe was good in 

other things, and he’s gone on to great heights over at DC, but 

I didn’t think that his artwork had a humorous look. But in 
those days, we were a family. And we still are, as a matter of 
fact. I’ve got artists today that I don’t think are particularly 
funny, but belong to the family and so we use them. 

You wrote all those stories in the third issue, right? 
Yeah, I think I wrote all those. Sorry. 
/ felt at that point you were trying to make it more like 

Mad. 
You say, “make it more like Mad, ” but, you know. Mad 

wasn’t doing that much specific satire. Could we do a parallel 
of the equivalent Mad issue for Panic # 3? 

"Starchie, ” "From Eternity Back to Here, ” "Mark Trade. ” 
So we were parallelling, OK. I guess I was consciously 

making it a sister magazine to Mad. 
You recently said that Ingels didn’t like the physical horror. 

But he had an awful lot of stories like that. 
Yeah. Well, that’s probably why he didn’t like it. [Laughs. ] 

I remember that we had some problems with Ingels in terms of 
the horror. He vacillated. Sometimes he didn’t like doing 
them. I guess he got flack from his family, or who knows what 
happened. 

Did you have a lot of discussions with the artists about the 
horror? 

Do you mean, in terms of being against it? 
Whether it was going too far. . . 
Oh. Some of the artists were more verbal than others. Some 

of them just went ahead and did it, you know. They were just 
very commercial, and . . . they too were making their living. 
Jack Davis never objected to anything. I never got any flack 
from Jack Kamen. Krigstein, yeah. Krigstein was verbal on 
several levels. Some on the moral level, what we were doing, 
some in terms of the layouts, the art of comics. He had some 
very interesting theories, and I think if we’d been allowed to 
go on we might have developed into something in terms of 
some of the things he did. I remember in—was it Impact!—We 
did “Master Race.” 

That was originally scheduled for Shock SuspenStories 
#17. 

Oh, and it was kicked over into Impact when we dropped 
the others? Well, Impact was Shock SuspenStories without as 
much horror. It was still the snap endings. I remember the 
appeal.he made for opening up “Master Race” into eight 
pages. We were having all kinds of problems, whether we 
would let him do it—and he showed it to us, and it worked out 
very well. And he was right. You know what’s confusing me 
right at this minute is—if I had Wessler and Oleck, was I still 
doing originals too? 

Did you write “Master Race”? 
Yeah, I wrote it. 
You did write it. I had asked Bill long ago, and I thought he 

had asked you and told me no. 
Oh yeah. Bill and I plotted that. I remember it was a great 

plot and I liked it. Definitely. I’m almost certain. Why, have 
you found any other source? 

No. But all the other stories in that issue were written by 
Wessler. 

You mean Wessler wrote “Master Race”? [Incredulous. ] 
No he didn’t. That’s sure. 
I know Oleck didn’t. 
He said he didn’t. But most of the stories at the time 

"Master Race” was written were by outside writers. 
No, I think “Master Race” was mine. I remember the 

plotting of it, the kicker on it. I wish the heck I could prove it 
to you one way or the other, but I can’t. 

I’m glad you told me, because it’ll be in The Smithsonian 
Book of Comic Book Comics. 

Really! Oh, it’s my story! [Laughter.] You know. I’m very 
sorry, frankly, that the writers didn’t get bylines in those days. 
Obviously there was no reason in the early days because we 
were writing them all, except for Johnny and Harvey. And 
later on when we picked up the other guys, maybe Bill didn’t 
want to disturb the flow that was going on in terms of the fans 
thinking it was going to be the same stuff. But it bothered me 
when the first reprints started to appear, and there were all 
kinds of discussions about Wood’s story, and Davis’s story, and 
Ingels’ story, and nobody was talking about Feldstein’s story. 
And I had given up the artwork in order to write these things. 
But that was awhile back, and I was feeling unappreciated. 
You know, there’s never been an accurate discussion of “My 
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“My World” [WS #22]. 

There was some discussion of the story at the science 
fiction panel at the EC convention. I never thought of that as 
"Wood’s story, ’’although apparently the impetus for the story 
was these little descriptions of what Wood wanted to draw. 

Wood never had a conversation with me about it. 
Written descriptions, saying that he wanted to draw this 

and that. 
Is that what he said? 
And that you had tried to plot a story with this stuff, and it 

was no good because it was just trying to crowd all these 
things in. 

Bullshit! 
And so you came up with the idea to use the visuals in the 

way you did. 
No. Well, there’s a bit of truth in that. What actually 

happened is that Bill and I didn’t come up with a plot, and I 
said, “Just let me write something about all the things in 
science fiction.” And that was it. I sat down and wrote that 
thing with my own visualization of what would go into it. 

It’s certainly a unique story. 
I liked it when I wrote it. I was very happy and proud of it. 

And of course it never occurred to me that with the 
illustration I would lost authorship of it, it would become 
more of Wood’s story. And when it appeared in one of Russ 
Cochran’s portfolios a few years back, there was no 
acknowledgement there either. I felt badly about that. 

This interview took place on July 16, 1981; it was conducted, 
transcribed and edited by John Benson. Its purpose was to record 
Feldstein’s comments for the annotations to Russ Cochran's EC 
Library, but the resulting transcript seemed of a piece, with themes and 
cross-references that would have been lost if it were broken up into 
small excerpts. Russ Cochran and Al Feldstein have kindly consented to 
allow its appearance in Squa Trent, as long as Feldstein’s comments 
also appear in the EC library. However, there won’t be a complete 
overlap—some of the material here won’t be in the Library, and the 
Library books will have some comments on specific stories that don't 
appear here. The illustrations accompanying the interview were 
done ps posters by Feldstein for display at the 1951 EC Christmas party. 
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IHE EC MNZINES \m 5 

A LEGEND IN ITS TIME 
B^Ron Parker 

The Comic Book Price Guide regularly refers to it as one of 
the two finest EC fanzines of its time. In a 1960 article in 
Coronet magazine about Mad, Richard Gehman touched upon 
the phenomenon of EC fanzines, dubbing it “the king of them 
all.” And John Benson refers to it simply as “the legendary 
Hookah.” 

All of which both amuses and humbles me. After all, I 
didn’t set out to create a legend. 

Hookah! (the exclamation point was generally used to be 
consistent with the title’s origin, the first story in the first 
issue of Mad) is something of a mystery to most of today’s EC 
fans, even those interested in the fannish aspects of the era, 
simply because only a few copies remain in the hands of 
collectors. Even at its peak, probably no more than fifty 
copies of Hookah! were distributed, so knowledge of it is 
limited to comments, references and perhaps a reprinted 
article. So if it is indeed legendary, it is similarly ethereal. Even 
the one person who should have a complete file (namely the 
Editor and Publisher) had to borrow two issues from John 
Benson to reconstruct the complete ten issue run. 

Whether or not it was actually legendary is a question that 
Is perhaps not for me to answer. Simply because of its timing, 
it was certainly something of a misfit. The fanzines that 
preceded Hookah!, which have been discussed in this series, 
were created in the heyday of the EC comic reign, which gave 
them the opportunity to analyze and comment upon eleven 
bi-monthly titles. They had, as an EC fan would appreciate, 
meat for the grinder. What Hookah! faced when it started in 
late 1955, as the earlier fanzines faded into oblivion, was the 
demise of the whole EC comics line, a less than exciting 
editorial prospect for any sort of fanzine future. However, 

because of the appreciative nature of EC fans, this is precisely 
what sustained the fanzine. It was the last of its kind, starting 
at the end of an era. As the contents page of Hookah! # 9 
noted, stealing a line from Mad, “Number One In A Field Of 
One.” 

Certainly, within that era, several fanzines did follow 
Hookah!, including Doug Brown’s Spoof! (note the similar 
usage of the exclamation point), but they weren’t true EC 
fanzines, relying heavily on coverage of Kurtzman’s work after 
he left Mad, and are more properly qualified as the beginning 
of comic book fanzines in general. Which at least places 
Hoohah! as the last of the true EC fanzines of the 1950’s and, 
if it rose to any greatness, it was simply because it had a 
monopoly on the talent of the times. 

There was Fred von Bernewitz, creator of The Complete EC 
Checklist. . . Ted White, subsequently a prolific jazz commen¬ 
tator and sf writer and editor who enjoyed the dubious 
distinction of having Harlan Ellison dedicate a book to him. E. 
Nelson Bridwell, now with D.C. comics, was a contributor. 
Larry Ivie (editor of Monsters and Heroes) was a primary 
source of material. And, most importantly, there was Archie 
Goodwin, now of Marvel Comics fame, sharpening his fangs 
before helping to launch the Warren magazines. Bhob Stewart 
eventually began contributing massive studies of Mad to help 
as we began to run out of things about EC to comment on. 
Larry Stark wrote the classic “Elegy,” a requiem to the EC 
comics era and his involvement as Number One Fan. Other 
contributors included Paul Davis (whose art has subsequently 
graced the covers of TV Guide and other magazines) and some 
fellow named John Benson. 

Even the advertising section occasionally featured a talent 
of the future, most notably an EC want list in the sixth issue 
from Russell Myers, who would graduate from looking for 
EC’s to drawing the Broomhilda comic strip. 

The talent was there. It was simply a matter of publishing it. 
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Paul Davis, whose talents are now highly in demand for 

commercial advertising, magazine covers and theatrical posters, 
wasn't really an EC fan—in a plea for a rational approach to 
comics in a letter in Hoohah! tt 6 he said, “/ am not affected by 
the disease . . . known as ‘EC fever, ’ but various and sundry of my 
friends and enemies are." One of those friends was Archie 
Goodwin, and Davis sent this drawing to Hoohah! with the 
suggestion that he write a short biography of Goodwin to 
accompany it, but Goodwin’s own feature and self-portrait 
rendered the offer superfluous. 

In Squa Tront # 8 John Benson accurately pointed out that 
Hoohah! rose from “a very humble beginning” before 
becoming the best of the EC fanzines. Trust Benson’s 
judgment on that one; I know he has a copy of the first issue, 
a disaster that had an initial circulation of six copies, which 
was about six copies too many. 

Hoohah! was the product of a teenager in love with EC’s 
and, oddly enough, never would have been created without the 
existence of Potrzebie, the other of the “two finest EC 
fanzines” of the period referred to in The Comic Book Price 
Guide. Pot, as we affectionately referred to it in the days 
before such a word denoted more serious and questionable 
substances, had been created by Bhob Stewart and Larry Stark 
and published by Ted White when he lived in Virginia, but it 
eventually ended up in the hands of Larry dowers, an EC fan 
in Hot Springs, Arkansas. Stewart, Stark, and White, had 
presumably gone on to better things, unaware that something 
called Hoohah! would at least delay their exit from the world 
of EC fandom. 

I was living in Tulsa then, not that far away from Hot 
Springs, when my best friend, Mike Beistle, went there for a 
weekend trip with his parents. Mike and I were both ardent EC 
fans by that time, I having discovered a copy of Mad # 8 on a 
supermarket rack and learning about the other EC titles 
through their house ads. Our close personal interests in acting, 
basketball and most literary pursuits logically dictated that my 
interest in EC would also become his. We had both developed 
into fanatical EC collectors. It was during Mike’s weekend in 
Hot Springs that he happened to meet a girl named Nancy Bell 
in, as you might assume, a used comic book store. Nancy was a 
friend of Larry Clowers and, while I suspect Mike might have 
had ideas about this chance encounter that transcended a 
simple discussion of Ghastly’s latest Haunt of Fear cover, what 
he ended up with was a copy of the fifth issue of Potrzebie, 
which he brought back to Tulsa. 

Not that he was going to show it to me, you understand. 

We were intense rivals when it came to collecting back issues 
of EC’s, and he saw this newfound fanzine as an avenue of 
communication towards increasing his personal collection—an 
area of availability that I had no access to. But he braggingly 
told me about the fanzine, and I was intrigued. 

His secretiveness was hardly surprising. Our intensity in 
racing each other to the local used book store after school was 
such that, on one occasion, the only reason I got there in time 
to find the second issue of Weird Fantasy was because Mike 
looked back during the “race” (he was always faster than I 
was) and promptly ran into a parking meter. And, if you were 
a true EC fan in those days, you didn’t stop to pick up your 
best friend simply because he was crumpled up at the foot of a 
parking meter. Not when the second issue of Weird Fantasy 
might be waiting for you at the outrageous price of five cents. 

But it was Mike’s comments about Potrzebie that really 
brought out my devious nature. I was a potential writer 
without an outlet. Someone was publishing an amateur 
magazine about my favorite subject. Since my creative taste 
buds had to savor such a publication, and since Mike wasn’t 
about to let me see it until he procured every available EC in 
the country, there was only one solution. I simply dropped by 
his house one afternoon when I knew he wasn’t home and 
gained admittance to his room from his mother on the 
pretense of awaiting his arrival. And, having nothing better to 
do while I was waiting, my only pastime seemed to be in 
reading something called Potrzebie # 5. It just happened to be 
lying around, you understand, once I located it. 

And I knew that I was about to become a fanzine publisher. 
Of course, I was lacking a few things, principally a 

mimeograph to publish it on. I did have a typewriter, a gift 
from my parents who perhaps sensed my interest in writing 
before I was even avirare of such instincts, and I managed to 
cajole them into investing in a junior size mimeograph and 
some blank stencils for their only son. They probably 
considered it a waste of money, which we never really had 
much of, but they indulged me. 

Hoohah! was born. 
If someone were to ask me today to see a copy of Hoohah! 

# 1, I’d probably lie to them and say that I didn’t have a copy. 
My first mistake was that I drew the cover and wrote most of 
the ensuing eighteen pages. My cover artistry consisted of one 
character chasing another (“I’ll teach you to steal my EC’s”; 
“You don’t need to teach me, I already know how!”) in a 
cartooning style that would cause most first grade art teachers 
to consider retirement. 

The contents included several pages of quips and jokes from 
Ballyhoo; information about the New Direction comics and 
EC Fan Addict Club that I had obtained in an outrageously 
expensive (at that time) phone call to Bill Gaines; a list of 
addresses of old bookstores in Oklahoma, Texas, Louisiana 
and New Mexico (and while I listed two in Tulsa, I somewhat 
intentionally failed to include the one wherein I continually 
found EC’s in abundance); and a short-lived serial I wrote (it 
was the first and last chapter) titled “The Saga of Fearless 
Frank, or They Got Him In The End.” The issue also included 
the notation that circulation was six copies. As Benson said, a 
“humble” beginning. 

Still, suffering as much from my inexperience with a 
mimeograph (“Oh, you mean you’re supposed to put ink in 
that little hole?”) as from my material, the issue offered a 
faint promise. It included a review of Shock Illustrated * 1, the 
first Picto-Fiction magazine, by Archie Goodwin. 

And it was Archie Goodwin who helped sustain the early 
issues of Hoohah! with his writing, cartoons and encourage¬ 
ment although, as Archie might be inclined to say, “The 
mysterious Them must have done it!” Goodwin was not 
involved with the earlier EC fanzines, and it was only poetic 
justice that I should meet him in the previously mentioned 
bookstore while scrambling through piles of comics in search 
of old EC’s. And it was his own fault that he blurted out “I’ve 
already got it” when I pulled a particularly rare EC out of one 
of the stacks, no doubt sandwiched between the latest issue of 
Superman and a recent Batman, and enthusiastically apprised 
the world of my discovery. 

It was a meeting that led to a friendship between 
aficionados of EC’s, hardly jeopardized when he subsequently 
gave me about fifty extra copies from his personal collection, 
all in mint condition. And in the ensuing weeks after our 

meeting I spent more than one afternoon at his house, 
perusing his nearly complete EC collection, and babbling 
•bout my ideas for an EC fanzine. It was a dream, and I knew 
1 couldn’t write it all myself. And it was a dream that Archie 
was willing to help with. 

Circulation six? But it was a labor of love. And a beginning. 
As with any new publication, the title was a problem. 

“Potrzebie” had been used, and I didn’t want to get into the 
“E.C. This” and “E.C. That” formula that had been standard 
for the earlier fanzines. “Hoohah!,” as I mentioned, was the 
title of the first story in Mad, and was suggested in passing one 
evening by Gene Kelly, an avid EC fan who never became 
Involved in the fannish mainstream beyond Hoohah! 

Within our local group, Kelly was something of a discovery 
for me. He lived in a small town about fifty miles from Tulsa 
where my grandparents lived, the kind of Midwestern town 
where you fondly recall the smell of freshly cooked chicken 
on a Sunday afternoon and look in the refrigerator for your 
"special” lemon meringue pie. Kelly had a coded letter in an 
early Mad, which drew several coded responses from other 
readers. So, considering the geographical advantage, I naturally 
looked him up. Not without some trepidation, you 
understand, since his residence turned out to be a small 
chicken farm I had to walk past anytime I wanted to visit the 
local drugstore in search of the latest EC’s. It was the sort of 
place that you keep wondering why you forgot to bring along 
■ clothespin every time you walked past it. But Kelly and I hit 
It off (as strangers with a common interest will do), and he 
•ubsequently moved to Tulsa (as in, The Big City) to pursue 
his eventual career as a commercial eu-tist. And, with such 
talent and interest, he logically became a contributor to 
Hoohah! 

It was a peculiarly local cast of characters: Parker, the 
■spiring writer; Goodwin, the aspiring cartoonist; Kelly, the 
•spiring artist; and Beistle, who we never quite figured out 
what he was aspiring to. 

Actually, Beistle may have been the most ardent EC fan of 
the group, but his interest faded dramatically when he 
ultimately, and quite literally, tore up his EC collection of 
•round two hundred issues in a fit of depression after a stern 

lecture from his mother over some bad grades and the 
questioning insults of a girlfriend of the moment who thought 
that anyone who actually read “comic books” was suspect. I 
tried to salvage parts of his folly. Later, his drama training led 
him to Florida to make English translations of esoteric foreign 
plays while teaching students how to become perpetual 
students. I recently phoned him on the occasion of his 
birthday to apprise him of the current value of his once 
complete (and intact) run of Vault of Horror. He sounded a 
little ill at the end of the conversation. 

But the point is that Hoohah! was a local production. It 
didn’t start with nationally experienced fans and writers, 
simply because I didn’t know they existed. It was a dream, and 
a straw in the wind, among a few people who loved EC and 
wanted to communicate this love affair with a line of comic 
books to others. We appreciated the writing, the artwork, the 
talent. And we wanted others to appreciate it as we did. 

The second issue of Hoohah! was much more professional 
than the first for two reasons. One, I’d learned where the hole 
in the mimeograph was where you were supposed to insert the 
ink, thus greatly helping people who might have been 
interested in actually reading it. And, two, Goodwin drew the 
cover. As a matter of fact, Goodwin almost dominated the 
issue, contributing a review of the first issue of Crime 
Illustrated and a piece on EC artists’ work outside of the EC 
line. Parker, in the meantime, chipped in with an incomplete 
analysis of Pre-Trend EC’s and some more stale jokes that were 
no doubt lifted from Ballyhoo. 

What made the second issue even more interesting was the 
listing of Larry Ivie as a “New York contact.” Shortly after 
Hoohahl’s inaugural, Goodwin had left Tulsa to attend the 
University of Oklahoma, about a hundred miles away, but he 
was also in the process of trying to get into New York 
Cartoonists & Illustrators School (later to be renamed the 
School of Visual Arts). Consequently he had established 
several correspondents in New York. And, while Ivie only 

Just as EC sent readers an illustrated thank-you-for-your-note, 
so did Hoohah! 
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contributed a letter to the second issue of Hookah!, it was the 
beginning of our exposure to the Outside World. We didn’t 
realize it at the time, but Hookah! was coming of age. 

Whatever the circulation of that second issue may have 
been, it obviously reached more than six readers with a dream, 
because the third issue was well represented by outside 
contributors from the previously unknown world of EC 
fandom, including Fred von Bernewitz and Bob Stewart. 
Despite EC’s problems Bill Gaines had taken the time to send a 
letter of encouragement and a five dollar bill for “a lifetime 
subscription.” 

And Archie Goodwin, in the process of moving to New 
York, contributed a review of the first issue of Confessions 
Illustrated (somewhat reluctantly, I suspect) from Oklahoma 
University that was accompanied by the following letter: 
“Let’s face it, what HooHah needs is more about Eeeee Seeee, 
and what HooHah has got is very little about Eaiee Ceiee. 
Without some odd to practically sleep on their doorstep and 
keep us constantly informed, we are sort of stymied. So 
someone has got to sacrifice: so I’ll go to New York after the 
Xmas holidays as foreign correspondent. My Dad has said it’s 
okay for me to go to Cartoonists and Illustrators School and 
start this next semester with them. But he doesn’t think that 
he can really afford to send me till next year; he doesn’t think 
that he can raise the cash that I would need for the immediate 
trip and the first few months that soon. So if you can just take 

Al Feldstein reads a copy of Hoohah! # 5 in the EC 
offices, May 1956. (Photo by Larry Ivie.) 

two or three hundred dollars out of the HooHah money 
reserve, and let me have it to make the safari to New Yawk, I’ll 
promise that I won’t miss one little bit of information that 
flutters around the Easy offices. So how ’bout it, izit a deal? 
Surely you, a magazine editor, can raise a paltry two or three 
hundred dollars. You know, sell your mother or something.” 

Somehow, despite the lack of financial assistance from the 
Hoohah! offices (for one thing, my mother objected to being 
sold), Goodwin made it to “New Yawk” in enough time to 
include his account of his first visit to the EC (alias Easy, aka 
Eaiee Ceiee) in the third issue of Hoohah!, an amusing piece 
that concentrated on his failure to stuff various originals of EC 
artwork and cover paintings into an inadequate shirt. 

Hoohah! # 3 also included a short-lived item I called the 
“EC Collectors Competition List,” which I created out of awe 
at Goodwin’s collection as well as the egoism of thinking I had 
the second best collection in all of known fandom as I 
perceived it to exist at that time. It listed Goodwin at 319 
copies, with Parker and von Bernewitz staggering in behind 
him with 226 and 196 respectively. No contest, but with a 
larger fanzine readership it might have evolved into an EC 
trading corner idea when copies cost a nickel instead of several 
hundred dollars. 

It was an issue that also included a pre-stencilled ad by Ted 

White for von Bernewitz’s original EC Checklist, with Bill 
Gaines being credited for news notes, including the fact that 
he had married Nancy Siegel. Archie Goodwin had found the 
time to draw another cover as well as a full page cartoon. And 
Bob Stewart noted what he saw in the growth of Hoohah! in a 
letter. “Allow me,” he wrote, “as the editor of the first EC 
fanzine, to congratulate you on Hoohah! It is neat, legible, 
newsy, funny and promising.” Obviously Stewart had not seen 
the first issue of Hoohah! when he wrote his letter, but it was 
encouraging egoboo at the time, not unlike receiving a five 
dollar bill from Bill Gaines when you wondered if you were 
asking too much by charging subscribers 15^ a copy. 

Some readers subsequently contended that the third issue 
of Hoohah! wasn’t as good as the second issue that had 
attracted so much praise, which bothered me because I was 
increasingly influenced at the time by the old Ted White 
“Every Issue Better” motto that he used in sf fandom before 
becoming a Dirty Old Pro. 

So I intentionally set out to make the fourth issue 
“special,” especially in view of the fact that EC was dying and 
I suspected I was running out of a subject to write about. “I 
think,” Goodwin wrote to me at the time, “that your fourth 
issue should be an all-out smash issue and hang the cost (easy 
for me to say), because there may not be much to write about 
after that anyhow.” 

Goodwin was correct, of course, but he may have 
underestimated the loyalty of EC fans in general, and his own 
love and interest in particular. Hoohah!, unlike EC, was in an 
ascendency, carried there by the love of a dying entity through 
the loyalty of its fans. 

If Hoohah! # 4 did nothing else, it reflected my 
improvements in mimeographing skills, since through corres¬ 
pondence Ted White had convinced me of the virtues of 
lettering guides as opposed to hand carving stencils with a 
kitchen knife. Thanks to Ted’s patience, I even learned what a 
stylus was, and my new experience was apparent with the 
“Staff” page in that issue in which I combined all of my 
various new lettering guides into one master conglomeration of 
styles. It might not have looked very professional but it 
certainly was neater than earlier issues. 

The “Staff” was always sort of an ethereal thing anyway, 
the principal contributors for a given issue being assigned 
“titles” for that issue. And it wasn’t even listed in every issue. 
If there was any consistency whatsoever outside of the “Editor 
and Publisher” it was Archie Goodwin’s relatively stable status 
£is “Assistant Editor and Art Director.” 

The latter capacity was certainly evidenced in the fourth 
issue, which included five Goodwin cartoons scattered 
throughout the issue, line drawings in a VIP tradition that 
represented a High School trend that was common at the time, 
not only with Goodwin but also Broomhilda’s Russ Myers and 
another close friend of theirs, Don Lindmark (who would later 
room with Myers at Oklahoma University). DAAL (as 
Lindmark signed his work) was talented enough that I once 
published a collection of his cartoons when I was involved in 
science fiction fandom. It was favorably received; yet, among 
these three contemporaries, DAAL is the one who seems to 
have disappeared. 

Whereas the third issue of Hoohah! had included Goodwin’s 
Invasion/Theft of EC article, the fourth issue began Fred von 
Bernewitz’s and Ted White’s “We’re Off to EC” series, which 
simply meant that Hoohah! readers were not lacking in 
information about the inner workings at the EC offices. It was 
always considered a scoop to tell the readers the contents of 
the next Mad before the issue hit the newsstand, and several 
“special bulletins” were produced between issues of Hoohah! 
simply to convey this valued information as it made its way 
from New York to Tulsa. Picto-Fiction was certainly a topic of 
discussion in the fourth issue (recognizing that we were 
running out of things to discuss), Ted White offering an in 
depth analysis of EC’s entire attempt in the media as opposed 
to the previous reviews of single issues. 

Gene Kelly drew a nude line drawing for the cover, which I 
discreetly covered up with am overlay of a Goodwin character 
that had been featured on the cover of the second and third 
issues. Not that I was being prudish; I was rapidly discovering 
girls about the same time that Kelly (a few years older than I) 
was teaching me how they should be drawn. But a nude on the 
cover of an EC fanzine? Besides, the Goodwin overlay sort of 

belonged there, a stubby detective smoking a pipe that had 
been the central character in Archie’s previous two covers. 
Plus, there was an inherent subtlety in such a character (Archie 
Goodwin being Nero Wolfe’s trusted assistant in the novels) 
that probably escaped most of the readers. 

The Goodwin character never appeared after that issue, 
although it probably should have, having been established as a 
tradition much as Alfred E. Neuman was being established on 
the cover of Mad. That it didn’t is primarily due to the fact 
that by the fifth issue Archie Goodwin was alive, well, and 
starving to death in “New Yawk.” That he contributed at all at 
this time is a testimony to his love and devotion to Hoohah! 

Kelly and I, in the meantime, decided to “uncover” his 
nude (at least the top half) in the fifth issue as part of an Art 
Portfolio section. It was, in a sense, our challenge to Hugh 
Hefner, while displaying the multiplicity of artistic talent 
available to me by this time. There was an older Goodwin 
cartoon that he undoubtedly hated to see in print (Archie 
always wondered why he hated his work after doing it, the 
sign of true creative profession that neither of us appreciated 
at the time), along with a retracing of his hand drawn 
Christmas card, and several other Kelly drawings that had 
absolutely nothing to do with EC comics (unless you could fit 
his German general into Two-Fisted Tales). 

But it was that line drawing of the nude that got us into 
tome minor trouble with several parents, even though it was 
buried in a 46 paf fanzine. It seems that they didn’t 
appreciate the experimental competition of a budding artist 
competing with Playboy in an EC fanzine. 

Still, the oddest thing about the fifth issue was its size, not 
from page count but because of the physical dimensions of the 

Larry Ivie’s original art for the cover of Hoohah! #5 is on 
the left. To the right is the actual cover after the art had 
been traced onto a mimeograph stencil by Parker. 

pages. Whereas earlier issues had been printed on exactly half 
of an 8t4 x 11 sheet, which is fairly standard, this Uwuc 
measured 6 x 9%, an odd size by any standards. As with any 
peculiarity, there was, of course, a reason. The people I wm 
buying my paper from at the time (on a liberal credit baaia, I 
might add), were into the scratch pad business, and cutting all 
sorts of unusual sized sheets out of your standard sizes. They 
made me an offer I couldn’t refuse, and you have to have been 
a poor fanzine publisher to appreciate that decision. 

Larry Ivie made his first strong appearance in Hoohah! * 6, 
contributing not only an original cover that displaced the 
Goodwin “tradition” but also the first of a two part article 
called “The Search For T.C.K.” (in which he and Goodwin set 
out to find the Crypt Keeper in New York), along with a brief 
piece on M.C. Gaines and the Famous Funnies association 
under a modest byline that proclaimed Ivie as “One of the 
World’s Greatest Comic Collectors.” History dims whether I 
came up with that byline or Ivie did, but I suspect the latter. 
In any event, Hoohah! obviously had developed a prestigious 
cast of writers. 

Unfortunately, Ivie was also the first victim of Hoohah Tt 
size change, sending in a pre-printed two page cartoon insert 
that suddenly found itself stapled into a slightly larger 
publication. It was perhaps appropriately, an original strip 
titled “AARGH!”, undoubtedly Ivie’s feeling when he saw the 
size change. 

As prolific as Ivie was in the fifth issue (he also contributed 
two other items and three cartoons), the page count had 
grown to such an extent that it also included the second 
installment of “We’re Off To E.C.” by von Bernewitz and 
White, an updated guide to the Pre-Trend titles and their 
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numerical transition into the horror and sf titles, several pages 
of Kelly cartoons, and my own outlandish version of meeting 
Archie Goodwin while trying to figure out how to throw him 
off of a bridge so I could steal his EC collection (in those days 
bridges weren’t much different from parking meters). And, if 
this wasn’t enough material, Goodwin found time between 
tours of 42nd Street in search of hot dog change lying in the 
gutter to write a science fiction oriented story titled “Peace 
Conference” which may have been his first published story 
since Hookah! was his only fannish outlet at the time. Whether 
he subsequently adapted this professionally or not is 
something I haven’t researched, but it was unusually well 
received by the readers as a fiction piece in a fanzine that was 
expected to keep them up to date on the latest EC news on 
every page. 

Not that the EC aspect was overlooked; the most 
sensational item in the issue was Ted White’s “EC 
Confidential,” in which he revealed the truth behind the 
ongoing mystery of the time: “What Is Potrzebie?” Potrzebie, 
and what it was, was a favorite EC topic of the time, perhaps 
the biggest “mystery” they ever created. Yet, there on page six 
of Hookah! # 5 was the scoop, the Inside Information. It was 
probably the greatest revelation of the time if you were a 
puzzled EC fan, ranking on the same level as detailing how to 
make a hydrogen bomb. 

The back cover of that issue also included a Kelly nude, 
except in this case it was a gorilla (well, we were pretty 
experimental in those days, what can I tell you?). Kelly had 
done the back cover for the fourth issue, an Army styled “We 
Want You” (to read Hookah!) parody, but his gorilla, which 
was a spontaneously drawn ad for von Bernewitz’s Checklist, 
still stands out to me as the best thing he ever drew for the 
fanzine. I made extensive use of my lettering guides during this 
one page creation that we put together one evening at my 
house. I don’t recall ever mentioning it to von Bernewitz, who 
will probably be reading it here for the first time, but the 
evening that Kelly and I completed the gorilla ad we were so 
proud of it that I ran off about fifty extra copies and we 
proceeded down the streets of Tulsa stapling copies to 
telephone poles, generally tearing off outdated political 
posters to make room for our creative genius of the moment. I 
doubt that Fred got a lot of orders for the Checklist from this 
exuberance, but Kelly and I sure had a lot of fun. 

Even the letter page of the fifth issue was significant, 
assuming you ignore one fan’s observation (in reference to the 
cover of the fourth issue) that “Kelly can’t draw.” A fan 
named Pat Armstrong (President of the Mad Melvin Club, 
about which he was subsequently to write one of the strangest 
articles that ever appeared in the fanzine) asked if Hookah! 
could force “one or two articles out of Larry Stark.” Stark 
was the acknowledged Number One EC Fan of the era and, as 
a non-contributor to Hookah! was something of a missing link. 
He was the one major person involved in EC fandom that was 
not involved in this stage of its declining development. And it 
was on the interest expressed in Armstrong’s letter that I 
wrote Larry Stark, ^lsking for a contribution to Hookah! # 6. 

Ted White’s three-color mimeographed cover for Hoohsih! # 7 
probably took half a day to design, stencil and print. The 
completed job was seen by SO people at the most. That the cover 
was hand tipped onto an S'/s x II inch sheet (even though Ted 
hadn’t originally intended it to be), added to its elegance. 

greatest article that ever appeared in an EC fanzine. Titled 
“Elegy,” it was an account of Stark’s rise and fall with his 
inside connections with the people at EC. I understand it has 
been reprinted in later editions of von Bernewitz’s Checklist, 
as befits a classic. There is little doubt that Hookah! * 6 was 
the best of the issues, and “Elegy” was its nucleus. If Hoohah! 
was the legend it is said to be, then this was the best issue of 
any EC fanzine ever published. But it also contained sadness, 
for Larry’s article expressed the finality of it all. There was 
little to be said after “Elegy.” 

Not that the issue was without its brighter aspects. I had 
been experimenting with multi-color mimeography and 
decided to print an Archie Goodwin cover (an EC parody 
signed by “Johny Crud”) in three colors, which I had never 
attempted before. At that time, at least to an amateur, this 
could only be accomplished in one of two ways: Ink a pad in a 
variety of colors that would bleed together for a single pass 
through the mimeograph which you hoped would look slightly 
creative. Or draw parts of a page on three individual stencils, 
each of which would be run with that particular colored ink 
pad, in the hope that the three individual passes of a sheet of 
paper through the mimeograph might result in some form of 
synchronization. I chose the latter method, running black for 
the primary drawing (or, as Archie Goodwin’s New York 
experience would have it, “drawring”). Then I made a red ink 
run simply to color the flowing curtains that were a major part 
of the illustration. And then I ran the sheets through again just 
to get the title, Hoohah! in blue ink. 

It was a job, three runs just to produce the cover for what 
ended up as a 54 page issue, but it was fun because Goodwin’s 
cover was so reminiscent of the EC spirit. Goodwin would 
later comment that he felt that it was a shame that I couldn’t 
have introduced color overlays onto “a little more worthwhile 
material.” But, like I said, Archie always hated his own work 
five minutes after he “drewr” it. 

While “Elegy” was the key to the sixth issue, it was not 
alone, even though it ran almost eight pages. Ted White had 
evolved into a major contributor (much like Ivie in the 
previous issue), writing an autobiography, a perhaps excessive 
book and jazz review column, and most importantly the 
second “E.C. Confidential” segment, this one revealing the 
true origins of Alfred E. Neuman. Like the story behind 
Potrzebie, it was yet another scoop, perhaps more significant 
at the time because EC was planning to continue the mystique 
of the Neuman character in future Mads and there is the 
thought that they didn’t really want any information leaked 
out. Goodwin was, as usual, prominent in that issue with (as 
another change of pace) a cinema review (or, “Movin Pictures 
An That Stuff”); Ivie continued the “visit to EC” tradition 



with a four page spread, while also contributing the second, 
and major, part of “The Search For T.C.K.” and a column on 
comic book history that concentrated on Superman. 

And there was Ted White’s EC Bulletin, which informed the 
readers of the not unexpected demise of Picto-Fiction and the 
information that Shock Illustrated # 3 could be obtained for 
fifty cents. To my knowledge, this was the only way that EC 
fans of that time were made aware of the availability of the 
last Picto-Fiction that never saw the light of a newsstand. 
White reported in Hookah! that 200 copies were actually 
assembled and hand-stapled by the staff in the EC offices, 
presumably to at least have something to show for the work 
involved. Hookah! readers had the first crack at those 200 
copies ... at 50^ a copy. No one knows today how many of 
those copies still exist, but a few years ago Bill Gaines 
admitted to me that he had about a dozen copies stashed 
away. He also admitted that he keeps them in a safe. It has 
been reliably reported that Russ Cochran was given a copy of 
Shock # 3 by Gaines . . . after fulfilling the condition that he 
first complete his personal EC collection, including all 
Pre-Trend issues. He obviously accomplished this presumably 
expensive goal . . . and thereby saved the 50^ tab that was 
forced upon Hookah! readers. 

Still, on analysis. Hookah! # 6 had its weaknesses. Movie, 
jazz and book reviews contributed by several fans didn’t really 
have a place in “The World’s Top EC Fanzine.” We were filling 
pages. The very presence of “Elegy” pointed out that there 
wasn’t that much to write about EC anymore. Hookah! had 
become an outlet for the top fans of the period, but the death 
of its idol was beginning to catch up with it. 

Still, there was time for fan creativity, and just when Ted 
White assumed I had settled into the peculiar 6 x 914 size and 
went to great pains to mimeograph the six page “Gaines 
Mutiny Courtroom Scene” as well as a multi-colored cover and 
back cover in this peculiar size, I naturally changed the 
magazine to a standard 814 x 11 format. As with any transition 
I made, it was a matter of economic necessity. My father’s 
shaky credit line had provided me with a larger mimeograph, 
while the paper supplier was rapidly losing interest in the 
variable scratch pad business and paying closer attention to my 
bills. The only alternative for the future of Hookah! was a new 
paper supplier, and economics dictated an 814 x 11 size. Thus, 
White’s elaborately printed cover and back cover ended up 
hand tipped onto the larger sheets, while the “Gaines Mutiny 
Courtroom Scene” became an odd-sized insert, as had 
happened earlier to Ivie’s “AARGH!”. 

Naturally, this didn’t set very well with White at the time, 
for which I can’t blame him. But the material was distributed 
(typically late) as part of Hoohah! # 7, and despite the size 
differences White’s contributions were probably the dominant 
features. Goodwin wrote an autobiography in a humorous 
vein, perhaps a tongue in cheek shot at White’s earlier 
published biog; particularly since both White and Goodwin 
included “drawrings” of themselves. And, at least in the case 
of Archie’s copy, it was a subtle takeoff on the EC “Artist Of 
The Issue” series. Bob Stewart contributed an extensive ten 
page review of Mad, which was possibly inspired by Stark’s 
“Elegy.” Larry Ivie contributed yet another study of the 
Superman comics, while Fred von Bernewitz’s column, which 
had been forced out of the sixth issue, was back. 

And the letter column included some flattering comments 
from some guy named John Benson who had just discovered 
Hoohah! and received all the back issues. He seemed 
particularly enamored over “Elegy” but, again, I suppose that 
was before he got around to reading the first issue. 

Still, it was not the same Hoohah! 
I suppose anyone with a critical eye could sit down and 

come up with the same evaluation. But it stands out more to 
me simply because I typed every letter on every stencil. 
Except for Ivie and White’s pre-printed contributions, I redrew 
every cartoon and ran every page with tender loving care 
through one of two different mimeograph machines. And I 
knew that Hoohah! # 7, let alone any subsequent issue, would 
never rival that sixth issue, which was the culmination of a 
love affair—not just mine, but everyone who ever contributed 
to Hoohah! 

And it was because of this sense of love that Hoohah! 
struggled on with understandable infrequency. Bob Stewart 
supported issue # 8 with a six page analysis of Mad, while 
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Goodwin chipped in with his cleverest front/bacover 
combination in the form of a satire on the early science fiction 
pulps. 

It was enough to inspire issue # 9, which was actually larger 
than # 8 (36 pages vs 22). Goodwin came back with another 
front cover vs back cover story line, and I don’t recall a single 
letter of complaint that the girl on the back was a nude line 
drawing. Perhaps EC fans, or at least their parents, had grown 
up. Bob Stewart was still analyzing Mad, Ivie struggled in with 
a piece on the “good old days,” and the hard core fans 
(including Bridwell and Benson) were represented by a special 
theme issue idea I had devised on the relative merits of 
Kurtzman vs. Feldstein. It was strictly reader opinions, but it 
caused more than a small amount of controversy. 

And, of course, that’s all Hoohah! was left with. 
Controversy, and how to create it. EC had died, and there 
wasn’t really anything to say after “Elegy” was printed. 
Hoohah! was the fanzine that refused to die, in the same sense 
that EC’s readers, including myself, refused to let it go. 

Which accounted for Hoohah! # 10, a seven pager prompted 
because of a Fred von Bernewitz trip to EC and an interview 
with Gaines and Geldstein that boiled down to the fact that 
they really didn’t want to promote an EC fanzine such as 
Hoohah! for the simple reason that it had, indeed, evolved into 
a forum for criticism. And, of course, a fanzine about Mad, 
last of the EC empire, could not survive without promotion. 

Gaines and Feldstein were right, of course. All Hoohah! 
would have become would have been a critical journal, 
concentrating on what was wrong with the latest issue of a 
single magazine instead of benefitting from what might have 
been right when they were publishing the finest comic books 
that ever found their way to a rack. Hoohah! persisted for a 
period of time, but, like EC, it was doomed to extinction, its 
writers and artists supporting it to the end much as the EC 
gang had supported Gaines and Feldstein. And, like EC, 
Hoohah! reached a zenith. It could never be the same again. 

Still, it had its value aside from a historical documentation 
of the EC history. It was a training ground for the fans of that 
era that would become the professionals of tomorrow. Which, 
of course, is what the fannish experience is all about. Whether 
it was a legend or not is a moot point. Personally I think it 
happened to be the right outlet for creativity at the right time. 

Whether it was “the king of them all” is similarly moot. 
Maybe it was, indeed, the best, simply because it was the last 
and its contributors gave it everything in their unfounded hope 
that, somehow, EC might survive. Hoohah! became a straw, 
and we all clutched at it. 

But there’s one thing I’ll always fondly recall from those 
days of stencilling, mimeographing, stapling and mailing out 
every copy. And that’s the simple fact that everyone involved, 
whether it was Parker trying to pay his paper bill or Goodwin 
wondering where his next hot dog was coming from, Kelly 
stapling Checklist ads to telephone poles or Ivie and White 
wondering why the magazine’s size kept changing; we all had 
one common purpose. And we were fortunate enough to 
experience EC when it was a living entity, and we had a lot of 
fun living with it, and a lot of pain dying with it. However 
briefly, EC was once ours. 

And we had fun. 
Oh God, how we did have fun . . . 

Ron Parker is eminently qualified 
to write the Hoohah chapter of 

been the editor and publisher of 
that august publication. Parker’s 
interest in EC and writing later led 
him to write scripts for the Warren 
magazines Creepy and Eerie. He is 
currently a member of the Nation¬ 
al Turf Writers Association and is 

uting Editor for several prominent 
publications devoted to thorough¬ 
bred horse racing. Parker allows 
that his love affair with EC was 
rekindled while writing this ar¬ 
ticle, to the extent that he is 
compiling a Best of Hoohah! 
compendium with supplemental 
notes that he hopes will be of 
interest to EC fans. 
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By the Summer of 1952 the sales figures for 

EC had really risen and showed every indication 
of staying that way. To celebrate. Bill Gaines 
threw a party for his staff and then surprised his 
guests by handing out some fancy gifts, in most 
cases camera equipment. A1 Feldstein, who was 
the only person in on the surprise, wanted a 
power lawnmower, and it was known that 
Graham Ingels wanted an outboard motor. 
Gaines once drily described this party as “an 
early example of what later became known as 
my ‘paternalism.’ ” 

The artists drew a big poster for a thank you 
note, which Gaines had framed and hung on the 
wall. If you can’t recognize the art and you’re 
wondering who “Ollie & Jack” are, that’s John 
Severin and his girl friend of the time. Gaines 
does not recall who did the delightful cherub. 
The Craig, Severin, and Elder drawings are 
reproduced here full size, the others somewhat 
smaller. 

Illustrations copyright © 1983 William M. Gaines. 21 
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&1RLY WOOD Many great cartoonists drew incessantly 
IS children, and Wally Wood belongs to that group. Interestingly, although he wasn’t terribly 

concerned about saving his. professional work, and although he gradually shed many of his possessions 
in his nomadic journeys the last 15 years of his life, he held on to great quantities of his childhood 

sketches. Why? Many of his earliest themes recurred in his work throughout his career. Was he trying 
to maintain a link with an adolescent sense of fantasy? The careful selection of the name of one’s 

character, the depiction of oneself in a Caniff styled tropical bar, the obsession with skulls and thrones, 
the strange flights of imagination—are these horded treasures the key to the work of Wallace Wood? 
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Terry York 

Justin Blade 

Mike Angel 

Mike Royer 

/Clint Banner 

Zero Blake 

Zip fcaraby 

Tom Flagg 

•^erry May 

Wing Barton 

Kirk Storm 

Wade Barton 
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Hunt Banner 

Lance Parker 

Vip Barton 

Zip Hunter 

Pepper Barton 

Hunt Swift 

Bart swift 

Marty Swift 

Carter Swift 

Luke Swift 

Cord Storm 

Cory Mason 

Chip Torrent 

Terry Ray 

Clint Carter 

Sky Banner 

Phil Storm 

Blck Storm 

Dean Mason 
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Dean Storm 

Hunt Storm 

Hunt Harper 

Hunt Laraby 

Johnny Arrow 

Blck Poster 

Hunt Raymond 

Hunt Taylor 

Barney Swift 

Martin Swift 

Mark Swift 

Tod Garland 

t^'^^ick Voyage 

Mike Blaze 

Duke Swift 

Terry Justin 

Torn Friday 

Blaze Storm 

Mike Journey 

Mike Starr 

Barnay Guard 

Martin Guard 
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Blaze Barton 

Blaze Harper 

Barney Steel 

Tarry Steel 

Dean Travel 

Duke Travel 

Halo Banner 

Hale Raymond 

Hale Barton 

Mike Vision 

Plight Barton 

Plight Carter 

Mark Plight 

i'^att Flight 

Mike Gunn 

Mike Target 

Mike Blaze 

Clint Blazer 

Mike Power 

Terry Crater 

Duke Crater 

Mike Crater 

Kirk Crater 

Van Garde 
!tn Outer Space 

Chip Crater 

Vance Garde 

[i/^rett Banner 

Brett Crater 

Brett Storm 

Brett Blaze 

Brett Journey 

Mike Mariner 

Duke Mariner 

Duke Voyage 

Bart Voyage 

latt Voyage 

SKY BARTON 

SKYI 

BAT BANNER 

TRIP BANNER 

FLIP BANNER 

TY BANNER 
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ig, Wessler wrote so many scripts—and no 
knew which were his until I made a 

rough an2dysis of the raw data he extracted 
n his files over the last year—that if 



CtRL 
WESSLBl 

THE ENTERTAINING COMICS GROUP j 
2 25 LAFAYETTE STRE-ET J 

NEW YORK 12, N. Yif* "“-I 

Dear lie* Wessler | 

Will 50ti kindly get iii 

touch w&th me regarding 
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REVEALED 

On October 1, 1953, A1 Feldstein sent a "24 postcard to veteran 
comic book -writer Carl Wessler, asking him if he’d like to write 
comic scripts for EC; 13 days later Wessler mailed out his first EC 
script. Over the next 16 months he sold nearly 100 scripts to EC, 
about 60 of which were for the crime and horror titles. Wessler 
wrote the memorable “About Face” for Graham Ingels, the 
controversial Shock stories “A Kind of Justice” and “The Pen is 
Mightier,” and many of the Bemie Krigstein classics, such as “The 
Catacombs,” “In the Bag” and “Murder Dream.” In fact, he wrote 
half a dozen whole issues of several New Trend titles. 

When Wessler arrived on the EC scene Feldstein and Gaines had 
already written most of their best stories. For several years they 
had worked at perfecting the telling of a certain type of horror 
story, and, having perfected it, they began to repeat familiar house 
plots. Wessler and Jack Oleck were brought in to supply EC with 
fresh blood. Wessler was a great idea man, and if he dealt with 
familiar EC themes, he also brought a wide variety of new story 
concepts, to the New Direction stories as well as the New Trend. 
Plot ideas flowed from his brain at an amazing pace, a prime 
requisite in comics, where volume is a must. Because, even though 
he was averapng two scripts a week for them at the peak, EC was 
just one of his accounts during that period. 

Nevertheless, Wessler says, “Working with Bill and A1 was the 
happiest time of my comics writing career.” Many of the final 
stories show considerable changes from his original synopses, 
evidencing quite a bit of work in shaping the story. Some of these 
changes took place during story conferences, while others were 
undoubtedly worked out by Wessler as he shaped the final script. 
In either case, the changes and improvements as the story evolved 
show a care on the part of Wessler and his editors that was 
rare in the comics field at the time. 

Who is Carl Wessler? Writers of comics since the sixties have 
generally been credited, but one sometimes wonders who wrote the 
thousands and thousands of uncredited comic stories that appeared 
over the years prior to that time. We know a lot about the prolific 
comic book artists, but much less about the writers. Wessler, whose 
name is unknown except for his EC connection and the more 
recent DC scripts that he received credit for, is probably one of the 
more prolific comics creators, having written (and drawn) for 
comics full time for the past forty years. If you’ve read many 
non-super hero comics at all during that period, it’s highly probable 
that you’ve read Wessler stories without even knowing it. 

Wessler was bom in New York in 1913. In retrospect it seems 
that he was a natural for comics, since he was interested in both 
■writing and drawing from a very young age. In evening courses at 
Columbia University and City College he studied writing—also 
Spanish, and particularly French, a lifelong interest of his. In fact, 
he acted in several French plays at Columbia. 

WhUe studying in the evening, Wessler worked during the day for 
the Fleischer Animation Studio. He started there around 1932 and 
was with the Studio for 11 years, moving to Florida when it went 
South and following it again when it returned to New York, being 
one of the last to return before the Miami studio finally shut down. 

Through a Fleischer connection, Wessler started freelancing 
“animated” comic book scripts by mail for Dick Hughes at Cinema 
Comics in his free time while still in Miami. After returning to New 
York Wessler continued to freelance while with Fleischer, but 
before long he moved full time to Cinema Comics at 45 W. 45th 
Street, a few doors down from the Fleischer Studios. There he had 
a steiff job writing and drawing “animated” comic features, which, 
according to Wessler, paid more money than most animators were 
getting. While at this job, Wessler continued to do freelance work. 
Eventually he turned to freelancing full time, which he’s done ever 
since, -with brief exceptions such as a few months with a greeting 
card company when comics were in a slump. 

Over the many years Wessler has worked for virtually every 
comics company that ever existed. In spite of Wessler’s plea, 
“Please don’t add up all the years I worked for different companies 
. . . that’d make me about 150 years old,” it seems easiest to 
describe his career by listing the major companies he’s worked for. 

Nedor/Pines. According to the Bails/Ware Who’s Who, Wessler wrote and 
drew such features as “The Fair Twins and Mr. Frost,” “Harry Hare,” and 
“Filbert Fox” for Pines from 1944-45. 

ACG. Again per Bails/Ware, Wessler did “Merry Go Round” (and 
undoubtedly other features) from 1943-52. Quite certainly, this is the 
company that Wessler refers to as Cinema Comics. 

Rural Home. Bails/Ware credit Wessler with “Laffy Daffy” in 1945. 
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Will Eisner. Wessler recalls doing “a few jobs” for Eisner, possibly on 
commercial comics. 

Timely/Atlas/Marvel. Wessler got his first work at Timely through a former 
Fleischer employee, Pauline Loth, in 1944 or 1945, when Stan Lee was still in 
the Army. Between then and 1957 Wessler claims to have scripted over 700 
stories for Timely, mostly four and five pagers of the mystery, crime and 
horror variety, but also for romance and other genres. Because of their brevity 
and the speed with which he wrote them (sometimes from a title suggestion by 
Stan Lee), he says, “It’s almost unfair to call them stories.” Since Timely 
published several hundred titles over this period, Wessler’s output, prodigious 
as it is, must still have been a small percentage of their total stories. 

Orbit/Toy town. One of Wessler’s early accounts (starting in 1945) was 
writing, drawing and creating characters for “animated” type stories for Rae 
Herman. One of the features he recalls creating was “Upan Atom,” an atomic 
powered baby. “I delivered finished jobs—no editor’s approval,” he says. He 
also drew covers for their “animated” titles. Later, when crime comics were 
big, Herman asked Wessler to submit some crime synopses. “She didn’t care 
for what I cooked up; she rejected my synops and I was out in the cold—but 
not for long.” Segue to ... 

Lev Gleason. “I offered my services to Biro-Wood and was soon grinding 
out scripts for Crime Does Not Pay and Crime and Punishment. My favorite 
editor at Gleason was Bill Kofoed, who had published pulps and been a sports 
writer. Bill said that as far as he was concerned I was his only crime writer.” 
One of Wessler’s favorite assignments at Gleason was writing Black Diamond 
scripts. “When romance stories began to find a market. Lev Gleason hired 
Henry Leiferant, who had turned out the first romance magazines for 
MacFadden Publications.” Wessler did two romance stories at Gleason—his 
first in that genre. Wessler also worked on Tops, Biro’s ili fated attempt to 
produce an “adult” comic magazine. He was with Gleason from 1949-52, and 
then apparently returned near the end of 1954—one reason his volume of 
scripts for EC began to fali off at that time. 

Hillman. Simultaneous to his work at Gleason, Wessler was writing westerns 
and crime stories for Ed Cronin, Hillman’s editor, who had been a cohort of 
Wessler’s at the Fleischer Studios. 

Standard. This was another big account for Wessler. In addition to many 
scripts for “animated” funny animais and some for romance comics, he 
created and iilustrated covers for such titles as Supermouse and Goofy. Wessler 
describes these as “the easiest money I ever made.” Tbe rate was $50 per cover 
and once, while vacationing in Florida, he did three in one day and took it 
easy the rest of the week. 

directiy for Simon, in romance and other genres. 
Fox. “Only if I was desperate for work did 1 write for Fox Features. I tore 

all record of my work for Victor Fox out of my payment book. The hardest 
part of the work was coiiecting. Somewhere I have some shares of stock in a 
Pittsburgh printing plant that he sent in payment tor some work or other. I 
never tried to cash in on the stock. If typical of Fox, the company was 
nonexistent.” 

Quality. For editor Ai Grenet, Wessler wrote “animated” (Buster Bear), 
teenage (Jonesy) and romance stories from 1953-55. 

Ziff-Davis. Wessler wrote about 30 romance and other stories tor editors 
Jerry Siegel and Irv Werstein. (Later, Werstein also wrote scripts for EC.) 

Harvey. When the comic industry collapsed in the fifties, Wessler’s mainstay 
became the little kid books of the Harvey brothers-//of Stuff. Wendy, 
Spooky, Little Dot, Little Lotta, and especially Richie Rich and “my all time 
favorite” Baby Huey. Wessler takes responsibility for all but the first few Baby 
Huey scripts. He didn’t do any drawing tor Harvey, but his scripts were done 
in fairiy finished layout form on special storyboard-type paper that Harvey 
supplied for the purpose. Wessler claims “credit for having started a common 
expression. Baby Huey kept saying ‘Duh ... this is a fun game!’ ‘This is a tun 
car!’ etc. That expression came into its own just a few years back—I suppose 
when the kids who read Baby Huey grew up.” In 1957 Wessler moved back to 
Florida and has continued to freelance by mail ever since. 

Charlton. In the sixties and seventies Wessier wrote fantasy-type scripts for 
Chariton. 

National/DC. In 1968 Wessler returned from his diet of Harvey kiddie 
books to less juvenile fare, and since that time he’s produced as many stories 
for DC as he did for Timely in an earlier decade (over 700 DC stories by his 
count). The only continuing character he worked on was Tomahawk, a feature 
that he enjoyed writing very much, “not that I’m a western buff, but the 
characters were great to work with.” The Indian chief in that feature with the 
hand made of iron was his creation. For the most part, however, he stuck to 
genre short stories for editors Murray Boltinoff and Jack Harris—The Witching 
Hour, Unexpected, etc., but also romance, and a tew war and science fiction 
stories. 

Wessler has also written for the black-and-white comics magazines 
published by Marvel, Skywald and Warren. 

I suspect that there are other writers who have labored as 
prolificsJly in the comics as Carl Wessler has (the names of Gardner 
Fox, Otto Binder and Stan Lee come to mind), but that they are 
few in number. When it comes to length of service, however, 
Wessler’s record may be unique—who else can claim to have written 
for the comics solidly for forty years? 
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1HE WESSLER SIORIES 
LISTING IN ORDER OF COMPLETION 

Wessler’s voluminous files contained the raw 
data that enabled this listing to be compiled, but 
discovering this fact was only one step in an 
incredibly complex process. First, he had to find 
this data, and he and his wife searched through his 
files several times to come up with the necessary 
material. The most important find was his payment 
record book, which listed the date each story was 
completed, his working title, the number of pages 
in the story, and the type of story or the comic 
book title he thought it would appear in. Though 
there seem to be a few errors (and possibly some 
omissions), this list fixed the number of stories he 
wrote and provided important clues about each. 
The payment book alone, however, would have 
been useless, since EC changed virtually every one 
of Wessler’s working titles. 

So the Wesslers went back to the garage and 

Factors of dating, subject and story length tie “The 
Stispect” to this payment record book entry. 

Nov. 6, 1953. "Till Death Do Us Part.” 7 pp. 
(Suspense). “LAST RESORT,” (CSS # 23, Jun.-Jul. 

Dec. 4, 1953. "Werewolf Concerto.” 8 pp. 
(Vault of Horror). “CONCERTO FOR VIOLIN 
AND WEREWOLF,” (TftC * 42, Jun.-Jul. 1954). 

Dec. 5, 1953. "Easy Dies It.” 6 pp. (Witch’s 
Cauldron). “OUT COLD,” (HoF # 25, May-Jun. 

Dec. 8, 1953. "The Doomed.” 7pp. (Vault of 
Horror). “CHOP TALK.” (VoH #37, Jun.-Jul. 
1954). Wessler’s synopsis contained the snap 

but he grabs her, kisses her passionately.” 
Dec. 26, 1953. "The Execution.” 6 pp. (Cr. 

Suspense). “... MY BROTHER’S KEEPER,” (SSS 
# 16, Aug.-Sep. 1954). Note: a similar story, “Tale 
of Cain,” appeared in Tomb of Terror * 12, Nov. 
1953. 

Dec. 30, 1953. "Because He Looked Like Me.” 
8 pp. (Susp.). “DOUBLE CROSSED,” (CSS * 24, 
Aug.-Sep. 1954). Synopsis title: “The Man Who 
Looked Like Me.” With this story, EC raised 
Wessler’s rate by a dollar a page. 

Dec. 31, 1953. "Thou Shalt Not Covet.” 7 pp. 
(VH). “COLD WAR,” (TftC * 43, Aug.-Sep. 1954). 

Jan. 5, 1954. "The Body Snatchers.” 7 pp. (C. 
K.). “COFFIN SPELL,” (VoH #38, Aug.-Sep. 
1954). 

Jan. 14, 1954. "The Moron.” 7pp. (OW). “OUT 
OF SIGHT,” (VoH* 38, Aug.-Sep. 1954). 

Jan. 18, 1954. "The Catacombs.” 6 pp. (CK). 
One of the few New Trend stories where Wessler's 



954. Goodbye Again. 8 pp. (CS) 
TRAP" (SSS # 18, Dec. 1954-Jan 
ler’s story is proven by his synopsii 
ke.” A note on the synopsis identifie: 
Joodbye.” 
'954. “A Good Boy." 6 pp. (CS). 
” (CSS # 27, Feb.-Mar. 1955). 
)54. “Dream of Murder. ” 6 pp. (CS) 
lurder Dream” (TftC # 45), althougl 

that story, but “WHERE THERE’f 
(CSS# 27, Feb,-Mar. 1955). 
1954. “Two Half-Crowns." 6 pp 
FITTING END,” (Piracy # 2, Dec 

June 4, 1954. “Escape.” 6 pp. (Sc. Fictio 
script or synopsis has been found. Wessler 
this as being “VICIOUS CIRCLE” (WSF 
May-Jun. 1955). His title doesn’t fit that 
particularly well, but the original synopsi 
have subsequently been modified. He says, “1 
:ared much for science-fiction, although I’vi 
some recently for DC. It vvas accidental tha 

June 7, 1954. “The Diamond Pendant." 
{Misery). This adaptation of de Maupassant’s 
DIAMOND PENDANT” (Impact * 1, Ma 
1955) was, according to Wessler, “assigned 
by Bill Gaines, who asked me if I’d read the 
I’d read it in French.” According to W 

Misery,” or “Misery,” for short. 
June 10, 1954. “The Arena." 7 pp. (His 

-omance). “THE ARENA,” (Valor * 1, Ma: 
1955). 

June II, 1954. “A Real Tough Cop.” 
(Misery). “TOUGH COP,” (Impact # 1, Ma: 
1955). 

June 17, 1954. “The Cargo." 7 pp. (P 

squadron, Wessler, in his synopsis states, “This 
actually happened to Quentin Roosevelt, who shot 
down one of them before fleeing.” For reasons 
unknown, this story seems to have been held about 
six months before being used. Several of Wessler’s 
other New Direction stories were printed out of the 
order that they were written. Note also that the 
lead-time between the date the story was written 
and the cover date of the issue in which it appeared 
stretched in general from about seven months to 

July 13, 1954. “Locker Nine.” 6 pp. (Airplane). 
“LOCKER 9,” (Aces High # 2, May-Jun. 1955). 

July 14, 1954. “Round Table.” 7 pp. (Hist. 
Romance). “THE KING’S SERVICE,” (Valor * 2, 
May-Jun. 1955). Synopsis title: “The Stranger.” 

July 30, 1954. “/ Hate Nick Blaine." 7pp. (Air 
Combat). “THE CASE OF CHAMPAGNE,” (Aces 
High # 3, Jul.-Aug. 1965). Wessler states on the 
synopsis, “Based on an actual W. War I 
experience.” Blaine's requests to buy the cham¬ 
pagne and his reasons (both real and imagined) for 
going up with Scotty are not mentioned in the 
original synopsis. 

August 4, 1954. “The Good Father." 6 pp. 
(Misery). “THE DEBT,” (Impact # 3, Jul-Aug, 
1955) . 

August 12, 1954. “2-pg. filler." (Piracy). 
Wessler’s payment was for a one page filler; 
perhaps the reference to two pages refers to the 
manuscript length. One suspects EC suggested 
that Wessler resubmit a rejected synopsis as a 
filler. 

August 16, 1954. “The Suit." 6 pp. (Misery). 
“THE SUIT," (Impact # 2, May-Jun. 1955). This is 
a plot in the classic O’Henry mold; rather 

August 21, 1954. “The Buzzard." 7 pp. (Air 
Combat). “CHIVALRY,” (Aces High * 2, May-Jun. 
1956) . 

August 21, 1954. “The Poet and the Emperor." 
5 pp. (Hist. Rom.). How else would Feldstein and 
Gaines retitle this but “POETIC JUSTICE” (Valor 
t 2, May-Jun. 1955)? The story is six pages in the 

was subsequently expanded a page, probably by 
Feldstein. 

September 5, 1954. “Teddy Bear." 6 pp. 
(Piracy). This is of course “RAG DOLL” (Piracy 
• 5, Jun.-Jul. 1955). Perhaps the title item was 
changed by EC because they realized that teddy 

therefore be an anachronism in 1810. Synopsis 
tide: “The Timid Tar.” 

September 25, 1954. “The Captain." 6 pp. 
(Piracy). “THE SKIPPER.” (Piracy # 6, Aug.-Sep. 
1955). 

September 26, 1954. “The Garter." 6pp. (Air). 
"THE GOOD LUCK PIECE,” (Aces High #4, 
Sep.-Oct. 1955). Synopsis title: “Superstition.” 

September 30. 1954. “The Novice." 6 pp. (Air). 
"THE NOVICE AND THE ACE,” (Aces High # 4, 
Sep.-Oct. 1955). Synopsis title: “The Cocksure 
Novice.” 

October 2, 1954. “Fall Guy." 6 pp. (Misery). 
“FALL IN WINTER,” (Impact, #4, Sep.-Oct. 
1955). 

October 15, 1954. “Country Doctor." 7 pp. 
(Misery). “COUNTRY DOCTOR,” (Impact #4, 
Sep.-Oct. 1955). 

October 18, 1954. “The Challenge." 7 pp. 
(Historical Romance). “DANGEROUS ANIMAL,” 
(Valor #5, Nov.-Dee. 1955). The Comics Code 
required a slight change to Wessler’s original ending, 
which, in his synopsis, read, “The new emperor 
says his empire wouldn’t be complete without her 
beside him. One of the senators who knows her 
well remarks to another, ‘And he thinks man is the 
most dangerous of all animals!’ ” Note: the 
synopsis, which is very similar to the final story, is 
labeled “Rewrite.” 

October 23, 1954. “Brain Tumor." 7 pp. 
(Medic). “EVEN FOR A LITTLE WHILE,” (MD 
• 2, Jun.-Jul. 1955). No script or synopsis survives, 
but the subject matter and Wessler’s recollection 
prove this as his. He says, “When I was assigned to 
write ‘Brain Tumor,’ A1 got info from his 
doctor-brother that patients undergoing that 
operation are immobilized with bags of sand.” 

perhaps Wessler is misrecollecting. Careful review of 
the printed story reveals that the Comics Code 
removed the captions in all the panels showirig the 

In these captions. 
October 28, 1954. “Doctor’s Daughter." 6 pp. 

iMedic). “THE LESSON,” (MD # 3, Aug.-Sep. 

1955). This story underwent major changes from 
the original synopsis, titled “Emergency,” which 
told of a young speeder who is stopped by a 
policeman. An accident call comes over the police 
radio, and the policeman takes him to the accident 
and the subsequent emergency operation. The 
patient, a male not related to the doctor, dies. 
After a scene with the angry parent and the 
reformed boy that is similar to the final version, the 
cop remarks, “The patient died, but the operation 
was still a success!” These changes show that EC 
and its writers were still carefully working out the 
best stories they could, right up to the end of the 
series. This story also suffered a Code deletion of a 
caption in the operation sequence. 

November 2, 1954. “Cerebral Palsy." 6 pp. 
(Medic). “DIFFERENT,” (MD * 2, Jun.-Jul. 1955). 

November 5, 1954. “Polio.” 7pp. (Medic). “SO 
THAT OTHERS MAY WALK,” (MD * 4, Oct.-Nov. 
1955). Wessler describes an interesting little 
moment in his synopsis that’s not in the final 
script. When Jimmy plays baseball, “he bats, 
supporting himself on one crutch, hits the ball and 
runs on all fours (I remember a boyhood friend of 
mine doing just that in our ball games).” 

November 29, 1954. “The Man Who Captured a 
Fleet." 6 pp. “UP THE RIVER,” (Piracy #7, 
Oct.-Nov. 1955). 

November 29, 1954. “Revolution." 6 pp. 
(Piracy). This seems to be merely a duplicate listing 
for the previous story, since no separate script or 
synopsis has been found and there is no other story 
in the later issues of Piracy that fits the title. 
Wessler agrees with this conciusion. 

January 25, 1955. “The Boy Who Cried.” 6 pp. 
(Impact #5). “THE TRAVELERS,” (Impact * 5, 
Nov.-Dee. 1955). In Wessler’s synopsis, there are 
two kids, not one, in the family across the aisle, 
and they’re real brats, 

January 26, 1955. “Spads Were Trump." 6 pp. 
(Aces High * 5). Yep, this is “SPADS WERE 
TRUMP” (Aces High # 5, Nov.-Dee. 1956). 

February 22, 1955. “Eat, Drink, and Be Buried” 
(Ulcer) 7 pp. (Medic # 4). “WORRIED SICK,” (MD 
# 4, Oct.-Nov. 1955). 

Wessler identified “THE HAZING” (SSS * 16, 
Aug.-Sep. 1954) as his several times during our two 
year correspondence. “I’m sure I did do a story for 
EC about a fellow who wanted to get into a 
fraternity,” he says. However, there is no indepen¬ 
dent supporting evidence that he wrote the story. 

LISTING BY COMIC TITLE 

THE VA ULT OF HORROR 
37 Chop Talk 
38 Any Sport in a Storm 

Coffin Spell 
The Catacombs 
Out of Sight. . . 

39 Deadly Beloved 
Top Billing 
The Purge 
All for Gnawt 

40 An Harrow Escape 
The Pit 
Ashes to Ashes 

TALES FROM THE CR YPT 
42 Concerto for Violin and Werewolf 

By the Dawn’s Early Light 
Hoodwinked 

43 Cold War 
44 Forever Ambergris 

Burial at Sea 
The Proposal 
The Sliceman Cometh 

45 Telescope 
The Substitute [??] 
Murder Dream 
The Switch 

46 Upon Reflection 
Success Story 
Tatter Up 

THE HA UNT OF FEAR 
24 The Secret 

Head Room 

25 Out Cold 
27 About Face 

Game Washed Out 
28 The Prude 

Numbskull 
Audition 
A Work of Art 

WEIRD SCIENCE-FANTASY 
29 Vicious Circle [??] 

CRIME SUSPENSTORIES 
23 Return Blow 

Last Resort 
24 Double-Crossed 

Crushed Ice 
Food for Thought 

26 The Fixer 
Comeback 

27 Where There’s Smoke . . . 
Good Boy 

SHOCK SUSPENSTORIES 
14 As Ye Sow ...[?] 
15 Well Trained 
16 ... My Brother’s Keeper 

The Hazing [??] 
A Kind of Justice 
The Pen is Mightier 

17 4-Sided Triangle 
A. The Assassin 
^ 18 Cadillac Fever 

The Trap 
In the Bag 
Rundown 

PIRACY 
2 A Fitting End 
3 Nazi U-Boat 

Slave Ship 
4 By the Book 
5 Rag Doll 
6 The Skipper 
7 Up the River 

IMPACT 
1 Tough Cop 

The Diamond Pendant (adaptation) 
2 Divorce 

The Suit 
3 The Debt 
4 Fall in Winter 

Country Doctor 
5 The Travelers 

VALOR 
1 The Arena 

Revolution 
2 Poetic Justice 

The Colonel’s Son 
The King’s Service 

5 Dangerous Animal 

ACES HIGH 
1 The New C. O. 
2 Chivalry 

Locker 9 
3 The Case of Champagne 
4 The Good Luck Piece 

The Novice and the Ace 
Home Again 

5 Spads Were Trump 

MD 
2 Different 

Even for a Little While 
3 The Lesson 
4 So That Others May Walk 

Worried Sick 
—John Benson 
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CAPTION! PETER REGALIED THAT HARRIET'S GREETING HAD LACKED WARMTH, THAT 

RALPH'S HANDSHAKE HAD BEEN LESS THAN ENTHUSIASTIC. AND THOUGH 

PETER'S SUSPICION GREW FimiER, HE SJaLED AT HIS WIFE BEFORE 

lEAVING THE HOUSE... 

HARRIET: I'LL BE WAITING FOR YOU. 

LETTERING ON DOOR: DEPT. OF ARCHAEOLOGY PETER NELSON, CURATOR 

CAPTION: PETER'S SUSPICIONS ‘YERE NOT ALLAYED ’VHSN, UPON REACHING HIS 

DARLING. I'LL MANAGE TO SEE YOU SOkSHOW'. 

peter: (Thought) THAT'S HAxiKlET—CaLLING TO WARN HIM I'm COMING..'. 

PETER: VERY WELL, HARRIET. 'WHATEVER YOU SAY... 

PAGE FOUR 6-panel page 

1/ See caption. 

caption: within a few weeks, peter NELSON WAS READY TO LEAVE FOR THE 

AMAECN BABIN. FOR THE WIID COUNTRY OP THE HEADHUNTING JIVARO 

INDIANS. HE KNELT BEFORE HIS BELOVED DEBBY AND HEiA. HER CLOSE. 
tKv 

HE LOOKED AWAY FRai HER TEARSTAINED FACS, LOOKED TO^HIRED LADY. 

BUT YOU'LL HAVE MRS. FARLEIGH, DEAR, SHE'LL LOOK AFTER YOU 

See caption. Mrs. Farleigh gently holds Debby back as Peter 
picks up his luggage. 

BEHIND PETER'S BACK HArinlET A^nD RALPH ,tAITED IMPATIENTIZ. 

I PROMISE WE WON'T BE GONE VERY LONG THIS TIf.tB,DEBBY—AND 

I'LL BEING YOU A VERY SPECIAL PRESENT, YOU'LL SEEi 

■R ENTERED THE OFFICE RALPH SEEi;lED GENUINELY 

U JUST COUIDN'T 

R THINGS WHIIS Y' 

YOU ALWAYS DO A SPLENDID 

: KBXJttUXKSXEKK PETER STUDIED HIS ASSISTANT'S REACTIONS... 

I -ANTED TO iiAKE SURE YOU DIDN'T UNPACK mY S.*UIK'iENT. YOU B 

I'VE DECIDED TO SET OUT AT ONCE ON ANOTHER EXPEDITION. . .TO 

sS^mkLu 0 INTERFERE W: 

RALPH ABBOT WAS EITHER ENTIRELY INNOCENT OF ROtlANTIC INVOLVB- 

r*BNT WTTH HARRIET NELSON OR AN EXTRB!;{ELY CLEVER ACTOR*. PETER 
MEANT TO FIND OUT WHICH... 

WILL HE LCNELY, BUT THIS WILL Bi 

THIS IS WONDERFUL, PETER'. GCTNC 

BE THE GREATEST EXPERIENCE OF bV. 

of^tL^muBeum”^^^^ himself ai 

f: AS PETER GOT INTO HIS CAR, THE 1 

VANISHED... 

I SHOULD'VE REALIZED DEBBY W, 

D HAUNTED HILl 

i EXAGGERATING, . 

S TALKING TO HARRIET 0 

CAPTION: ALL SEELiED RIGHT WITH PETER NELSON'S WORLD... U 

HCaiE, WHERE HIS WIFE CONFRONTED HBl BITTERLY. 

HAhRIEI: —YOU'RE NOT GOING TO RUN OFF TO BRAZIL AND LK 

peter'. I'm GOING WITH YOU THIS TIMS—I 

PETER: SO, HARRIET—RALPH PHONED YOU'. 

HARRIET: NO...I...I CALIED YOU... TO ASK YOU TO TAKE ME i 

TONIGHT...RALPH TOLD ME YOU WERE TAKING Hm TO i 

GOING WITH YOU, PETER.. .DO YOU HEAR..t 

CAPTION: THE TRIO FIE.Y TO RIO DE JANEIRO, WHERE THEY STAYED IN A HOTEL 

WHI1£ AWAiriNG THE ARRIVAL OF THEIR SCIENTIFIC Ei^UIPMENT. 

PETER: IT'S DANGEROUS COUNTRY, HARRIST-^DANGEROUS EVERY STEP OF THE 

WAY...WIID ANIMALS, PYTHONS. AND WORST OF ALL, HARRIET. THE 

JIVARROS. THEY'RE SAVAGES— 

HARRIETi IF YOU'RE NOT AFRAID, WHY SHOUID I BE? 

V See caption, dialogue. 

CAPTION: PSTEn. TURNED HOPEFULLY TO RALPH ABBOT... 

PETER: RALPH, EXPLAIN TO HER THAT THE JIVARROS KNOW ME AND TRUST ME— 

THAT I KNOW JUST HOW TO HANDLE THEM. 

RALPH: YOUR REASONS FOR HARRIET REMAINING HERE SOUND RATHER LAME. 

HARRIET: I'VE MADE UP MY MIND. I'H GOING'. 

5/ See caption. 

CAPTION: SO PETER NELSON WAS ACCOMPANIED ON THE LONG, TIRING TREK 
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COVER IDEAS 
FROM THE 

Late 1949 Harry Harrison and Wally Wood adapted Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde for Victor Fox’s Star Presentation 
comics. Wood’s files contain cover roughs for this title: 
Daniel Webster, Dorian Gray, and Rip Van Winkle (not 
pictured). The other roughs on these pages were probably 
done at the same time for the same publisher. 
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1HE 
SECRET 
ECUNE 

The EC era saw six Christmases—six Christmas parties 
where gag posters adorned the walls. We’ve seen these 
posters for 1951 (accompanying the Feldstein interview this 
issue), 1952 (Marie Severin’s caricatures in the 1972 EC 
Lives convention program book), and 1955 (Marilyn Mon¬ 
roe, this issue). In 1953 and 1954 the subjects were: “what 
the staff really wanted for Christmas,” a somewhat disap¬ 
pointing series by Kurtzman, and “what jobs they could get 
if EC went out of business”—conservative John Severin 
could run a Communist cell and clean minded Harvey 
Kurtzman could sell French postcards (a prophetic one 
that!). Some of the posters in these two series seem to be 
missing from Gaines’ files. 

Here, now, are the very first posters, for the 1950 party. 
Somehow, one can only imagine EC doing these remarkably 
uninhibited and unabashedly cynical cover parodies in their 
first year. As time went on they took their cynicism far 
more seriously—it was poured directly into the books they 
published! 

LOYEf 
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IN MEMORIAM MHIH 

WALLACE WOOD 

Wally Wood claimed that as a child he 
wrote and drew his own homemade 
comic books (hand-bound by his mother 
on her sewing machine) before there 
were such things as newsstand comic 
books to emulate! His last work was in 
the contemporary equivalent of the old 
crude pornographic eight-page comics. 
Between his avant-garde comic book start 
and his reactionary comic book end, 
Wally’s life was an almost unbroken 
immersion in the form. In his early brash 
work at Avon and Fox, in his master- 
works at EC and his action oriented 
Thunder Agents at Tower, through his 
own epics Sally Forth and The Wizard 
King—those strange combinations of gen¬ 
re work and uniquely personal vision— 
Wally lived and breathed in those little 
panels. When his contemporaries were 
making it big in advertising and slick 
magazines, Wally elected to stick it out 
with the comics. In many ways, both in 
his strengths and his weaknesses, in his 
good work and his bad, he was the 
quintessential comic book artist. There 
won’t be another like him! 

LETTERS 
Next issue due late 1979 or early ’80? 

j, Bill, s 

drama prevailed. Godard’s “unrealistic" hand¬ 
ling of his scene eliminated that conditioned 

Los Angeles, Ca. response to the drama, and allowed for a more 
thoughtful, truer response to the violation 

Read your latest Squa Tront with interest, 
especiaUy the transcript of the EC Con panels. 
1 couldn’t wait to see what 1 said next. You 
know, 1 don’t remember saying any of that 
stuff. —Woody 

New Haven, Ct. 

That Feldstein t( 
nice hit! Likewise 
termite! 

ti-age strip in pencil was a 
the “Swipe File’’—very 

Griffy 
San Franciseo, Ca. 

1 guess the transcripts of the EC panel was 
the outstanding featme of # 8, though, as 
usual, every article had something to recom¬ 
mend it. I’ve heeird others remark on what they 
considered an anti-war bias in Kurtzmm’s war 
comics. They never struck me that way. 
Certainly not in the pacifist sense. If anything, 
Kurtzmm’s editorial stance was anti-stupidity. 
Of all the various enterprises that faU into this 
category war is, unquestionably, the most 
dramatic and therefore lends itself best to the 
entertainment format. Inevitably the anti-war 
comic (or film) must be a cheat of sorts, like 
the anti-crime story that supposedly deplores 
violence. If violence weren’t exploited then 
nobody would bother to look. There wouldn’t 
be any action. 

Kurtzman’s stories didn’t lack for action. 
But there was no missing the point he was 
trying to get across. War is unglamorous. 
Sometimes it’s even futile. But occasionally 
there is no other recourse. And I don’t find the 
sentiments expressed in “Contact,” the story 
with the patriotic speech, overdrawn, even 
after the Viet Nam bummer. Perhaps others 

Interestingly enough, I came into the 
possession of a copy of Shock Illustrated * 3 
by buying it off the sttmds. I understand that 
this was supposed to be highly unlikely, if not 
impossible. I bought it at Cooper’s Book Store 
in Cleveland, Term. There was at least one 
other on the rack at the same time, probably 
more. I never cared for the Picto-Fiction 
experiment very much, so, on learning that a 
fellow connoisseur of the line lacked that issue 
making his collection complete, I made a gift 
of my only copy. At the time I didn’t realize 
the reason he didn’t have one. Evidently 
nobody had any copies because, in theory, it 
never really came out. —London Chesney 

Chattanooga, Tn. 

You're right, of course, about having to 

said something like, “You have to give them 
some entertainment for their dime." War itself 
is very dramatic, and people who have been 
more at pains than Kurtzman to present an 
anti-war message (you’re also right about 
Kurtzman not being really anti-war) have 
worked against their goal with the drama of 
their material. 

I think that Jean-Luc Godard solved this 
very difficult problem in Les Carabinlers. He 
did it in many ways, but I recall particularly a 
scene where the two lead characters come into 
a house and terrorize a woman. They make her 
stand on a chair, and one lifts her dress with 
the bayonet at the end of his rifle. The men act 
so gross it’s almost absurd, but he only raises 
her dress to just above her knees. It’s totally 
unreal, a sort of blackout sketch, although the 
girl reacts in a realistic manner. Because he’s 
done the scene without dramatic tension 
you’re able to feel contempt for the men’s 
actions and to see them from the woman’s 
point of view. I recall an earlier film. The Cat, 
where a Nazi border officer grinned lewdly at 
Franciose Arnoul and suggested that he could 
have stripped her if he’d wanted to. Again, no 
nudity in the scene. But the scene was handled 
“realistically” and the sexual tension of the 

ig plac 

Harvey Kurtzman made me such a relentless 
and disciplined researcher that I feel he was the 
big plus in all my days with Gaines. 

There was the aptly named Mr. Vigilante, 
curator of the American History Room at the 
Fifth Avenue Library, whom I met through 
Harvey. God, you could really get involved in 
little-known American sagas while researching 
something specific there. Kurtzman said that 
was the “danger,” and he was a willing sponge 
for extraneous information. 

Then there was the historian/writer Fletch¬ 
er Pratt, who checked out Harvey’s Civil War 
series for accuracy. Pratt cited some “Quaker 

mamm in memoriam 

REED CRANDALL 

Being an outstanding illustrator is not 
necessarily a prerequisite for being an 
outstanding comic book artist—it can 
even be a hindrance—and it’s true that 
Reed Crandall’s work often lacked the 
cartooning touch that nearly all the great 
comic creators have had. But Crandall 
made up for this with the strong story¬ 
telling ability that’s always found in the 
work of the very best illustrators. 

He was probably the finest draughts¬ 
man ever to work in comics—he could 
draw anything well and make the job 
look effortless. The field is filled with 
so-called “masters of the human figure,” 
but few understand the effect of gravity 
on the body or how to portray a person’s 
attitude and emotions through observant 
illustration as Crandall did. And his 
characters were skillfully integrated into 
fully realized settings. Crandall’s graceful 
rendering, in a classical style unique to 
the comics field, was as striking as his 
drawing. Reed Crandall was a great talent 
who immeasurably enriched the field of 
comics. 
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KURTZMAN: Are you ready to order? 
ELDER: I’ll have a cheeseburger while he’s thinking it over. 
WAITRESS: How do you want it? 
ELDER: Make it medium-rare, please. 
KURTZMAN: I’m going to have an egg over light, with . . . 
WAITRESS: One egg? 
KURTZMAN: Yeah. Some bacon and a glass of orange 

BENSON: I’ll have two eggs over light. . . 
ELDER: Is that what this interview is going to be all about? 

Two eggs over light, and a cuppa coffee, hamburger? 
BENSON:. . . with bacon and orange juice. 
WAITRESS: Are you having coffee with that? 
ELDER: I will afterwards, please. I like it hot. How do we 

begin? 
BENSON: The first time we met, I said that I had always 

thought of your work as being similar to Hogarth . . . 
ELDER: The English artist? Yes, well, he is a satirist in a 

sense. Also, a kind of a reporter, making a comruentary on the 
times. I don’t have the servants that he had, though. I’m afraid 
my income is a lot smaller. 

BENSON: Your response then was that you thought your 
work was more like Brueghel than Hogarth. 

ELDER: Brueghel, yes. Hogarth was rather more 
sophisticated as far as his art was concerned than Brueghel. I 
always felt Brueghel’s work was symbolic—of the human 
nature of man, the greed, the evil, the lust, the corruption. 

BENSON: I’m really interested to hear that you’re painting. 
ELDER: You mean the things I do other than the things I 

do for a living? The things I do for an unliving. 
KURTZMAN: Will’s got a whole bunch of marvelous 

paintings at home. 
ELDER: I paint, in a sense, in the old French Impressionist 

school, the school I sort of favor personally. I don’t have any 
reason why I favor these particular painters, but it’s something 
that perhaps I’ve been influenced by in my earlier years. And I 
find that there’s a kind of freedom it affords me when I paint 
that way. I paint tight in most of my cartooning, and this is a 
way to break away, break loose. So I do a lot of paintings at 
home; portraits, landscapes. Sunday paintings. Typical Sunday 
painter. Once in a while on Monday, if I’m waiting for 
Hefner’s approval on one of Harvey’s stories. If I have a month 
off I’ll have a lot of painting to look forward to. That’s 
happened over the last few years. 

BENSON: You did some wonderful paintings for Trump 
. . . the Breck shampoo parody with Hairless Joe, for instance. 

ELDER: Oh, that Hairless Joe was Russ Heath. 
BENSON: But you did that great cover for Sporty 

Illustrations. 
KURTZMAN: Yeah, Will did some outstanding paintings. 

Sporty Illustrations, the Life magazine parody . . . 
ELDER: “The Epic of Man,” which was a tremendous 

undertaking. And a labor of love because it paid nothing. But 
it was fun. I think we all worked for fun. 

KURTZMAN: And then, of course, that outstanding 
painting, that Norman Rockwell take-off [intended for Trump 
# 3, printed in Playboy, Dec. 1957]. Incredible! 

ELDER: I was always a Rockwell fan. You know, our 
doctor is one of the very rare doctors who still makes house 
calls. And one of our kids was sick, and he came to the house. 
Very stoic, very emotionless. He believes in the old remedies 
of “put ’em to bed, plenty of rest, juice, and that’s all.” No 
vaporizers, no pills, nothing. This man I never saw smile 
before. He looked at that “Rockwell” painting that’s on the 
wall in our foyer. He thought it was a reproduction at first. He 
glared at it for five minutes. Suddenly he exploded and hit the 
floor, like a bag of cement. And he roared. I never saw a man 
break up like that. It gave away his character immediately. I 
knew he loved macabre humor. You know he didn’t fall for 
this sweet sugary stuff. Anyway, I felt the painting was 
successful if my doctor could laugh at it. 

BENSON: Did you have any trouble switching over from 
line illustration? 

ELDER: Not really. I keep telling people who ask me this 
very same question that I’m essentially an artist... a cartoon 
artist. I incorporate everything. I try to. I look at the field as 
the whole field of art. 

KURTZMAN: Will was painting as far back as I can 
remember. Right when he got out of school he used to be 

fascinated by painting. So it wasn’t as if he’d switched; he’d 
been painting all the time. 

ELDER: I feel that art is a challenge, if it’s line, watercolor, 
oil, any phsise of it. Satire, which is really the basis of my art, 
the thing that I live for . . . my—what’s the word—metier? 

KURTZMAN: Raison d’etre. 
ELDER: Raison d’etre, that’s the word I’m thinking of. 

The good old French, they have a name for everything. 
Actually, cartooning’s a phase of my art. What I’m doing now 
is another phase of my art, a phase I love very much because it 
incorporates a lot of the techniques I’ve used in the past. Plus 
the humor of it, mostly Harvey’s. It gives me an outlet for 
whatever talents I have in that area. 

KURTZMAN: I like the way Willie uses Harvey’s humor. 
Every time I give a story to Will, he moves everything an inch 
to the left. 

ELDER: This sure is slow ketchup, like they advertise. It’s 
frozen, that’s why I 

BENSON: When did you first meet? 
ELDER: Oh, this goes way back. 
KURTZMAN: High school. 
ELDER: High school days, surely. I barely knew Harv at 

the time. I was so obsessed with myself and my own class. I 
was a real cut-up. I loved to have fun; I loved to upset 
everybody’s apple cart. 

KURTZMAN: Willie was a big-man-on-campus of sorts. 
ELDER: No, no, not quite. I wasn’t a big man . , . 
KURTZMAN: I said, “of sorts.” 
ELDER: “Of sorts.” Sort-of-ness. 
KURTZMAN: At the High School of Music and Art, Will 

ELDER: I was the Manson of the zanies. The Charles 
Manson of the nuts. I was a frenetic humorist. 

KURTZMAN: I was not. I was a watcher of stars. 
ELDER: You were a thinker. 
KURTZMAN: I used to watch these guys from afar. 
ELDER: Harvey would absorb everything that was going 

on. And he’s using that today, you know. 
KURTZMAN: I remember seeing Will originally, in the 

lunchroom; he used to have a routine with A1 Jaffee. He was 
Costello to Jaffa’s Abbott. 

ELDER: It would be more like Laurel to Jaffee’s Hardy. 
KURTZMAN: No, I think Abbott and Costello was fair, 

because you were the funny one. 
ELDER: I was the boisterous one. So I guess Costello 

would be a better parallel, yeah. 
KURTZMAN: Will was very physical back then. He isn’t 

any more. You wouldn’t know that he’s got a sense of humor 
to look at him because he’s a very quiet man. But back then he 
was a comedian, he was like a stand-up . . . not even a stand-up 
comic. He was the Chaplin of that particular class. Will has 
abilities that very few people know of. Those of us at Music 
and Art remember. He had a combination of Danny Kaye 
and . . . 

ELDER: Early Hollywood influence, the Marx Brothers . . . 
KURTZMAN: Sid Caesar. Willy moved very well. He was 

kind of a natural dancer, and he’d do all these physical things. 
One minute he’d be a ventriloquist’s dummy. The next minute 
he’d be a fighter pilot in a telephone booth, with ketchup 
dribbling out of his mouth. 

ELDER: How do you remember those routines? I was a 
great practical joker. I just loved that. I always wanted to 
shock people. I always shocked my parents and my relatives. I 
got sort of a macabre gleefulness out of seeing them suffer, for 
some reason or other. I was a deflater of authority, like the 
Marx Brothers. I loved them. 

KURTZMAN: If you only knew the times that I’ve told 
Willie stories. 

ELDER: You know, when Harvey goes around telling 
people about my practical jokes, people think it’s wildly 
funny. But while it was happening I got a lot of nasty looks. 
People were really injured by it. And I never found anything 
amusing in it after it was done. I got booted on the ear every 
time I did something like that. But when the story’s related to 
strange ears, to people who are safe from the scene of the 
accident, time and distance, the thing’s hilarious. They happen 
to be tru^e, but when Harvey relates them, usually in the 
wordage, the explanation of what happened, there’s kind of a 
mystic aura that’s added to it. Because it’s not seen, it’s part of 
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the fantasy. It’s only in words, you have to draw your own 
pictures. And when people draw their own pictures they’re 
usually larger than life. 

KURTZMAN: All these Willie stories, all these creative 
things that he used to invent, little routines and tricks and 
illusions. In high school that was Willie’s system for gaining 
popularity. I think I can say that. 

ELDER: Yes, absolutely. I needed that very much. 
BENSON: Did you stop doing that about the time Mad 

started? 
ELDER: No, I. . . 'The thing is that there was an area where 

I could sublimate all this energy I used in the past, all this 
frenetic zaniness into another form, a form that would finally 
make a living for me. 

KURTZMAN: After high school, all that was gone. He 
didn’t need it any more. 

ELDER: It was a way of making up for a lot. I wasn’t what 
they consider a good student. I wasn’t a top-notch student, 
average, or even below average, because I really didn’t care. My 
interest didn’t lie there. I wasn’t getting anywhere through my 
grades, wasn’t becoming popular as a bright student. But I 
noticed people looking at me. I could see myself becoming 

“WILLIE STORIES” 
From time to time Harvey Kurtzman has told various Elder 

anecdotes. Here are a few: “Will’s a very quiet person now, but 
he used to be an absolute lunatic in the old days. We’d go to a 
restaurant, and when Will went to pay the cashier, he’d open 
his wallet and pull out lettuce—real lettuce. When we worked 
downtown in our collective studio on Broadway, very often 
we’d go down for lunch and Willie would cross the street 
through the thick of halted traffic waiting for the light to 
change, and instead of going around the four-doors, he’d go 
right through them—in the door on one side, “Excuse me,” 
and out the other side. 

“When he was a kid, he’d picked up some old clothes ready 
to be thrown out, and he decided to get rid of them in style. 
So he snitched a bottle of his mother’s ketchup from the 
pantry, and out in the street he fixed himself up to look like 
he’d been through an automobile accident—torn clothes 
sprinkled with ketchup. Then he crawled back, scratching on 
the front door. When his mother opened the door she found 
Willie gasping “The eushilists are coming!”,! don’t remember 
the story behind the word “eushilists.” Anyway, the family 
and visiting relatives went into total panic—“What do you 
mean, 'The eushilists are coming’?” They literally called an 
ambulance for Willie. And at a certain point he ran out of the 
house and ran away. And of course eventually he came home 
and got the kishkes kicked out of him. ” 

popular as a nut. The dividends were greater. Not only did I 
better my humor by actually experiencing it and doing things, 
and getting the feeling of freedom of expression, but I gained 
friends. It was a very encouraging thing for me. One thing led 
to another; the encouragement just made me increase my 
output. 

KURTZMAN: It’s fascinating that what Willie was doing 
was the classic thing that all comics do. And Willie and I have 
talked a lot and I think I know his mind very well. 

ELDER: Sick! 
KURTZMAN: The comedian, the clown—both nouns are 

interchangeable with me—is essentially a self-deprecating 
image. You get pleasure from the clown at his expense. And 
Will was always aware of that. 

ELDER: Right. Very much so. 
KURTZMAN: Which is why he turned against the clown 

image very quickly as soon as he got out of school. That’s my 
own opinion. 

ELDER: Well, it was a way of launching myself, in a sense. 
Once I was . . . 

KURTZMAN: You know, that classic self-deprecation of 
giving the crowd a kick at your own expense is something that 
Willie understood very early in life. I’ve known comedians, 
successful comedians, and some of them never, never lose that 
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madness of kicking themselves to the very end, for the 
pleasure of the mob, and they’re that way all through life. 
They never stop beating themselves up. 

ELDER: I learned very early, maybe through instinct, that 
people will laugh at you if they aren’t involved. In other 
words, they’re watching someone else doing the suffering for 
them, vicariously. It was safer for me. And I knew my 
limitations, I knew how much I could take—physically and 
mentally. I could control a certain amount of it. The fact is 
that it kept people safe from any harm or embarrassment. I 
kind of absorbed that for them. 

KURTZMAN: That’s part of what humor’s about. 
ELDER: Right. But it was very safe for me to continue in 

that role. Not at anybody else’s expense, but my own. This 
was the cheapest I could afford, you see. 

BENSON: So from going to school together, you shared a 
studio? 

ELDER: That’s correct. I ran into Harvey . . . there was a 
nasty accident. We met through a mutual friend, more or less. 

KURTZMAN: We were all in the army. World War II. We 
were all of that age. And after the war our condition was very 
similai—out of the army looking for jobs. And I think I ran 
into Will through . . . 

ELDER: Harry Jaffee. 
KURTZMAN: Yes. Also from Music and Art and brother of 

A1 Jaffee. 
ELDER: Very talented artist. 
KURTZMAN: At the time I had a studio with Irving Geis, 

remember? You don’t know who Irving Geis is, do you John? 
BENSON: He was the art director for Trump. 
ELDER: And he also worked for The Scientific American 

for many years. 
KURTZMAN: Well, Irv had a fancy joint on 57th Street 

and Eighth Avenue, where I was renting space. And I 
remember you came up with Harry and we had lunch or 
something. Afterwards, we renewed our very tenuous . . . 

ELDER: That’s right. Very good. I’d forgotten that 
meeting. We spoke of other mutual friends, like Charlie Stem 
and Harold Van Riel. 

KURTZMAN: Music and Art. The connection was all Music 
and Art. Then, a few years later, when I decided to leave Irving 
Geis’s studio—actually I was kicked out of Irving Geis’s 
studio—I wanted to start a studio of my own. 

ELDER: So that’s why you were so anxious to join us. I 
got kicked out of my home. That’s about the same thing, isn’t 
it? 

KURTZMAN: So I got together with the Music and Arters, 
Willie Elder and Charlie Stern. [Note: Stern died since this 
interview took place. ] Actually, I remember I went through 
quite a few studios. I had a studio with Fred Ottenheimer, my 
original studio, I got a rented room in Greenwich Village, 
which was an awful . . . And then from there I got this loft 
with Will and Charlie. We had a collective studio. 

ELDER: The Charles William Harvey Studio, on 28th 
Street somewhere. 

KURTZMAN: It was kind of a nutty time of our lives, 
which I remember with a certain amount of fondness and 
apprehension. 

BENSON: Was that after you worked for Lou Ferstadt? 
KURTZMAN: I worked with Ferstadt before the war. 

When I got back Lou Ferstadt was out of the picture. 
BENSON: When you shared the studio, were you actually 

working on any projects together? 
ELDER: We did. I had some contacts of my own. Very 

little, of course. 
KURTZMAN: I got one of the classic lessons of business in 

working with Willie and Charlie. We never thought too much 
about the business of business, and three more unlikely 
businessmen you never saw in your life. 

ELDER: It was the classic story. 
KURTZMAN: To me it was the lesson of lessons. We 

decided to have this art studio. And we spent the first month 
of our career doing up the sample book. Charlie was very good 
at that. 

ELDER: Never took a penny for it. 
KURTZMAN: This giant photo album. We made stationery 

and everything. We decided to call ourselves the Charles 
William Harvey Studio. 

ELDER: Getting our names in order was really about a 



month’s work. 
KURTZMAN: And after all was said and done with our 

sample hook and our plans to pull in all kinds of work, we got 
our first major job through a relative of Willie, a distant 
relative. After all this lightning and thunder of studio and 
sample book and letterheads, how do we get work? Through 
relatives! It was a come-down. But nevertheless, it was our first 
big score, thanks to Will. 

ELDER; I’m sorry to this day that it worked out that way. 
It was like vultures picking at a dead corpse. 

KURTZMAN: We had a publicity brochure to turn out, a 
movie pressbook. 

ELDER: For Paramount Pictures. Ernie Tubbs. Remember 
the old cowboy star, the singing star? It was a grade Z 

KURTZMAN: So the three of us sat there and looked at 
each other and said, “OK, now, who does what?’’ Our 
organization didn’t have any structure. It was the three 
musketeers. So we said . . . 

ELDER; I swept the floor immediately. I played it safe. 
KURTZMAN: See, the brochure consisted of a cover and 

the ads inside. And there were things that were obviously more 
fun to do than other things. The cover was the plum. So we sat 
around and said, “OK, now who’s going to do the cover?” And 
each of us came to the brilliant decision that he would do the 
cover. So we were at an impasse. So we came to the second 
brilliant decision. We will make defcisions by a vote. So we cast 
three votes toward doing the cover, and how do you think the 
voting came out. Exactly the same way. 

ELDER: The democratic system! Three politicians in a 
phone booth. 

KURTZMAN: I don’t know exactly how that brochure got 
done, but we . . . 

ELDER: Did we put out three covers? We put out your 
brochure, Charlie’s brochure and my brochure. 

KURTZMAN; I think we did. I think we each made 
samples. But we disintegrated very rapidly after that. 

ELDER: I think we lost the account, didn’t we? 
KURTZMAN: Well, they printed it. I don’t think we ever 

really got the account. 
ELDER: It was a charity thing. He paid us practically 

nothing. 
KURTZMAN: So the big lesson was that there’s no such 

thing as a structureless organization without a pyramid. You 
have to have a boss. 

ELDER: We would have parties up there at the studio; it 
was a place to go at night. After all, we were paying the rent, 
and it was only used half a day. And we would invite this 
waitress up from the cafe around the corner, remember? And 
you’d take pictures of us; this was all legit, of course. This cute 
little girl we used as a model. We said, “Well put you in a little 
brochure for Paramount Pictures.” My god, she thought she 
was going someplace. Ernie Tubb! They know Ernie Tubb! 

KURTZMAN: You remember that girl! 
ELDER: Sure! “You know Ernie Tubb? You’re working 

for Paramount?” She looked at our little loft. My god. The 
tumbleweeds were rolling around the room. You know, it was 
kind of a crammed place. Then occasionally we’d go out on 
this little flat roof that adjoined it. We played basketball out 
there. 

KURTZMAN: The loft had a skylight, one of those big, 
slanting skylights. I think that’s what made it for us. We said, 
“Hey, a skylight, man, this is it, an artist’s studio!” 

ELDER: Didn’t we advertise by making little paper 
airplanes with our name on it and floating them out into the 

KURTZMAN: We had a lot of fun. We used to carry on. All 
of our friends used to come up to the studio. It was a hangout. 

ELDER; We worked very hard at looking busy. It was kind 
of a watering hole, an oasis for vagabonds like ourselves. 
Fellows who didn’t have the nerve to open up a studio. 

KURTZMAN: We had a row of drawing boards. And a big 
couch-bed. And a gigantic glop of handmade furniture. You 
remember Tony the carpenter? 

ELDER: May his soul rest in peace. I think he was executed 
the other day. 

KURTZMAN: This old bed. The studio was a giant bed, 
and a couple of little things all around it. 

ELDER: That was sort of a launching pad for, at least, 

Harvey and myself. Charlie .. . 
KURTZMAN: Charlie used the bed. He was the cocksman 

amongst us. And he took full advantage of that fact. 
ELDER: Good old horizontal Charlie. Then we decided to 

move out of there after we had a fire. These chemical plants 
were in the building. I think something burst and ran 
downstairs like a . . . 

KURTZMAN: Willie was constantly horsing around with 
his routines. You mentioned a fire. The place was a firetrap. 
I’ll never forget one day Willie decided to demonstrate a little 
trick where . . . 

ELDER: That was in the other studio, Harv. Our second 
studio, the one on Broadway. 

KURTZMAN: No, I don’t think so. Well, in any case. Will 
appears one day, and his finger is blazing. A gigantic torch of 
fire. Because what he’s done is put his finger in rubber 
cement. . . 

ELDER: I think I told you I just stuck my finger in the 
socket: “Look what happened!” 

KURTZMAN: . . . and it didn’t work out the way Willie 
thought it would, and he started shaking it, trying to put it 
out, frantically, and he sent globs of flaming rubber cement all 
over the studio . . . 

ELDER: Meteors is what they were. 
KURTZMAN: You see three guys jumping around like 

maniacs trying to put the fire out. But I could have sworn it 
was the old studio .. . 

ELDER: The one above the restaurant, on Broadway. 
Irving Geis used the little adjoining room, the foyer. 

KURTZMAN: We got kicked out of the first studio. 
ELDER: Anyway, from there we met a lot of people in the 

comic book business. At least, Harvey had a few accounts in 
the comic business. And I had a few advertising accounts with 
some very strange characters. 

KURTZMAN: We opened up the second studio, and people 
came through . . . Dave Berg rented space. Lester Persky used 
to hang around, and he’s now a big Hollywood mogul. 

ELDER: Remember the fellow who designed a building at 
Fairleigh Dickinson, the architect? 

KURTZMAN: Leon Gehorsam. John Severin rented space, 
and a guy by the name of Bob Sale, who I think has died since. 

ELDER: And we had a Frenchman who was unique. Rene 
Goscinny is now a very famous individual in France. He’s a lot 
better off than we are. A delightful man. [Note: Goscinny 
died since this interview took place. ] 

KURTZMAN: A lot of good people came in then. 
ELDER: It was a kind of a hub for meeting interesting 

people. Frankie Dorsey, of course, who now teaches art in 
Switzerland at an all girl college. Very talented guy. And 
through the contacts, we finally felt that we should 
concentrate our efforts towards one particular area. That was 
EC comics. 

We’re omitting one thing here that I think is important. 
Harvey had a syndicated strip going in the Herald-Tribune. It 
was short-lived, but it was very unique at the time. There was 
nothing like it out then. You know, today you have B.C., and 
you have all these little simple one gag things. In fact, it was 
the forerunner, I think, of B.C. today. 

KURTZMAN: I don’t know if it was the forerunner . . . 
ELDER: I think it was. Well, anyway, nothing preceded it, 

so let’s assume that. 
WAITRESS: Coffee? 
ELDER: Yes, please. That was an account that kept us all 

paying the rent. Harvey would be bringing in the money . . . 
KURTZMAN: Harvey would always be paying the rent. 
ELDER: Harvey was the breadwinner! I think he wanted 

moral support. He couldn’t stand working alone. 
KURTZMAN: I’ll never forget when I got married, when I 

went on my honeymoon, and I came back and the whole thing 
had collapsed. Charlie had gone to Europe, and he left me 
holding the bag. Jeezus, the place was a wreck. And nobody 
was there ... I think you had gone back to work . . . 

ELDER: And I think our lease was up. The landlord was 
the restaurateur downstairs. The lease was up and I think he 
was a little hesitant in renewing it to us. There were all these 
people walking up all the time. Not into his restaurant, but 
upstairs. Something was going on. Free lunches or something. 
You see, eventually, due to the account Harvey landed at EC, 
we abandoned the place, because there was a place to go. 
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There was a source of steady work. 
And then, lo and behold. Mad was born. And all of the 

zany things that at least I had been doing in the past were now 
put into two-dimensional form. It was kind of a change for 
me, because I wasn’t propelled into the public, as I was in 
school. I worked quietly at home. 

KURTZMAN: One thing I’ve always felt that the world 
missed out on ... if Willie could have been a performer . . . 

ELDER: If I were a performer, I wouldn’t be doing as zany 
as I am right now in my cartooning. My energies would be 
elsewhere. 

KURTZMAN: I’ve got little bits of film of Willie that I 
took on Cape Cod. We were out there once with Jack Davis 
when we were all young, with our wives. 

ELDER: Amateur movies. 
KURTZMAN: And Will was always so funny on film! So 

funny! It’s a shame he could have never been a stand-up 
performer. Of course, he was much too self-conscious to have 
been a performer. 

ELDER: I was. And still am. 
KURTZMAN: Self-conscious to the point that when he 

knows someone is watching him special, he collapses. 
ELDER: Well, that’s the reason I sublimate all my energies 

into my work. Because it’s safe for me. I’m hiding. Like most 
comedians and most actors. A lot of actors are terrible 
interviewees. Anything outside the role they’re playing, 
they’re completely lost. They hide behind their character. 
Because there’s a need. There’s an inhibition that has to break 
loose somewhere. In my case it was the very same thing. I’d 
hide behind this zany cartoon, this zany thing on paper, which 
is very safe for me. 

BENSON; You probably didn’t work very directly with 
Harvey on the war books, since you did the inking. 

ELDER: Not really. Well, we did at times, yes, because . . . 
KURTZMAN: John and Will were a great war magazine 

team. John was good at the authenticity of the thing. 
ELDER: It took me days to look up something, and there 

were deadlines to be made. Severin would do the pencilling 
and I would do the inking, because he was much faster at 
pencilling than I was. 

KURTZMAN: John has an enormous capacity for the war 
authenticity. He loved war [chuckles]. He loved costumes and 
he loved guns. Will had none of that, but on the other hand 

Will was a great graphic artist. 
BENSON:They could capture this feeling of the period. 
KURTZMAN: Well, of course, because Will was through the 

real thing. Will was in the war. 
ELDER: I must add that I was trying awfully hard to make 

a good product. In the first place, I wanted very much to 
satisfy Harvey. Because Harvey was in a very precarious 
situation; he was turning out books as an editor. And I was a 
good friend of Harvey’s. And then here was a chance for me to 
break in slowly, to become a little more confident in my own 
work. I wasn’t confident as a penciller because I was very slow. 
I was very deliberate. I didn’t have the ability to grasp things 
quickly, as John did. John had a storehouse in his mind. He 
knew a uniform without even looking it up. Remarkable! I 
admired him for it. 

KURTZMAN: Then Will would come along with his 
inkpots . . . 

ELDER; It was the artist again. It was the art feeling I had 
for those things. 

KURTZMAN: . . . and he would turn the thing into a 
graphically clear, clean, understandable drawing. So it was a 
partnership of talents, that was very useful. They comple¬ 
mented each other. And they did some of the finest stuff in 
that partnership that was ever done in the genre of war books. 
And what bothered me during that period was that John 
Severin never quite understood what Will was all about. 

ELDER: ’Til he inked it himself. 
KURTZMAN: John never understood Will’s graphics. To 

this day he is weak graphically. He doesn’t know what to do 
with his ink. 

BENSON: He certainly does now. Maybe not when he first 
started on his own. 

ELDER: He developed. I don’t know that I agree with 
Harvey completely on that. At the beginning, when he went 
on his own, his stuff was well drawn, but linear, weak. It 

didn’t have the dramatic punch, that overall black-and-white 
graphic quality that Harvey’s trying to point out. Therefore it 
lost the story emphasis that it needed. It was a—what’s the 
word?—a neuter as far as art was concerned. It didn’t have any 
kind of sex at all, to speak of. At the same time I had built up 
confidence and I began to draw. I drew very slowly. But the 
knowledge of my own dramatics of black-and-white helped me 
a great deal. I think everything we did in the past, actually, 
helped us grow, develop. And under Harvey’s editorialship it 
was all consumated. 

BENSON: Your work in Mad seemed to spring fully 
developed. From the beginning your stories were quite 
different from the other stories. 

ELDER; I was always a cut-up, as I mentioned before, and 
I felt that if I could expose this zaniness, this bottled-up 
zaniness in me, in some kind of medium, I would really burst 
forth, you know. Explode. 

BENSON: Did you recognize that immediately? 
ELDER; Yes, I did. Because I was always doing this sort of 

thing. I mean, war stories weren’t my cup of tea. I did it 
because it was a living, it was a chance to get into the business 
and work at it, and develop techniques. But Mad gave me a 
tremendous amount of license. Which most comedians need. 
Any society needs comic license in order to survive. I always 
feel, speaking of comedians, that they’re actors to begin with. 
There’s the pathos and the comedy involved in acting . . . 

KURTZMAN: You’re missing . . . 
ELDER: Wait, wait. I’m not finished . . . 
KURTZMAN; Will was always full of all kinds of humor 

creativity. It amazed me when Will went to work on Mad that 
there was this unbelievable proliferation of creative ... he had 
all this creative humor. 

ELDER: It was uncontrolled, in a great sense. I need 
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Harvey’s control. He harnessed whatever 
energies I had into the proper channeling. 
Let me say something that I think is very 
apropos. Harpo Marx wouldn’t be Harpo 
without Chico and Groucho. But 
Groucho could be Groucho without Har¬ 
po or Chico. Harpo was offset against the 
kind of organization, the zany organiza¬ 
tion that Groucho formulated, in a sense. 
He made everything seem ridiculous, 
through wordage. And Harpo emphasized 
everything he was saying through his 
actions. 

BENSON: That’s a great analogy. 
ELDER: And I felt that all my wild 

energies had to be harnessed into saying 
something important, something where it 
needed to be said. And I think Harvey 
had that great gift of editing all these 
people that came under his umbrella, so 
to speak, and control it beautifully. 

BENSON: In the early Mad, did Har¬ 
vey inspect your pencils or make sugges¬ 
tions? 

ELDER: Well. . . 
KURTZMAN: Oh, did I! I’d drive 

everybody crazy! 
ELDER: Yes, yes he did. 
KURTZMAN: I must say that I—and I 

think Willie can corroborate this—I was 
never easy to work for. 

ELDER: That’s only true for those 
who opposed your methods. I saw Har¬ 
vey’s methods, you know. The only thing 
I regretted was going home and doing 
things again. But I saw the reasoning 
behind it all. So it wasn’t that bad. It 
made it less Draconian, let me put it that 
way. 

BENSON: When you compare your 
Panic stories with your Mad stories, the 
stories were inferior, but your contribu¬ 
tion is still the same. 

ELDER: Well, because that was basic¬ 
ally me. It was just another editor. But 
the fact is, I had to work harder, because 
Feldstein, I felt, at the time, didn’t have 
that natural philosophical humor that 
Harvey had. Harvey was thoughtful in his 
humor. And it was well plotted. 

BENSON: Did you write any stories 
on your own? Didn’t you write “Mole” 
[Mad# 2]? 

ELDER: Well, the Mole was essential¬ 
ly something I’d been playing with for 
years. You know, it was some kind of a 
fantasy of mine that Hairey put into a 
reasonable structure and made it more 
possible to read. 

BENSON: What did you do—did you draft the story out 
and give it to Harvey to break down? 

ELDER: Yeah, Harvey always did. 
KURTZMAN: I always broke it down. 
ELDER: Harvey’s great directorship, you know. This 

character was a mole. He was ostracized, he was kind of a 
pariah of society. And the only way I can symbolize that is by 
having this guy looking like a mole, underground. He had to go 
underground in order to survive. And he’s thrown in jail and 
digs his way out. It’s really a gag—it was a play on words, in a 
sense, pictorializing it. 

BENSON: Did you ever write anything else? 
ELDER: I did for Panic. Yes, I did. 
BENSON: Was it your idea to do “The Night Before 

Christmas” [Panic # 1] ? 
ELDER: I was given that particular assignment. I 

embellished it, and completely destroyed the original. [He 
looks over the EC Checklist.] I see a few things here. 
“Smiddy” [Panic # 4] might be one. I’m not sure, but I think 

used to ask me to write, because he was burdened with other 
stories. He had Tales from the Crypt, was it? And he had other 
stuff, so he asked me to fill in. So he said, “Hey, Will, go to 
town! Do as you please. If you’re not working for Mad . . .’’ 

BENSON: You wrote your own script and everything? 
ELDER: Yeah. Of course, Feldstein would oversee 

everything, make sure it fit the proper page length, and was in 
on time. He’d give me complete freedom. 

BENSON: How about Mad.^ 
ELDER: That was pretty much Harvey. 
KURTZMAN: I wrote everything. 
ELDER: But, you see, Harvey had given me complete 

license and freedom to fit anything I wanted within his story 
form, which I did. I actually recreated a lot of things without 
destroying the original script, if that was possible. But that’s 
what I loved about the magazine. Because here was a chance to 
do what I pleased, to run amok, so to speak. 

BENSON: What would you say is the difference between 
your working relationship at that time and today with Annie 
Fanny? 

so. I played very strongly on the comics. In fact, Feldstein KURTZMAN: Much freer. 
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ELDER: It was much freer, much more freewheeling then. 
This is a much tighter controlled medium we’re working with 
now. Not only that, but we have about fifty million editors 
overseeing everything that’s done, and corrections. That kind 
of limits . . . 

KURTZMAN: The difference, basically, is that the Mad 
format was our own. The Annie Fanny format is as much 
Hefner’s as it is ours. 

ELDER: Yeah, that’s true. 
BENSON: Can I ask about your collaboration with Bernie 

Krigstein on “Bringing Back Father” [Mad # 11] ? 
ELDER: I liked Bernie very much. He’s a very sensitive 

human being. 
KURTZMAN: He was essentially a sweet man. He wasn’t 

easy to work with though. He was never quite on target for 
me. He was partly on target—I mean, I’d chosen him for his 
very specific talent. I knew that he could get as close to that 
grim reality style as anybody. But he was never quite on 
target, never quite understood the humor. 

ELDER: He didn’t feel it. I don’t think he was there. 
KURTZMAN: The problem is that Bernie, God bless him, 

was never a humorist. 
BENSON: / thought he did a wonderful job on “From 

Eternity Back to Here” [Mad # 12]. 
KURTZMAN: Maybe so, but I tell you, Bernie is not a 

funny guy. Not a funny guy. 
ELDER: No, I think he’s a serious artist. 
KURTZMAN: Serious. 
BENSON: In “From Eternity Back to Here” his sense of 

what was funny, which was doing classic 
caricature, humorous illustration, worked 
very well with your script. 

KURTZMAN: There’s no doubt that 
Bernie is an intense artist. Certainly, he’s 
the, I think, the outstanding artist in 
comic books. He had a feel for graphics 
second to nobody I can think of in the 
comics field. A sensitive, intelligent 
approach to comic graphics. There’s no 
doubt about that. So in that department 
he gets good marks. But he just ... for 
me, he didn’t have the humor. 

ELDER: I think there’s types of 
senses of humor, if you can put it that 
way. There’s always a sense of humor 
that seems to be appropriate for 
somebody. My sense of humor’s on the 
zany side. It’s slightly thought-out 
zeuiiness; it isn’t just random. Because 
those running gags I had in my cartoons 
were all planned. They were apropos to 
what Harvey was trying to say. Bernie 
might have a sense of humor that 
appealed to you, but not in the sense of 
Mad comics. A different entirely type of 
humor. 

KURTZMAN: Everybody has a 
different sense of humor. It really 
doesn’t matter which way is up. Except 
. . . my problem with Bernie was that, 
whatever his humor was, he wouldn’t get 
the point! 

ELDER: The real reason is that Bernie 
made Harvey feel like a failure! 

KURTZMAN: He would not get the 
point! 

BENSON: Both of these stories were 
experiments. And I felt that “From 
Eternity Back to Here” was a successful 
experiment Krigstein’s caricatures of the 
famous actors worked well with the 
story. I felt the other one wasn’t as 
successful an experiment. 

ELDER: That’s an interesting word 
you used: “experiment.” That’s the thing 
I miss about the old days. Well, actually 
“the old days” for me were rotten! It’s 
just that we had fun; we couldn’t repeat 
it because we’d look kind of ridiculous at 

this stage. But “experiment” was what was beautiful about 
those days, at least with Mad. Today, when everything is kind 
of structured and accurate and symmetric, you lose that 
freedom. 

KURTZMAN: The thing is, working with Will and Jack 
Davis and Wally Wood, they always got the point. They knew 
what I was trying to say and they carried it forward. That’s 
quite a difference, working with somebody who can carry a 
thing forward, as opposed to a guy who really doesn’t know 
what it is you’re getting at. So he carries it forward his way, 
not knowing where he’s supposed to go. And that was the 
trouble. 

BENSON: I still say that in spite of the fact that he didn’t 
do what you wanted him to do . .. 

KURTZMAN: It was a very good experiment, yeah. 
BENSON: What did you think of “Bringing Back Father?” 
ELDER: It was strange to me. I think I almost saw it the 

way Harvey did. I worked so hard at what I did, trying to 
make it as funny as I possibly could. Then, suddenly, it would 
be broken up by these very somber, very serious, almost 
depressing illustrations. It was a complete departure. I would 
rather have seen something a little clearer. I found it was 
cluttered, unclear. It was too designy. 

BENSON: That’s why I had a problem with it. You’re 
getting a stylized view of reality in “Bringing Up Father. ’’And 
you weren’t contrasting that with reality, you were just 
contrasting it with another stylized view of reality. I thought 
the contrast with reality worked better in “Mickey Rodent” 
[Mad # 197, with the real ducks at the end. His work was too 
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stylized to contrast properly. 
KURTZMAN: It was worse than that. He didn’t understand 

the humor. What he should have done was, he should have 
said, “OK, I’m going to do something like’’—I don’t know 
why, but Art Young comes to mind—“Art Young’s drawings 
of poverty.” It had to be someone who could do a grim 
picture with a twinkle in his eye, who knew that when he was 
drawing the grimness he had his finger on the side of his nose. 
He was fooling you. But Bernie didn’t do that. He did funny 
grimness, grimness in slapstick. 

ELDER: I’ll tell you what I saw. I saw clutter. There wasn’t 
enough clarity to distinguish what he was saying. Maybe if it 
had been clearer . . . 

KURTZMAN: Bernie didn’t have any problem in clarity. 
He was a great graphic cartoonist. It just wasn’t funny. But 
you’re right about when Willie did that Donald Duck thing, 
that Willie made the point. The same point. 

BENSON: Davis did the same thing in “The Countynental” 
[Mad * 147, the TV show parody. It was all cartooning until 
the end, and then when you saw the men behind the camera it 
was very realistic. 

KURTZMAN: Right. You see now. Jack had the twinkle in 
his eye. Jack understood. It’s interesting, the guys who have 
humor. Take a guy like Wally Wood, who’s so introverted that 
you don’t know what his talent is, because he never talks. But 
Wally had a nice sense of humor. And when he sat down and 
put his hand to the thing the humor would be all right. 

ELDER: What did you think of our take-offs on the ads, 
the magazine ads? 

BENSON: When I first saw them I thought they were 
amazing. Nothing like that had ever been done before! 

ELDER: That’s not entirely true. Judge magazine did 
things like that. 

BENSON: But they never did it with the understanding. 
KURTZMAN: There was a time when nobody used to do 

the counterfeit. We would do a counterfeit parody, at great 
expense. You understand what I mean when I say 
“counterfeit”? 

ELDER: It looked authentic, but it wasn’t. 
KURTZMAN: Right. Where your parody is carried to that 

extreme where you render it with the same meticulousness 
that the original was. Up until then, parodies had been done 
traditionally in all the college magazines, but they would 
always be extremely crude parodies. And we brought in the 
concept of creating pleasure not only for the idea of the 
parody, but the idea plus the actual rendering. 

BENSON: But beyond that, your idea of what was funny 
about an ad was unique. You’d get to the heart of Madison 
Avenue’s idea of building a whole campaign around something 
that’s irrelevant to the product. My favorite was your line, 
“No other bandage sticks to dry eggs so well. ” 

ELDER: To me it was the playing down of the public’s 
intelligence. Harvey got to the germ, the target. 

KURTZMAN: Madison Avenue was always a good target. 
The frame of reference on Madison Avenue is to sell. And our 
frame of reference is the truth. 

ELDER: Irrelevant. . . exploitative . . . 
KURTZMAN: Madison Avenue has no desire to tell us 

things that are true and honest. Their first problem is to make 
you buy a product. So, very often, they lie. If you understand 
a lie, then you can make it funny, satirize it. 

BENSON: Even more often they tell you an irrelevant 
truth. If they can’t tell you the truth about their product, they 
tell you something that’s true but unrelated and hope that 
you’ll think they’ve said something true about the product. 
You would expose this by pointing out that their truth had 
nothing to do with the product. 

KURTZMAN: And consequently wasn’t the truth. 
ELDER: It was a form of brainwashing, let’s put it that 

way. They made you believe what they wanted you to believe. 
And I think Harvey saw that. 

BENSON: Your collaboration on Annie Fanny has 
somewhat changed over the years. Harvey has become more 
directly involved in the art. 

KURTZMAN: Basically, we started out working with a 
large group of people. The whole idea was to cover a lot of 
work . . . 

ELDER: ... in a short amount of time . . . 
KURTZMAN: ... by using a large team. And over the years 

we slowly discovered that it was more heartache than it was 
worth. I’m speaking for myself, I don’t know about you, WUl. 

ELDER: Oh, it was heartache. 
KURTZMAN: We came down to a system the two of us 

could handle. I think the results are a lot more artistic and a 
lot more gratifying. 

ELDER: A lot clearer. There’s no clutter and confusion, 
that’s the main thing. Because we were getting a crazy-quilt of 
different, not only techniques but attitudes, senses of humor. 

KURTZMAN: A crazy-quilt of problems! 
ELDER: Problems, right. It wasn’t solving our time 

problem, it was adding to it. 
KURTZMAN: The product is now much more satisfying, 

for me, artistically. I find that I like the strip now better than 
ever before. I think that we did some god-awful stuff working 
with a team, which really sets my teeth on edge. [Kurtzman’s 
1982 comment: “We’re back to the team system again now, 
with apprentices Sarah Downs and Phil Felix. ”] 

BENSON: Do you mean in terms of the visuals? Or in terms 
of the total. . . 

KURTZMAN: In terms of the overall product. There was a 
time that we had a deadline for a Christmas issue, and we just 
threw everybody into it. We flew to Chicago, and we all 
worked out of The Mansion. We made our deadline. But it was 
just awful stuff. 

ELDER: The thing was perplexing to me because they all 
tried to adapt to the technique that I started with originally, 
which was crude, actually. 

KURTZMAN: It was the weirdest integration of talent. 
ELDER: And they tried to assimilate all these various 

talents into one conglomeration, one blob. It just didn’t gel. 
KURTZMAN: Now there was an experiment for the books. 
ELDER: Frazetta I think did some marvelous things and he 

did some disappointing things. 
BENSON: It was interesting that, with the possible 

exception of Heath, these guys just made no accommodation 
in terms of their styles. There’d be a Jack Davis guy standing 
next to an Arnold Roth character. . . 

KURTZMAN: They tried. They all tried. 
BENSON: It wasn’t evident at all. It was like a jam. 
ELDER: It reminds me of those early movies like The Big 

Broadcast of 1937, or something, where everybody’d come in 
and do the thing they did normally on radio—a nothing 
picture. It was a cacophony of artists. 

KURTZMAN: It was an interesting experiment. 
ELDER: I’ll tell you, I enjoyed the socializing. We got the 

guys together up at the Algonquin Hotel. We ordered eggs 
benedict for breakfast, living high off the Playboy hog. It was 
wonderful. We knew the bubble would burst, but. . . 

KURTZMAN: We have marvelous memories of working as a 
team. 

ELDER: It was fun, it was fun. 
BENSON: There’s been a trend from the beginning of M&A 

through Goodman Beaver to Annie Fanny of less and less 
background clutter, to the point where, today, there’s very 
little. 

ELDER: You mean it’s simplified? 
BENSON:rhe little gags, the signs. 
KURTZMAN: Tchatchkas. 
ELDER: Well, that’s something that’s been disappearing. 
BENSON: It was so much a part of the early Mad, 

especially in your work. 
ELDER: It’s kind of an evolutionary thing, for several 

reasons. And one is that the policy of Playboy is a little 
different than Mad. They felt that they wanted to get away 
from the cluttered look of Mad. They didn’t want to look like 
anything that Mad had ever done before. Playboy was a 
sophisticated magazine. A different format. Therefore, keep it 
within that framework. We don’t want any Mad cartoonists in 
this book. We want your talent but not your Mad talent. 

BENSON: We want you but not what you do? 
ELDER: Right. Your politics can be anything you please 

outside the magazine’s realm. Another thing is that it’s such a 
complicated technique. It’s so time-consuming. Time, and 
technique, and the corrections that were involved in every 
single story—knowing how much time this absorbed, we had to 
cut down on some of it, to have our work appear alive. 
Otherwise it would never appear. 

BENSON: Harvey once showed me a photostat of his 
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roughs for an early Annie Fanny . . . 
ELDER: Harvey draws so well. And his drawings have a lot 

of expression, which other artists don’t have. Expression is 
what really sells a work, I think. And he gets the feeling of the 
character. 

BENSON: You had pencilled in all your ideas for gags in 
the margins of this photostat. Is that how you add your gags? 

KURTZMAN: Exactly that way. 
ELDER: I’d read the story thoroughly. I’d try to 

understand . . . Harvey used to explain things a lot to all the 
artists. One thing I think we left out here, that’s very 
important. And it’s funny to me when I look back. When 
Harvey was the editor of Mad each artist would come into his 
office, and he would say, “Sit down, I got a story for you. I 
think it’s something that you can handle.” He’d start reading 
the story, and he’d go into this little act. Harvey would 
portray all the characters in the story. He’d take on these 
different voices. And he’d get carried away, he’d get emotional 
about it, you know. And I’d look at him like he’s some kind of 
a nut. Here he is acting out this story that’s supposed to be on 
paper. I think it was a very good idea, because it really 
emphasized the feeling that Harvey wanted to put in these 
pages. And some guys just didn’t grasp his feelings for a story 
immediately—only when he acted them out, like a kid 
play-acting. I think it was a novel thing. No editor ever did 
that before. Who wants to take the time to do a thing like 
that. And he’d do that for me, too. But eventually over the 
years I kind of predicted Harvey’s ideas and his thoughts, his 
sense of humor, and we each got to know how the other 
worked, we’d been “married” so long. We thought the same 
way, in the same vein. That doesn’t exist any longer, that 
business of telling you the story out loud. He’d hand me the 
photostat of his ideas, I’d look at it. I’d read the story 
thoroughly. I’d know exactly what he’s trying to portray here. 
Then I’d take the story, think of it as a whole, and interject 
ideas apropos to panels, the page and then eventually the 
whole story. I’d toss in everything, everything that could 
possibly be funny. I’d gag up the page, make it more 
humorous than it could be. 

KURTZMAN: We do try to squeeze as much into a story as 
we can without graphic clutter. And that’s something that 

Hefner redly leaned on us for. And I’m not saying he was 
wrong. Because I think graphically we do good-looking pages. 
But we do, in another more subtle way, try to squeeze as 
much into a page as we possibly can. We try to squeeze in a lot 
of dialogue, a lot of gags per square inch. If you take one of 
our pages and compare it, say, with Wicked Wanda, and make 
an actual head count of the specific situations we have, you’ll 
notice like a proportion of four to one. 

BENSON: Do you actually read Wicked Wanda? 
KURTZMAN: I have read it on occasion. I don’t really 

keep up with it. 
ELDER: I think it’s slick. It’s very attractive. 
KURTZMAN: A piece of shit. 
ELDER: I’d like to get back to a point I think is very 

important about the policy of Playboy compared to Mad. I 
think most comic book readers have conditioned themselves to 
look at everything, because it’s broken down into panels and 
every panel has something to say. It can be pictorially detailed. 
You look at the art. Playboy, on the other hand, is really very 
simple. Very big, bold and direct. There isn’t a clutter about 
Playboy. It’s telling you one thing. It’s telling you sex. I think 
it conditions their readers to see one thing and one thing only. 
So I think the policy lent itself to making things simplified, 
and in direct form. So you had to cut out all that Mad 
“garbage.” At least, that’s what they said. And I think that’s 
the reason why it became simpler. The pace would have been 
slowed up tremendously if someone just saw gatefolds and 
photographs of the same girl in varied positions, or whatever, 
and then suddenly this cluttered page. I think it would break 
up the rhythm. 

KURTZMAN: Also, remember that Playboy puts an awful 
lot of money into art direction. It’s a well designed product. 
Good design means easy on the eye. 

BENSON: Do you have anything to say about Goodman 
Beaver? 

ELDER: Oh, gee! I was hoping you’d bring that up! 
Because I think, for me, that was the greatest time of my life. I 
really enjoyed it. There again, it had all the elements we were 
speaking of before. It had the freedom, the feeling to express 
yourself without too many editors peering over your shoulder. 
You know, the deadline’s a constant bugbear to most 
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One Christmas during EC’s heyday found Colin Dawkins 
working for J. Walter Thompson’s London office. His drafty 
English winter was brightened by a packet of specially drawn 
Christmas cards from some stateside friends. Printed here are 
Elder’s and Kurtzman’s cards. 

cartoonists, and the deadline was kind of reasonable, I 
thought. The sooner we got it in, the better, of course. I think 
it was the funniest thing we ever did, because of the fact that 
we had all that freedom. 

BENSON: Did you have any particular favorite stories? 
KURTZMAN: “Superman.” 
ELDER: “Superman” and “Playboy.” Those two. I’d say. 

In fact, “Playboy” . . . that particular story is what impressed 
Hefner, I think. 

KURTZMAN: Hefner used to show that story around and 
say, “If you want to see what Harvey believes in, read this 
story.” Because, in a sense it was a put-down (of the would-be 
playboy). But it probably was what led to Annie Fanny, 
you’re right. The whole idea of Annie Fanny was to do 
Goodman Beaver as a girl. That’s the way it started. 

ELDER: Right, the innocence. 
KURTZMAN: Goodman Beaver, of course, was fashioned 

after Candide. 
ELDER: Or Pinocchio, for that matter. 
KURTZMAN: In my mind it was Candide, very specific. 

The innocent boob who runs athwart of the problems of the 
world. 

ELDER: He meets Hugh Pangloss . . . 
BENSON: Do you recall the problem of the panel shape in 

the paperback reprint [The Executive’s Comic Book] ? 
ELDER: We had to get a certain dimension, yeah. That was 

a pain in the butt. 
KURTZMAN: Work. We were doing the strip, and then we 

got a paperback contract, so we started doing the panels longer 
for the paperback format. And we would cut it short for the 
magazine. But then we had to take all the stories that we’d 
done before that and doctor them for the book. 

ELDER: I wish you’d dwell a little bit on Humbug, because 
I thought very highly of that magazine. Humbug was the 
magazine, I think, that we all fell in love with. Unfortunately, 
it wasn’t slick enough, or it wasn’t exposed properly. There’s a 
million stories that could be told about that. Money, and 
despondent artists not going anywhere. I didn’t contribute 
that much to Humbug. I did a few things. 

KURTZMAN: Oh, Will, you did one of the best stories 
ever—that Frankenstein thing [Humbug# 7]. 

ELDER: Oh, that’s right! Well, that was one of the rare 
ones. Yeah, that was a good one. 'The story I liked, by the 
way, was “Robinson Crusoe” [Mad *13]. I get so many 
letters and phone calls on “Robinson Crusoe.” Most people 
fall in love with that one. 

KURTZMAN: Isn’t that funny. The one that I remember is 
“Shermlock Shomes” [Mad # 7]. And the Katzenjammer Kids 
[Mad # 20]. That was one of my best story structures. And 
you followed through on it. Will. And then Skeezix and Corky 
[“Gasoline Valley, ” Mad #15]. When Will and I hit it right, we 
really hit. Willie just crowded “Shermlock Shomes” with 
tchatchkas. 

ELDER: Well, it was crude, it was crude. But I wasn’t 
thinking of artistic technique. I was thinking of pure 
unadulterated humor, to get as crazy as I possibly could within 
the story limits. That’s what I was after. 

BENSON: It’s amazing how much those early Mads 
influenced my whole way of thinking. 

KURTZMAN: 'They’ve influenced a lot of people. You 
know, I was sitting yesterday with Brian McConnachie, one of 
the early Lampoon guys. Very bright guy. I was sitting, as a 
matter of fact, with a group of guys, all very talented young 
cartoonists . . . 

ELDER: So that’s why you’re not home working. 
KURTZMAN: 'These guys were all in the right time-slot to 

have read the original Mad. It changed their—well, it didn’t 
change their lives, but it really inspired them. 

ELDER: That’s why they got low scores on their SAT’s? 
KURTZMAN: They insisted that they went into the 

business because of that stuff. And I do think that’s the way 
things work. I think we happened to be in the right place. 
We’re in the hands of forces we don’t quite understand. The 
process is marvelous. If you can fire people up, inspire people, 
unleash forces . . . 

ELDER: It’s like, what makes people stage struck. 'They see 
someone else and they’re inspired. 

KURTZMAN: But Annie Fanny doesn’t inspire the same 
response. It’s fascinating to me the way Annie Fanny doesn’t 
affect people the way the old Mad did. But it doesn’t. We 
probably get more integrity in the eyes of Mr. Man-in-the- 
street through Annie Fanny. You say, “Hey, we do Annie 
Fanny,” and everybody goes, “Aha!” But if you say, “Hey, 
you know I did the early Mad,” or, “I did Humbug,” or 
“Goodman Beaver,” they go, “Wha?” And yet, I haven’t met 
anybody who’s said, “You know, my whole life has changed 
because of Annie Fanny. 

ELDER: There might be some, there might be some. 
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KURTZMAN: Whereas I’m constantly running into people 
who tell me their whole life was changed by the early Mad. 

ELDER: What’s your opinion of Annie Fanny, honestly, 
John? 

BENSON: It’s hampered by the necessity to have a story 
line in which Annie undresses. 

ELDER: I say the same. I say the same. Of course, there are 
always limitations and you have to recognize them. For what 
it is, under the circumstances, it’s ... I hate to use the Marx 
Brothers as my prototype here for what I want to express, but 
I have to because it’s so handy. Now, the Marx Brothers, when 
they made their films later on like A Night in Casablanca . . . 
not every Marx Brothers picture’s a A Night at the Opera. You 
see, it doesn’t have that class and humor at the same time. 
Something’s lost. 

KURTZMAN: What happened was, when the Marx 
Brothers first started, their pictures were old-fashioned 
'Thalberg Hollywood. 

ELDER: Only two. A Night at the Opera, A Day at the 
Races. 

KURTZMAN: I’m saying it was that type of operation. 
BENSON: Their early stuff was before that, though. 
ELDER: At Paramount, yeah. Cocoanuts, Animal Crack¬ 

ers .. . 
KURTZMAN: An enormous amount of material was 

poured into the making of the picture. There was painstaking 
plotting, there were the Marx Brothers, and there were the 
writers and the writers and the writers. As time went on they 
started making quickies, doing schlock stuff . . . 

ELDER: Go West; The Big Store, which was all right, 
actually; Love Happy . . . 

KURTZMAN: . . . where the plots went out the 
window—no thinking was given to the plot. The Marx Brothers 
dominated everything, which they shouldn’t have. Chico 
needed money, so they started grinding out the pictures. And 
the content just went to hell. Now in Annie Fanny the 
situation is different. There’s a confusion of purpose. 'There 
always has been. Is it a sex cartoon? Is it a satire? What is it? 
The satire really is overwhelmed by the sex. Because you never 
see it as satirical stories. They’re jerk-off stories. There are a 
lot of guys who. I’m sure, do get the details. But that’s not 
what people go to it for. Although I wish they would, because 
it’s there! But I think people see it as a sexy strip. Which is 
what it was designed as from the very beginning. But I think 
the sex does violence to the satire. 

ELDER: It counteracts it. Very much. 
BENSON: How long is it from the time you conceive a 

story to its completion? 
KURTZMAN: It can take anywhere from five to eight 

months. 
ELDER: It’s such a complicated mess. 
BENSON: Do they wait until you turn one in before 

scheduling it? 
KURTZMAN: Yeah. It’s so involved. 
BENSON: Because it seems to me that very often you’re 

picking up on a trend that’s just about a year old. 
KURTZMAN: Exactly. Old hat. 
ELDER: Bert Parks may die and there goes the Miss 

America stories. In fact, we just did something on Howard 
Hughes, Inc., and he just died. Right in the middle of a story 
he went and died on me. The nerve of him. Howard Hughes, 
Inc., the invisible man. I’ve got this guy unraveling himself, 
you know. His license plate is “zero.” But some people might 
be offended by it now that he’s dead. 'The medical centers, or 
maybe—what’s the name of the place out in Salt Lake 
City?—the Mormon Tabernacle might be offended by this idea. 
But that’s the risk we take with humor. That happened all the 
time with Mad. Letters of litigation kept coming in. 

BENSON: / recall that they took the McCarthy hearing 
satire out of The Mad Reader paperback when McCarthy died. 

ELDER: In deference to his good side, I guess, whatever 
that happened to be. Anyhow, I feel about Annie pretty much 
the way you do, that visually, it’s very atrractive. And then 
you start breaking it down, and it sort of leads you into 
making sex more acute, more sharp, more readable, if that’s 
possible. If it were done in “line,” I don’t think it would have 
the same impact. 

BENSON: Is it true that some time after Trump folded you 
were actually doing wash renderings for real advertisements? 

“The Mole Meets Annie’’ was drawn espeeially for Dick Voll, 
and is printed with his permission. 

ELDER: No, not for advertisements. Well, for TV 
corporations. I worked for some TV outfit for awhile. And I 
did some movie ads for 20th Century Fox—Mr. Hobbs Takes a 
Vacation with Jimmy Stewart. 

KURTZMAN: Well, he used to work in the agency. And, if 
I’m not mistaken, he did these storyboards. They have a name 
for these things where they actually make moving visuals, 
limited animation film for customer presentations. 

ELDER: 'Then I did rendering for Whitman Chocolates. Big 
things, they put them on billboards. Some ten second ads. 
We’re paying for this interview aren’t we, Harvey? This is on 
me fellas. 

KURTZMAN: Oh, we’ll all chip in. 
ELDER: We’ll split the check three ways. [Pantomimes 

tearing bill into three parts. ] I didn’t give him my munchkin 
imitation did I? 

KURTZMAN: Pleasant little place isn’t it? 
ELDER: Nice and homey, very cozy. That’s how you tell a 

place. Not by the eggs and bacon. I mean, anybody gives you 
good eggs and bacon. But the hamburger was excellent. 'That’s 

This interview was recorded on April 8, 1976. It was transcribed by 
Joey Cavalieri, and edited for publication by John Benson. 
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BENSON: Do you recall when you first met Harvey? 
GAINES: Oh, yes. Harvey was sent up to our outfit by an 

educator. His name may have been Dr. Sones. 
KURTZMAN: It wasn’t Zorbaugh, was it? Because I 

remember I went to see him once. 
GAINES: Right. It was Harvey Zorbaugh, because he had 

been associated with my father. He was on the editorial 
advisory board of Educational Comics when we were putting 
out things like Picture Stories from American History. So was 
Sones; that’s why I mixed the two of them up. 

Of course we were publishing anything and everything but 
educational comics by the time Harvey walked in, but he 
didn’t know that, and he showed up with a stack of 
fantasticsdly funny one-pagers. I guess they were mostly Hey 
Look, or maybe they were all Hey Look. What Harvey had in 
mind to do was humorous educational comics. 

BENSON: You had done some educational comics already, 
right? 

KURTZMAN: No, I’d played around vrith the idea of 
educational comics. I was trying to get somebody interested 
in—not comics, really, but educational graphics, was one thing 
that I was working on. I was trying to explain the ulcer 
graphically. 

GAINES: Well, Harvey walked in, and we rapidly advised 
him that we were not the proper outfit for that. However, as 
long as he was there, he showed us his Hey Look’s. And I 
remember I was sitting at my desk, and A1 Feldstein was 
looking over my shoulder, and we were going through one of 
these after another, and, you know, it was building. We 
chuckled at the first few, and by the end of this mess we 

KURTZMAN: Laughing'. 
GAINES: We were just dying, our stomachs ached with 

laughter. So we agreed that we had to get this talent. But 
how—he didn’t fit at all into what we were doing. But we tried 
to make him fit. And the early stuff that Harvey did, he was 
very uncomfortable with. We put him in horror comics where 
he was not happy. 

KURTZMAN: I did that cowboy thing [Lucky Fights It 
Through]. 

GAINES: Oh, the very first thing, yeah. I guess we did give 
him something which almost approached educational comics. 

KURTZMAN: The syphilis story. I don’t think you saw 
how to apply my talents, because you’d just seen my funny 
stuff. So I got involved with your uncle on that thing. It was 
kind of a commercial throwaway, something that you guys 
weren’t really interested in. 

GAINES: We weren’t the least bit interested in it. 
KURTZMAN: I was secretly trying to show you I could do 

adventure cartoons, which A1 didn’t particularly believe, one 
way or the other, because he didn’t see any evidence. And 
when I did the cowboy thing, then he had the evidence that I 
might be able to do adventure cartoons. 

GAINES: I’d forgotten that. 
BENSON: You had known Al Feldstein in school, right? 

Was there anyone else you knew at EC at that time? 
KURTZMAN: Al was the only Music and Arter. But we 

really didn’t know each other. We were in totally different 
classes. I have to tell you a story from when I was at the High 
School of Music and Art. I remember one of the awful things I 
did at the time. I was terrible. I took it into my head that it 
was the greatest thing there was to throw glass bottles on the 
cement floor in the lunchroom. I thought it was just terrific. 
And this fellow came over and said, “You’d better not do 
that—you’ll get in trouble.” And he was absolutely right, it 
was terrible. And that guy was Al Feldstein. 

GAINES: That’s a marvelous story. 
BENSON: Were the first stories you did for EC written by 

Al? 
KURTZMAN: Yes. 
GAINES: In those days Al wasn’t even writing them. I 

remember a haunted house story that Harvey did that was 
written by Ivan Klapper, I think. 

KURTZMAN: I’m pretty sure that was Al’s story. 
BENSON: When did you start writing your own stories? 
KURTZMAN: There were several phases that we moved 

through. First there were the ones where somebody else 
actually wrote the words, and I think “House of Horror” and 
“Madness at Manderville” fell into that category, and maybe 

there were others. The next phase was that I would write the 
story myself after the plot had been established somehow. 

GAINES: “Sounds from Another World” we stole from 
Esquire, remember? 

KURTZMAN: No, that was from The New Yorker. 
GAINES: No, I remember it as being Esquire. 
KURTZMAN: No, I’d bet on it. [Kurtzman is correct. 

Roald Dahl’s “The Sound Machine’’ appeared in The New 
Yorker in 1949.] But the first science fiction stories I did, I 
used the technique that you guys were using, which was to 
work around the core of a classic. But then I . . . 

GAINES: When you got into the science fiction, you were 
in a field you could do something with. And you did a few of 
the great EC science fiction classics like “Henry and his Goon 
Child,” and “Gregory Had a Model T.” 

KURTZMAN: Bill used to laugh over my science fiction! 
BENSON: It’s always fascinated me that there were 

virtually two lines at EC. 
GAINES: I recall when Harvey made the suggestion that he 

do an adventure book. Now, adventure is something that I 
never had any feel for. I had a feel for science fiction, of 
course, and for horror and suspense, but I didn’t know what 
the hell he meant by adventure. I remember the first and only 
adventure story that Al and I ever wrote, or attempted to 
write, “Hong Kong Intri^e.” It was the most dreadful, 
horrible, stupid story ... it was my attempt to plot what I 
thought Harvey meant by adventure. And I hated it! From 
then on Harvey handled his books by himself simply because I 
didn’t have the faintest idea what the hell he was getting at. 

KURTZMAN: The adventure that I had in mind can best be 
summed up by recalling the old Captain Easy and Wash Tubbs 
strips by Roy Crane, and I’m sure it goes back to John Ford 
movies. My schtick was always authenticity, adventure stories 
that went back to some kind of authenticity, and I think that’s 
essentially what it was that I could get excited about and Bill 
couldn’t. And that John Severin could get excited about. It 
had something to do with history and historical dates and 
places, and processes. Moby D/cfe—how you flense a whale. I 
had this vague idea of adventure which greatly excited me, 
which wasn’t on your wavelength at all. 

GAINES: Completely apart from me. For two or three 
years, Harvey’s two books did fairly well. They were 70% 
sellers, where the horror books were 80% sellers. 

KURTZMAN: There always seemed to be no parallel 
between sales and what we were excited about. 

GAINES: Our lowest class books were our horror books, 
and they sold the best. The science fiction and war books were 
weak sisters commercially. But we always felt they were our 
finest books. 

KURTZMAN: Bill used to have this system for charting 
sales which I always watched in wonder, but I never quite 
understood. He’d keep little piles of thumb-nail papers that 
would fit into the palm of your hand, and he would sit there 
with a slide rule and he’d make little marks on the papers, and 
he’d look at his slide rule and make more little marks on his 
papers. And at any given moment he knew what was selling. 

GAINES: As best we could. We were, of course, with the 
weakest distributor of them all. Leader News. And that EC 
comics sold as well as they did is especially to our credit, 
because if the wholesalers had no use for comics, they 
certainly had no use for Leader News’s comics. And of course 
the reason for our success was quality. We did it on quality. 

KURTZMAN: What always interested me was the fact that 
the comic book industry always used to look askance at our 
efforts, specifically Bill’s efforts, and I always remember us 
being the low man on the totem pole. Always the last in the 
popularity contests amongst the publishers. And what 
eventually happened is that the whole comic book business 
turned to our whole approach. After they poo-pooed us for 
years they then turned into what we were doing. 

GAINES: Or did their best to turn into what we were 
doing. They didn’t have the soul. If I sound metaphysical, I’m 
sorry. You’d be hard pressed to analyse exactly what our 
stories had that their best stories didn’t. But I always felt that 
the EC books had a certain soul. 

KURTZMAN: They didn’t have the profound under¬ 
standing that you do have when you start something and have 
a real reason for starting it. 

GAINES: The difference is that we loved what we were 



doing. Harvey loved his books, and I loved the other books. 
Feldstein is a great craftsman, but Feldstein, and he admits 
this, never had any love for any of it. He did it because he does 
a job. And he does a good job and a workmanlike job, but he 
didn’t have any love for the stuff. He just did it because they 
sold. Harvey, on the other hand, had a great love for what he 
was doing, and this love showed through. 

And Martin Goodman, when he was imitating us—and at 
one point I understand he had 70 horror titles . . . 

KURTZMAN [incredulous] : Seventy? 
GAINES: Remember, there were 700 books in those days, 

so 70 horror titles isn’t so much, I guess, if you look at it that 
way. We had three. We started with three and we ended with 
three. If something got hot, we didn’t put 30 of them out. We 
didn’t work that way. We couldn’t have. 

BENSON: What I really want to ask is this—you published 
these comics because you liked them. Now, in the case of the 
science fiction and the horror books you were very much 

involved in the creation of them. 
GAINES: Yes. A1 and I together would work out the plot, 

and A1 would write the story. I would have been happy to help 
Harvey like I helped Al, but I couldn’t because I never 
understood what he was doing. 

BENSON: So the question is, why did you hand over the 
reins to Harvey and continue to publish his books, which you 
had nothing to do with, even when they began to lose money? 

KURTZMAN: He was sick! 

GAINES: I always thought of the business as a single 
entity. It wasn’t split up in my mind. We really published for 
ourselves [laughs]. When you get right down to it, that’s what 
we were doing. I was playing at publisher, you know; it was 
like a game, and we published what we liked. Just because 
something started losing money was no reason to drop it, if we 
liked it. And although I had no feeling for what Harvey was 
doing, I loved what Harvey was doing. Don’t misunderstand 
me! I couldn’t help him, but I recognized that what he was 



doing was fantastically good. And although his war books 
never made big money, they held their own until the war was 
over. Then they slipped badly, but fortunately Mad came 
along to fill the gap and keep Harvey busy. 

KURTZMAN: The way I’ve always regarded it, Bill has 
always had a very strong intellectual understanding of 
democratic processes. Up to a certain point; then he turns into 
a monster. You know, nobody intellectualized, but he just 
understood that people had the right to do certain things. 

GAINES: The business was making a profit, the horror 
books were carrying it, and I was perfectly content to keep the 
other titles there. I’ve never had the feeling that you have to 
make more money this year than you made last year, which is 
the corporate mentality. These big conglomerates don’t know 
from nothing except every year you have to do better than last 
year. If you don’t there’s something wrong. And this is absurd. 
Why do you have to do better than last year? As long as EC 
was making money we were OK. 

KURTZMAN: I must admit that Bill’s tolerance of my own 
independent train of direction—the fact that while he didn’t 
feel for it that much, he respected my independence to do 
that, to do my own craziness—that was rare. 

GAINES: The real difference between Harvey’s and Al’s 
books is that A1 and I, despite the fact that A1 was an artist, 
were story oriented, and even word oriented. Feldstein 
developed a Ray Bradbury-ish style of using words. He got all 
carried away with the words, and so did I. I loved Al’s words. 
And we got to the point where the art was really quite 
secondary. We were using first rate artists, because, why not 
use first rate artists, they can only enhance what we’re doing. 
But A1 would write such heavy captions, and such heavy 
balloons on occasion, there really was no room for the artist to 
work. This was not a proper use of the comics form. In 
retrospect, Harvey was really using the comics format in the 
way it should be used. When Harvey conceived a story, he 
conceived it pictorially. That’s why to him the lettering was 
part of the picture, and he insisted on hand lettering. To A1 
and me the lettering was nothing, it could have been 
typography. What the hell, we were working with words. 

KURTZMAN: I don’t a^ee that there is a way for comics 
to be, because I find in life that there are readers who are 
verbal and readers who are visual. Of course, it’s not 100% 
either way. But you can enjoy verbail if you are a verbal 
person. 

GAINES: No, but Harvey, what I’m getting at is that 
comics by their very nature are a visual art form. You don’t 
need the comic pictures to be verbal. We were trying to pack 
so much into a seven page story that we insisted on seven 
panels to the page, minimum, and then we put a lot of words 
in, and it was really not making full use of the comic 
technique. We could have done almost as well in a pulp, except 
that we were in the comic business, not the pulp business. 
Harvey was doing something which I think was more to the 
point. He was making comics—why, he had pages where 
nobody said anything, and that’s using comics to their 
ultimate. We would never dream of that—we couldn’t waste 
the space. 

Where we really carried this to an extreme was in our 3-D 
books. Now our 3-D books were technically fine. Our ink was 
lousy, but that was something over which we had no control. 
But where Kubert at St. John and the rest of them were 
making full-page spreads and half-page spreads and making use 
of the space to get this beautiful 3-D effect, we were still 
putting seven little panels to the page, only they were 3-D 
panels. And they were just as heavy with lettering as in the 2-D 
books. If I had it to do over again ... I’d probably do it the 
same way, but I’d still be wrong. 

BENSON: The ultimate in that, not to get too far off, was 
Picto-Fiction, where there were whole panels of text. 

GAINES: Well, Picto-Fiction was just an attempt to duck 
the code. 

KURTZMAN: It was, again, an attempt to say, “We’re not 
doing comic books any more.” 

GAINES: We deliberately switched to typography. We tried 
to make it as unlike a comic as possible and still be a comic. 
But what made Picto-Fiction deadly was that there were no 
balloons, and everything was blocks of typography. It was the 
ultimate in the direction that we were going, but we really 
didn’t do it out of choice. There is a law on the books of the 

State of New York against horror comics. 
KURTZMAN: I didn’t know that. 
GAINES: And it’s still there. I don’t think it’s 

constitutional, but it’s never been tested. And I wasn’t about 
to go to jail to test the damn thing. 

BENSON: Why did so many editors of comics do the covers 
of their comics? 

KURTZMAN: It’s the plum. 
GAINES: I didn’t know it was common. 
BENSON: Well, aside from Harvey and Al, there was Lenny 

Cole. 
KURTZMAN: With Lenny Cole it was the plum. 
GAINES: I think in some cases it’s simply because they 

could do it better. And if you’re an editor who’s an ex-artist 
and who wants to keep his hand in, what better way than the 
cover? I mean, it’s one thing. You do a story and it’s 35 things. 

KURTZMAN: It’s the plum! 
BENSON: Can you describe the daily routine at EC? 
GAINES: As you pointed out, it was really like two 

divisions. And, of course, as time went on the two divisions 
became even more divided. I could tell you all about the 
routine that Al and I followed, but it wouldn’t have much 
bearing on what Harvey did. 

KURTZMAN: This is really a fascinating evening. This is 
probably heading for the big crisis. We’ll probably fight it out 
here and now. 

GAINES: I don’t remember exactly, but for large gobs of 
time Harvey would work at home. He used to work in his 

KURTZMAN: Golly, that sounds familiar. You know. I’m 
still in the attic. Did I work in the attic when we were in that 
apartment on 116th Street? I know I didn’t work in the attic 
then. I think I was pretty invisible to everybody in the sense 
that I did work home. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: Remember when you worked in the 
hospital that time you had hepatitis? 

GAINES: Jerry De Fuccio is the guy to interview, he has so 
many funny stories about the missions that Harvey would send 
him on, because Harvey had to have everything 100% accurate. 

KURTZMAN: “Jerry, go see what death feels like.” 
GAINES: That’s about the only thing you didn’t send him 

out to do, although the time you sent him down on the 
submarine he thought he was going to get killed. 

BENSON: You developed a star system for the EC artists. 
GAINES: Yeah. We ran their biographies. 
BENSON: That was a new idea for comics. Where did you 

come up with it? 
GAINES: I don’t know. It seemed perfectly logical. And I 

don’t think we started out to do it deliberately, but when the 
mail came in the way it did, I guess we realized that the way to 
whip up enthusiasm among the readers was to keep discussing 
the different artists, and the different stories, and taking votes 
on what story they liked best in each issue and then publishing 
the results. But what we did was dishonest, of course, because 
we never admitted that the artists weren’t writing their own 
stories, and that Feldstein wrote them all, except for what 
Craig wrote. Of course, where Al wrote a story in three hours, 
Johnny wrote it in a week. 

KURTZMAN: And I wrote it in three weeks. 
GAINES: Johnny was slower than you, I think. For awhile 

Johnny was doing nothing but writing and drawing one 
eight-pager a month. If you think about that, it’s pretty 
incredible. I always had a theory that John had some kind of 
computer working in his head that he wasn’t even aware of, 
that prevented him from making more than X dollars a year. 
As the rates went up, his production went down. 
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BENSON: Why is it that you signed your humor work, but 
never your war work? 

KURTZMAN: I have a terrible admission. I was always 
ashamed of being a comic book artist, at the beginning. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: [gasps]. 
KURTZMAN: I never told this to Adele. 
BENSON: You signed your humor work before EC, and as 

soon as Mad started, you signed the covers. But you never 
signed the war material in between. 

KURTZMAN: I signed what I thought was good. But I was 
... a terrible hypocrite in a sense. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: A pompous ass. 
KURTZMAN: A pompous ass. 
GAINES: Remember that Harvey’s signature was a comic 

signature. I don’t know whether this had anything to do with 
it, but it might have looked strange on a war comic which he 
was doing with complete seriousness. To sign it with the little 
stick figure, maybe he figured, subconsciously or otherwise, 
that it wouldn’t be proper. 

KURTZMAN: If I had it to do all over again today I would 
have signed them. But I had a terrible inferiority complex 
about everything I did. I used to go around with Mad magazine 
hidden. A guy would ask me, “What do you do for a living?” 
“Ummwelll ...” 

BENSON: On the war comics, were there any conflicts? 
KURTZMAN: Yeah, in Korea there was a gigantic conflict 

. . . There were no conflicts. 
GAINES: Harvey and I had a lot of financial conflicts, 

which came about because A1 was turning out seven books 
while Harvey was turning out two. And since I paid piecework, 
so much per page, so much a cover, and so much per book for 
editing, A1 was making three and a half times as much as 
Harvey was. 

KURTZMAN: And I wanted it all! 
GAINES: Well, Harvey felt that he was doing a better job 

than Al, which he was, you know, intrinsically. On the other 
hand I kept pointing out that Al’s books were selling better 
than his, which they were. So it was kind of a stand-off, and I 
think it’s interesting that the real reason that Mad was bom 
was my brilliant idea of increasing Harvey’s income by 50% 
simply by having him put out a third book which he would 
squeeze in between the two bi-monthly war books. Because I 
thought it would only take him a week to turn out a humor 
book. 

BENSON: Did you expect much from Mad.^ 
GAINES: No. 
KURTZMAN: No, not really. 
BENSON: When did you first feel it was going to be a big 

success? 
KURTZMAN: I guess Bill’s slide rule was the first 

indication. For me it was the mail. 
GAINES: The first three issues lost money, but then the 

fourth made it, and from then on it just took off. But I don’t 
think there was the kind of excitement over the comic book 
that there was later on when Harvey put 
out issue # 24, the first 25^ book. That 
made such a splash that we actually 
went back to press. It wasn’t a good 
idea to go back to press, but the very 
fact that we did it indicates how well 
the book did. It was a relatively small 
print order; I think it was about 
400,000. And the book was so success¬ 

ful, and sold so fast—even through Leader News [laughs]—that 
they urged us to go back to press with about another 50,000. 
Of course, by the time we got the second run out the next 
issue was practically out. You should never go back to press on 
a magazine unless it’s a semi-annual or something, because you 
really don’t have time. But we did it. 

KURTZMAN: I forgot all about that—you’re bringing back 
memories. 

BENSON: For me, the realization that Mad was a 
phenomenon came with the Pageant article. How did that 
article come about? 

KURTZMAN: There was a guy by the name of Harris 
Shevelson. 

GAINES: He died in that plane crash, didn’t he? 
KURTZMAN: Right. He was a very unusual editor of the 

times. He decided to have an article about us in Pageant. And 
we were very impressed. He sent Harold Hayes over to do the 
article, and of course that led to a whole chain of events, 
which very much involved the slick Mad. 

GAINES: Somewhere along the line Harvey, who, eis you 
now know, was ashamed of doing comics, broached the idea to 
me of turning Mad into something other than a comic. I didn’t 
know exactly what he was talking about, and probably Harvey 
didn’t then know exactly what he was talking about either. 
But he wanted to get out of the ten cent comic field, which 
was a good idea anyway. And I was having none of it because I 
was a comic publisher. I didn’t want to be anything else but a 
comic publisher, and I said, “No.” Some time later, as a result 
of the Pageant article, I suppose, Harvey got an offer from 
Shevelson to come to Pageant and edit a section of the 
magazine. 

KURTZMAN: As I remember he wanted me to be his 
assistant. 

GAINES: I remember it more specifically than that. I think 
he wanted you to take over a whole section of Pageant and do 
your thing with it. 

KURTZMAN: Possibly. 
GAINES: One way or another, he made Harvey an 

attractive offer, financially. 
KURTZMAN: I don’t believe he made me a money offer. 
GAINES: I think he did, yeah, because I can even tell you 

what it was. He offered you twelve grand. 
ADELE KURTZMAN: Two hundred a week. 
GAINES: No, it was more than two hundred a week. He 

offered him twelve grand. I have a pretty good memory for 
these things [laughs]. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: But I remember it was money, that 
I do remember. 

GAINES: Now I didn’t feel I could match that. I don’t 
know what I was paying in those days, but I was probably up 
to five hundred an issue for editing, the cover was probably 
sixty, and the script was maybe ten bucks a page. So Harvey 
was getting something in the neighborhood of eight hundred 
dollars an issue. And twelve issues times eight was nowhere 

Some have mistaken Silver Linings for a 
daily strip because of its format, but it was a 
Sunday, syndicated by the New York Herald- 
Tribune, designed to fill in between a half- 
and a third-page strip. Being a filler, there 
were weeks when it was absent from the Trib; 
being syndicated however, the missing strips 
probably appeared somewhere—go to it, you 
collectors! 

near twelve thousand dollars. So, remembering that Harvey 
had broached this idea, I countered Shevelson’s offer with ten 
thousand dollars, but offered to let Harvey change Mad into a 
slick. And Harvey accepted. 

KURTZMAN: We were also at the crossroads, though. The 
comic Mad was in trouble. There was the pressure of the 
Comic Code. 

GAINES: True. But that really was not why I did it. 
Because I intended to go right on publishing my other comics 
without joining the Code, and, if you recall, I did. It was 
disastrous, but I did it. 

BENSON: Could you rehash the old story of your 
autobiography in Mad #5? 

GAINES: That came about when Harvey was sick, and we 
had to fill up the page with something. And we thought it 
would be a funny lark to surprise Harvey [laughs heartily] 
with this biography of me. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: I don’t remember that. 
KURTZMAN: Don’t you remember the time I wanted to 

kill? 
GAINES [laughs heartily]-. And of course with character¬ 

istic bad taste we offended Harvey, and also offended half the 
rest of the world, notably a lot of wholesalers. What we were 
doing with that thing was—well, we were doing a lot of things. 
We were trying to be funny . . . 

KURTZMAN: They were trying to play a little tricky. 
GAINES: We were trying to amuse Harvey in the 

hospital . . . 
KURTZMAN: They were trying to drive me over the edge. 
GAINES: And at the same time we were taking cracks at 

some of the sanctimonious comic publishers, who shall be 
nameless, who actually got their original money and start in 
the business by publishing near-pornography. And I used 
myself eis an example of a typical comic book publisher who 
got his start by doing these things. But it was true! There were 
comic publishers who got their start that way. Well, it turns 
out these “old boy” comic publishers were beloved by the 
“old boy” wholesalers. And this thing infuriated the 
wholesalers, who saw through what I was doing. 

BENSON: Did they really catch that point? 
GAINES: Oh, yes! Because they knew the beginnings, and 

they were very offended. Now, they were also offended by 
other things which we were completely innocent of. My 
favorite example of this is in “Outer Sanctum” . . . 

BENSON: That’s in the same issue. 
GAINES: Yes. But that was Harvey’s work, not mine. Or, 

really it was Bill Elder’s work, because when Elder illustrated 
it he put a little sign, on page one, “Nice Fat Errand Boy 
Wanted.” Eh? Now you and I know what the nice fat errand 
boy was wanted for. He was wanted to be eaten. But not the 
wholesalers! They knew he was wanted for sexual perversion. 
That’s what we had to deal with, oh yes. 

BENSON: Did they really think that, or were they just 
trying to use it. . . 

GAINES: No, no, they really believed it. What do 
wholesalers know about ghouls? 

KURTZMAN: But they know what nice fat errand boys are 
for. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: Oh, that’s wild. 
GAINES: This is the kind of misunderstandings that were 

going on. And it all came at once. Of course, they were mad at 
us for the horror books in the first place. Also, unfortunately, 
there was a convention of the bastards in New York at that 
particular moment. 

KURTZMAN: A rough bunch of guys. 
GAINES: Many of them were ignorant, uneducated, mean, 

and rotten. And they were tough, especially in those days. 
These days, they’re college educated, second and third 
generation. But then, they had the typical hard-hat mentality 
of the day, and they were offended by these things. So we had 
a bit of a crisis there. I remember being gotten out of bed on a 
Saturday or Sunday morning by the distributor, and routing 
Harvey and Feldstein out, and the whole bunch of us came 
into the office and we dreamed up that apology to the 
wholesalers. And you did the beautiful cover where we were 
all clasping our hands begging forgiveness. Remember? 

KURTZMAN: Vaguely. 
BENSON: Was there a story behind all the signs saying 

“This is a lampoon” in “Batboy and Rubin, ” Mad # 8? 
GAINES: That was because of the “Superduperman” 

lawsuit. 
BENSON: Is there a story there, or is it nothing more than 

that they sent you a letter from a lawyer? 
GAINES: That’s really all there was to it, a letter from a 

lawyer, but it evolved into an interesting story. Natiopal 
Comics threatened to sue for “Superduperman.” And at that 
time my attorney, Dave Alterbaum, who recently died, was 
unfortunately also their attorney [much laughter]. 

KURTZMAN: Wasn’t exactly what you’d call a fighting 
attorney. 

GAINES: So he said, “Bill, you can’t do that.” And I said, 
“Well, OK, I can see their point.” I mean after all, we stole 
their comic hero and we tore him to pieces, and they don’t 
like it. “OK.” Harvey was the one who said, “This is 
ridiculous. I think we should be able to do it.” And he insisted 
that we get another opinion. In fact Harvey had found a book 
by an attorney, and in the book the attorney said, “You can 
do this kind of thing. No problem.” And Harvey shows me 
this. So Dave Alterbaum, Harvey and I go to this attorney that 
wrote the book, and we say, “Here is our specific case.” 

KURTZMAN: Didn’t he charge us like ten million dollars 
for stepping into the office and breathing the air? 

GAINES: Just about. It wasn’t ten million, it was five 
hundred, but in those days that was a lot of money. And we 
come up there and we say, “You’ve very general in your book. 
Let’s be specific. Can we or can’t we do ‘Superduperman’?” 
And the guy says, “Well, I’ll have to write a whole thing.” 
[Much laughter. ] I pay him the five hundred dollars, he writes 
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a whole thing that says, “No, you can’t do ‘Superdupennan.’ ” 
[More laughter. ] Really. Well, at this point Lyle Stuart comes 
into the story. Lyle Stuart had this friend, Marty Scheiman, 
who was his attorney. And Lyle Stuart says, “This is 
ridiculous, why don’t you go to another attorney?’’ And I 
said, “All right,’’ so he took me up to meet Marty. Marty 
listened to the whole story, and he said, “I don’t think there’s 
any law on this. I don’t think anybody knows whether you 
can do it or not do it, but I would tell them to go to hell.” 
Unfortunately, I had already kind of promised not to do 
“Superduperman” any more on the basis of the opinions of 
the first two attorneys. But because of Marty and the strength 
of Marty’s conviction that there really was no reason why we 
shouldn’t do this kind of thing if we wanted to, we then just 
proceeded to do it, and we’ve just been doing it ever since. But 
the first hero was Harvey for saying, “Wait a minute, why 
listen to Dave Alterbaum?” And the second hero was Marty. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: Nothing like that had been done 
before? 

KURTZMAN: I think there had been college magazine 
situations, but I don’t think there had been a court contest. 

Someday you’ll have to explain to me why Archie Comics 
sued me [for “Goodman Goes Playboy ” in Help # 13] and not 
you [for “Starchie” in Mad #12]. 

GAINES: Did you settle out of court? 
KURTZMAN: Yeah, settled. 
GAINES: It’s never been really tested in court by anybody, 

which may be just as well. I personally have a code of ethics 
about this kind of thing. I think it’s perfectly proper to do 
something once, or every once in a while. You know, I do 
Peanuts maybe every two years. But to do something as a 
regular feature, as you were doing with Archie . . . 

KURTZMAN: No, no, we didn’t . . . 
GAINES: I thought it was a regular feature. 
KURTZMAN: Once. 
GAINES: Once? You did it once? Just once? 
KURTZMAN: Because my feeling is the same. You know, 

when you’re making a profit off somebody’s product as a 
result of using their product, as opposed to commenting on 
the product. And if you do it more than once you’re using it, 
you’re not commenting on it. 

GAINES: Just talking in general, another thing I try never 
to do is go into other fields. We did an article a long time ago 
called “Misery Is . . .”, a thing on Charlie Schulz’s Happiness 
Is. . . So one of the guys said, “Why don’t we put out a book 
called Misery Is. . . And I said, “No, now you’re getting too 
close.” See, there was a book Happiness Is. . . and all we did 
was a little article on it. If somebody does a movie, we do an 
article on the movie. But to actually come out and do a movie 
making fun of The Godfather, a three hour movie, is a 
different thing. I would hate to have to defend that in court. 
As a matter of fact, when Jack Benny did it, he lost. Jack 
Benny took Gaslight and made it into a rather lengthy, I think 
it was a one hour television show following the plot line. 

KURTZMAN: I think the reason why he lost was that they 
claimed that he had revealed the plot in advance of the . . . 

GAINES: It was more than that, Harvey. Because we reveal 
plots all the time. He made an entertaining thing using the 
actual plot in a very similar medium. That’s my understanding 
of why he lost. I don’t know. Maybe Goldwater picked on you 
because he figured he could bluff you out. And maybe he did. 

KURTZMAN: We just couldn’t afford to go to court. 
GAINES: Well, that’s it. If you’d gone to court he might 

have lost. 
KURTZMAN: I just thought that was a terrible thing that 

he did. 
GAINES: You know, he had Archie’s Madhouse, and I let 

him get away with that. But then he came out with Archie’s 
Madhouse featuring the Madhouse Maads. On the first cover of 
this book there must have been the word “Mad” and the word 
“Maad” fourteen times. And we sued them and pursued it very 
vigorously, and he finally dropped the whole thing and agreed 
not to do it any more. Goldwater and I had a lot of clashes in 
the old days. I haven’t seen him in 15 or 20 years. We’ve 
exchanged one or two friendly phone calls. I send his kids 
Mad, he sends my kids Archies. 

BENSON: His kids get the better of that deal. 
GAINES: My kids don’t think so. 
BENSON: The eleventh issue of Mad featured the 

Wolverton Life cover parody. Was that a momentous decision, 
to go to that kind of disguise? 

KURTZMAN: Well, I don’t know how Bill felt . . . 
GAINES: I guess we felt sure enough of our audience. But 

that one got us into trouble too—with Life. And there I did 
have to send a letter promising not to do it again. They nailed 
us, if you remember, Harvey, because you used a real copy of 
Life in your inside ad: “Beware of imitations.” I don’t think 
they could have done anything on the outside cover alone, but 
the whole thing tied in so much with Life that Marty didn’t 
think it was prudent to test it. Remember, this is an untested 
theory, and it’s best not to test it, maybe. So Marty on 
occasion would bend a little and say, “You’re probably right, 
and maybe we’d win, but why try? Who’s going to do another 
parody of Life anyway?” As a matter of fact, we did do 
another one, and we just ignored the fact that we had agreed 
not to, and they didn’t care. I’m sure it wasn’t a factor in their 
going out of business. 

BENSON: The next cover was even more of a non-comic; a 
high-class Atlantic style cover that just listed the contents in 
conservative black and white text. That was obviously done 
before the returns on the eleventh issue had come in. Didn’t 
you get just a little worried about that cover affecting sales? 

KURTZMAN: It was Bill’s money. I didn’t tend to worry as 
much. 

GAINES: We didn’t worry about that kind of thing, 
because I still say that the philosophy of the outfit was to do 
what we liked, and as long as it fit certain compulsive 
frameworks which I had, which drove Harvey crazy, like the 
first story must be eight pages, the second story seven, the 
third six and the fourth seven . . . 

KURTZMAN: Yahhh! 
GAINES: As long as he did these things, I didn’t care what 

else he did. Important things were important, but what the 
hell. And I had faith in Harvey. He would come up with these 
insane ideas, and they were very funny. 

BENSON: As a reader, it knocked me out that you were 
doing dangerous things. 

KURTZMAN: I don’t think we felt they were dangerous. 
BENSON: Maybe they weren’t, but they seemed to be. 
KURTZMAN: They were outrageous. I think that the 

outrage is probably more dramatic to the reader than it is to 
the people who are committing the outrage, because when you 
commit an outrage you have a whole motivation going for it 
that you understand. When you’re witnessing the outrage you 
see the dramatic aspects rather than the reasoning. It’s like . . . 
I’ll think up an example in the next hour . . . the murderer 
isn’t as impressed by his murder as people reading about it in 
the paper. 

BENSON: I loved the upside down couer, Mad #17, where 
you carried the concept through fully, so that when you 
opened the cover there were the real back-of-the-book ads 
upside down. 

KURTZMAN: I got such a kick out of the Johnson Sniith 
cover [# 21], which I still read in my spare time. The thing has 
about three acres of two point type that you have to read with 
a microscope. And every sentence is funny. About a year’s 
worth of writing went into that cover. It’s sort of like reading 
the Lord’s Prayer on the head of a pin. Someday you’ll print 
that cover twelve times up, and it will all be revealed. 

ADELE KURTZMAN: I remember that the black marbled 
composition notebook cover brought a lot of objections from 
teachers. 

KURTZMAN: We told kids to take Mad into class disguised 
as a notebook. 

GAINES: That was so absurd. It was such a funny idea. ’The 
Hartford Courant I remember especially—because I was so 
surprised, they had a reputation for being one of the best 
papers in the country—they blasted us for that thing, and they 
re^ly seriously thought that we had published that cover to 
really, really let kids sneak it into class. I mean, that’s the way 
people were in those days. There’s nothing you can do with 
people like that. You ask, weren’t we afraid of doing things 
. . . the things that we got into the most trouble with were the 
things that we never dreamed would get us into trouble. Like 
when we had the Mona Lisa on the cover, and the Catholics 
thought it was the Virgin Mary. 

BENSON: How did you come up with the idea of using 
Wolverton? 
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GAINES: Harvey was looking to make fun of Life, which 
always had beautiful girls on the cover. So I guess he figured, 
“Where could I get the most horrible-looking girl” And who 
else could do it but the creator of Lena the Hyena? 

KURTZMAN: There was a certain amount of commerce 
with Wolverton in advance of that. I’d already used him in 
“The Face on the Barroom Floor.” But do you remember how 
I shot the photograph of the skyline on that cover? I was so 
excited. I went up to the bathroom of our office building on 
Lafayette Street and shot it from the bathroom window. 

GAINES: Oh, that’s a great little story. I never knew that. 
BENSON: It’s interesting that the artists who seemed so 

ideally suited for the war books suddenly became overnight so 
ideally suited to Mad. And became in fact the archetype of a 
certain kind of humor style. 

GAINES: Well, Elder really only came into his own with 
the humor. He had only been inking Severin’s stuff for the war 
books. 

KURTZMAN: The pattern makes sense and all comes 
together when you consider wavelengths and vibrations, which 
I’m a great believer in. I think that you work well together 
with people when you have sympathetic vibrations. Jack and 
Willy were friends, we had a similar lifestyle. They were very 
easy for me to communicate with. And interestingly enough, 
our lifestyle has carried us all in the same direction. Many of 
the EC guys have moved on in similar patterns . . . who’s 
married and who isn’t. 

GAINES: To interrupt this with a funny story—not funny, 
interesting—that isn’t quite on the point. In 1963 or ’4, four of 
us on a Mad trip to Puerto Rico engaged a young couple who 
ran a snorkeling excursion business. There was Joe Orlando, A1 
Jaffe, A1 Feldstein and myself. And we went out with this 
couple, had a wonderful day. A few years later I went back 
down there with my kids, and I remembered this wonderful 
day and I wanted my kids to go snorkeling. By this time I was 
separated from Nancy. So I look in the red book and 1 find the 
name. I call him and, sure enough, he comes in the same 
station wagon and picks us up, and as he’s driving us I ask, 
“Where’s your wife?” And he says, “Oh, we were divorced.” 
And suddenly it occurs to me: so are the four guys who were 
with him that day. 

KURTZMAN: I think practically everybody in the group 
broke up, with the exception of the guys who worked with 

"'^GAINES: Except for Wally. 
KURTZMAN: Well, Wally was the hardest one to work 

with. But I used to work with Will and Jack and John Severin. 
And they were the guys who didn’t break up in the whole 
organization. 

GAINES: That’s not quite true. Bernie Krigstein didn’t 
break up. Jack Kamen didn’t break up. George Evans . . . 

KURTZMAN: You’re right. 
GAINES: I would say about half the guys broke up and 

half didn’t, of the old group of 14. Johnny Craig is still with 
his wife. Graham Ingels of course broke up. 

BENSON: Some Hey Look’s were run in the Mad 
comics. , . 

KURTZMAN: I was trying to figure out ways to fill in. 
GAINES: Harvey couldn’t quite make the schedule. But in 

a way the Hey Look’s were the reason for Mod’s existence, so 
it seems proper that they should have had a place in Mad 
somewhere. Because if I hadn’t seen those Hey Look's, it never 
would have occurred to me to suggest that Harvey do a humor 
magazine. 

KURTZMAN: The Hey Look’s were sort of the beginning 
of everything. They had a certain spirit because of the way 
they were done. In that particular case also, Stan Lee was 
particularly democratic in the way he gave me independence. I 
guess it was just because they didn’t count. So they were done 
with that same free spirit of no controls. 

BENSON: When Mad became a success about a dozen 
imitations came out about the end of 1953. I suppose it was 
just a continuation of what had happened to the other EC 
books, but how did you feel about those imitations? 

GAINES: Bitter, of course. In the beginning, 1950, when 
we started our New Trend magazines EC was trendsetting. We 
were publishing what we felt was original and never before 
done, in quite that way at any rate. And it’s true that 
everybody was imitating them. And when Mad came along. 

that was even more original in a way. And I always resented 
people stealing our stuff and imitating it. There was nothing 
you could do about it. Harvey did about as good as you could 
with his “Beware of Imitations” ad, which was very funny and 
is still up-to-date. 

KURTZMAN: Creativity is not a commodity that’s easy to 
come by. And certainty in the comic business, while there are 
a lot of guys who can render, there aren’t as many guys who 
are creative. Everybody’s hungry for new styles and new 
things, and they’re inspired by them. When someone breaks 
new ground, the crowd quickly rushes through the break. But 
that’s good, that’s OK. That’s the way things evolve and 
change, and that’s life. Imitation is flattery and I never 
resented it that much. But I guess we always all felt that there 
were a lot of greenbacks slipping away. There’s always that 
nagging thing in the back of your mind that you’ve started 
something and you want all the profits yourself. But I think 
that when you come out with something original you do tend 
to create a market. You’ve created new commerce where none 
existed before for both yourself and for imitators. Playboy 
swears up and down that the existence of Penthouse and Oui 
has created a new super market where there was none before, 
so they are all selling. But it’s hard for me to believe that it 
will go on forever. 

GAINES: Well, that did happen with Playboy, which has 
had a number of successful imitations which made money and 
a lot of which are still in existence. But that wasn’t so true 
with Mad, because all those imitations that came out while 
Mad was a comic were very short-lived. They all completely 
missed what Mad was about, and just tried to imitate its 
craziness. They didn’t last long, three issues, six issues. I don’t 
think they made a market at all. 

KURTZMAN: You know, one of the hardest things for me 
to take, when I was rattling around after Trump, and I’d have 
a project here and a thing there . . . there was one publisher, 
and 1 really forget who it was—possibly I deliberately 
forget—he wanted me to do something, and we were talking 
over ideas. And I said, “Let’s do a humor thing.” And he said, 
“This isn’t good enough. I want you to do it like Mad." 

GAINES: Did he know what he was saying? Did he know 
who he was talking to? 

KURTZMAN: What he was trying to say was, why don’t 
you do something crazier. Like, when the imitations of Mad 
came out they said, “Oh, Mad. OK, it’s obviously a crazy 
thing, let’s do something crazy crazy and we got it.” But 
obviously they didn’t get it, because they didn’t understand 
the essence of what it was. 

GAINES: But the point is that Mad’s imitations never 
opened a big market. The only magazines that have lasted any 
length of time are Sick and Cracked. And they hold on 
incredibly. How they hold on 1 don’t know, because I know 
what they sell, and we literally outsell them something like 12 
to one. 

KURTZMAN: They hold on with John Severin. Also I 
suspect part of their secret is that they’re distributor oriented 
operations. The guy who does Cracked, Sproul, is the son of a 
very big distributor’s agent, old Joe Sproul. 

GAINES: Joe Sproul used to work with Wyn at Ace, 2ind I 
knew Joe. He was a very nice man, and as a matter of fact I 
was almost distributed through Ace. I was signed up to Ace, 
and then we unsigned it because of complications too involved 
to go into here. 

KURTZMAN: When I think back to the history of the 
problems of the magazines and how those things used to 
depress me . . . Did you watch An American Family! There 
was an interview with this guy Loud, the father. He’s a very 
competent American businessman in some kind of heavy 
equipment work, with apparently a very nice business going. 
And the interviewer was asking him, “Do you ever feel despair 
about your son?” And he leaned back and he said, “Despair? I 
don’t think I’ve ever felt despair; well, maybe once or twice in 
my life.” And I was thinking, there are people who don’t feel 
despair! There are actually people who don’t feel despair. And 
I remember these problems you used to have with distribution 
and so on. Despair! Despair! 

This interview was recorded on May 9, 1973. It was transcribed by 
Harry Narunsky, and edited for publication by John Benson. 
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My son, Paul, who is eleven years old, belongs to the 
EC Fan-Addict Club, a synthetic organization set up as a 
promotional device by the Entertaining Comics Group, 
publishers of Mad (“Tales Calculated to Drive You 
MAD—Humor in a Jugular Vein”), Panic (“This is No 
Comic Book, This is a PANIC—Humor in a Varicose 
Vein”), Tales from the Crypt, The Vault of Horror, Weird 
Science-Fantasy, Shock SuspenStories, Crime Suspen- 
Stories (“Jolting Tales of Tension in the EC Tradition”), 
and, I imagine, various other such periodicals. For his 
twenty-five-cent membership fee (soon to be raised to 
fifty cents), the EC Fan-Addict receives a humorously 
phrased certificate of membership, a wallet-size “identifi¬ 
cation card,” a pin and a shoulder-patch bearing the club 
emblem, and occasional mailings of the club bulletin, 
which publishes chitchat about the writers, artists, and 
editors, releases trial balloons on ideas for new comic 
books, lists members’ requests for back numbers, and in 
general tries to foster in the membership a sense of 
identification with this particular publishing company and 
its staff. EC Fan-Addict Club Bulletin # 2, March 1954, 
also suggests some practical activities for the members. 
“Everytime you pass your newsstand, fish out the EC’s 
from the bottom of the piles or racks and put ’em on 
top-BUT PLEASE, YOU MONSTERS, DO IT NEAT¬ 
LY!” 

Paul, I think, does not quite take this “club” with full 
seriousness, but it is clear that he does in some way value 
his membership in it, at least for the present. He has had 
the club shoulder-patch put on one of his jackets, and 

when his membership 
pin broke recently he 
took the trouble to 
send for a new one. He 
has recruited a few of 
his schoolmates into 

the organization. If left free to do so, he will buy any 
comic book which bears the EC trademark, and is usually 
quite satisfied with the purchase. This is not a matter of 
“loyalty,” but seems to reflect some real standard of 
discrimination; he has occasionally sampled other comic 
books which imitate the EC group and finds them 
inferior. 

It should be said that the EC comics do in fact display 
a certain imaginative flair. Mad and Panic are devoted to a 
wild, undisciplined machine-gun attack on American 
popular culture, creating an atmosphere of nagging 
hilarity something like the clowning of Jerry Lewis. They 
have come out with covers parodying the Saturday 
Evening Post and Life, and once with a vaguely “serious” 
cover in imitation of magazines like Harper’s or the 
Atlantic. (“Do you want to look like an idiot reading 
comic books all your life? Buy Mad, then you can look 
like an idiot reading high-class literature.”) The current 
issue of Mad (dated August) has Leonardo’s Mona Lisa on 
the cover, smiling as enigmatically as ever and cradling a 
copy of Mad in her arms. The tendency of the humor, in 
its insistent violence, is to reduce all culture to 
indiscriminate anarchy. These comic books are in a line of 
descent from the Marx Brothers, from the Three Stooges 
whose funniest business is to poke their fingers in each 
other’s eyes, and from that comic orchestra which starts 
out playing “serious” music and ends up with all the 
instruments smashed. A very funny parody of the comic 
strip “Little Orphan Annie,” in Mad or Panic, shows 
Annie cut into small pieces by a train because Daddy 
Warbucks’ watch is slow and he has arrived just too late 
for the last minute; Annie’s detached head complains: “It 
hurts when I laugh.” The parody ends with the most 
obvious and most vulgar explanation of why Annie calls 
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Daddy Warbucks “Daddy”; I had some difficulty in explaining 
that joke to Paul. One of the funnier stories in Panic tells of a 
man who finds himself on the television program “This Is 
Your Life”; as his old friends and neighbors appear one by one 
to fill in the story of his life, it becomes clear that nobody has 
seen his wife since 11:30 P.M. on the ninth of October 1943; 
shortly before that he had made some rather significant 
purchases: arsenic, a shovel, quicklime. Evidence piles up, 
including the actual bones of his wife (dug up by his old dog. 
Rover, who eJso appears on the program and will do nothing 
but growl at his former master). At the end of the program, of 
course, the man is arrested for murder; television’s assault on 
privacy has reached its logical conclusion. I understand that 
Mad is rather popular among college students, and I have 
myself read it with a kind of irritated pleasure. 

The straightforward crime and horror comics, such as 
Shock SuspenStories, Crime SuspenStories, or The Vault of 
Horror, exhibit the same undisciplined imaginativeness and 
violence without the leavening of humor. One of the more 
gruesome stories in Crime SuspenStories is simply a “serious” 
version of the story I have outlined from Panic: again a man 
murders his wife (this time with an ax) and buries her in the 
back yard, and again he is trapped on a television program. In 
another story, a girl some ten or eleven years old, unhappy in 
her home life, shoots her father, frames her mother and the 
mother’s lover for the murder, and after their death in the 
electric chair (“Mommy went first. Then Steve.”) is shown 
living happily with Aunt Kate, who can give her the emotional 
security she has lacked. The child winks at us from the last 
panel in appreciation of her own cleverness. Some of the 
stories, if one takes them simply in terms of their plots, are 
not unlike the stories of Poe or other writers of horror tales; 
the publishers of such comic books have not failed to point 
this out. But of course the bareness of the comic-book form 
makes an enormous difference. Both the humor and the horror 
in their utter lack of modulation yield too readily to the 
child’s desire to receive his satisfactions immediately, thus 
tending to subvert one of the chief elements in the process of 
growing up, which is to learn to wait; a child’s developing 
appreciation of the complexity of good literature is surely one 
of the things that contribute to his eventual acceptance of the 
complexity of life. 

I do not suppose that Paul’s enthusiasm for the products of 
this particular publisher will necessarily last very long. At 
various times in the past he has been a devotee of the Dell 
Publishing Company (Gene Autry, Red Ryder, Tarzan, The 
Lone Ranger, etc.). National Comics (Superman, Action 
Comics, Batman, etc.). Captain Marvel, The Marvel Family, 
Zoo Funnies (very briefly). Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, 
and, on a higher level, Pogo Possum. He has around a hundred 
and fifty comic books in his room, though he plans to weed 
out some of those which no longer interest him. He keeps 
closely aware of dates of publication and watches the 
newsstands from day to day and from corner to corner if 
possible; when a comic book he is concerned with is late in 
appearing, he is likely to get in touch with the publisher to 
find out what has caused the delay. During the Pogo period, 
indeed, he seemed to be in almost constant communication 
with Walt Kelly and the Post-Hall Syndicate, asking for 
original drawings (he has two of them), investigating delays in 
publication of the comic books (there are quarterly 15-cent 
comic books, published by Dell, in addition to the daily 
newspaper strip and the frequent paperbound volumes 
published at one dollar by Simon and Schuster), or tracking 
down rumors that a Pogo shirt or some other object was to be 
put on the market (the rumors were false; Pogo is being kept 
free of “commercialization”). During the 1953 presidential 
campaign, Pogo was put forward as a “candidate,” and there 
were buttons saying “I Go Pogo”; Paul managed to acquire 
about a dozen of these, although, as he was told, they were 
intended primarily for distribution among college students. 
Even now he maintains a distant fondness for Pogo, but I am 
no longer required to buy the New York Post every day in 
order to save the daily strips for him. I think that Paul’s desire 
to put himself directly in touch with the processes by which 
the comic books are produced may be the expression of a 
fundamental detachment which helps to protect him from 
them; the comic books are not a “universe” to him, but simply 
objects produced for his entertainment. 

When Paul was home from school for his spring vacation 
this year, I took him and two of his classmates to visit the 
offices of the Entertaining Comics Group at 225 Lafayette 
Street. (I had been unable to find the company in the 
telephone book until I thought of looking it up as 
“Educational Comics”; I am told that this is one of five 
corporate names under which the firm operates.) As it turned 
out, there was nothing to be seen except a small anteroom 
containing a pretty receptionist and a rack of comic books; the 
editors were in conference and could not be disturbed. (Of 
course I knew there must be conferences, but this discovery 
that they actually occur at a particular time and place 
somehow struck me; I should have liked to know how the 
editors talked to each other.) In spite of our confinement to 
the anteroom, however, the children seemed to experience as 
great a sense of exaltation as if they had found themselves in 
the actual presence of, say, Gary Cooper. 

One of Paul’s two friends signed up there and then in the 
EC Fan-Addict Club (Paul had recruited the other one into 
the club earlier) and each boy bought seven or eight back 
numbers. When the receptionist obligingly went into the inner 
offices to see if she could collect a few autographs, the boys 
by crowding around the door as she opened it managed to 
catch a glimpse of one of the artists, Johnny Craig, whom Paul 
recognized from a drawing of him that had appeared in one of 
the comic books. In response to the boys’ excitement, the 
door was finally opened wide so that for a few seconds they 
could look at Mr. Craig; he waved at them pleasantly from 
behind his drawing board and then the door was closed. Before 
we left, the publisher himself, William Gaines, passed through 
the anteroom, presumably on his way to the men’s room. He 
too was recognized, shook hands with the boys, and gave them 
his autograph. 

I am sure the children’s enthusiasm contained some element 
of self-parody, or at any rate an effort to live up to the 
situation—after all, a child is often very uncertain about what 
is exciting, and how much. It is quite likely that the little 
sheets of paper bearing the precious autographs have all been 
misplaced by now. But there is no doubt that the excursion 
was a great success. 

A few weeks later Mr. Gaines testified before a 
Congressional committee that is investigating the effects of 
comic books on children and their relation to juvenile 
delinquency. Mr. Gaines, as one would expect, was opposed to 
any suggestion that comic books be censored. In his opinion, 
he said, the only restrictions on the editors of comic books 
should be the ordinary restrictions of good taste. Senator 
Kefauver presented for his examination the cover of an issue 
of Crime SuspenStories (drawn by Johnny Craig) which shows 
a man holding by its long blond hair the severed head of a 
woman. In the man’s other hand is the dripping ax with which 
he has just carried out the decapitation, and the lower part of 
the woman’s body, with the skirt well up on the plump thighs, 
appears in the background. It was an illustration for the story I 
have described in which the murderer is finally trapped on a 
television program. Did Mr. Gaines think this cover in good 
taste? Yes, he did—for a horror comic. If the head had been 
held a little higher, so as to show blood dripping from the 
severed neck, that would have been bad taste. Mr. Gaines went 
on to say that he considers himself to be the originator of 
horror comics and is proud of it. He mentioned also that he is 
a graduate of the New York University School of Education, 
qualified to teach in the high schools. 

I did not fail to clip the report of Mr. Gaines’s testimony 
from the Times and send it to Paul, together with a note in 
which I said that while I was in some confusion about the 
comic-book question, at least I was sure I did not see what Mr. 
Gaines had to be so proud about. But Paul has learned a few 
things in the course of the running argument about comic 
books that has gone on between us. He thanked me for 
sending the clipping and declined to be drawn into a 
discussion. Such discussions have not proved very fruitful for 
him in the past. 

They have not been very fruitful for me either. I know that 
I don’t like the comics myself and that makes me 
uncomfortable to see Paul reading them. But it’s hard to 
explain to Paul why I feel this way, and somewhere along the 
line it seems to have been established that Paul is always 
entitled to an explanation; he is a child of our time. 

I said once that the gross and continual violence of the 
comic books was objectionable. 

He said: “What’s so terrible about things being exciting?” 
Well, nothing really; but there are books that are much 

more exciting, and the comics keep you from reading the 
books. 

But I read books too. (He does, especially when there are 
no comics available.) 

Why read the comics at all? 
But you said yourself that Mad is pretty good. You gotta 

admit! 
Yes, I know I did. But it’s not that good. . . . Oh, the 

comics are just stupid, that’s all, and I don’t see why you 
should be wasting so much time with them. 

Maybe they’re stupid sometimes. But look at this one. This 
one is really good. Just read it! Why won’t you just read it? 

Usually I refuse to “just read it,” but that puts me at once 
at a disadvantage. How can I condemn something without 
knowing what it is? And sometimes, when I do read it, I am 
forced to grant that maybe this particular story does have a 
certain minimal distinction, and then I’m lost. Didn’t I say 
myself that Mad is pretty good? 

I suppose this kind of discussion can be carried on better 
than I seem able to do, but it’s a bad business getting into 
discussions anyway. If you’re against comic books, then you 
say: no comic books. I understand there are parents who 
manage to do that. The best—or worst—that has happened to 
Paul was a limit on the number of comic books he was allowed 
to have in a week: I think it was three. But that was 
intolerable; there were special occasions, efforts to borrow 
against next week, negotiations for revision of the allotment; 
there was always a discussion. 

The fundamental difficulty, in a way—the thing that leaves 
both Paul and me uncertain of our ground—is that the comics 
obviously do not constitute a serious problem in his life. He is 
in that Fan-Addict Club, all right, and he likes to make a big 
show of being interested in EC comics above all else that the 
world has to offer, but he and I both know that while he may 
be a fan, he is not an addict. His life at school of pretty busy 
(this has been his first year at school away from home) and 
comics are not encouraged, though they certainly do find their 
way in. Paul subscribes to Mad and, I think, Pogo (also to Zoo 
Funnies and Atomic Mouse, but he doesn’t read those any 
more), and he is still inclined to haunt the newsstands when he 
is in New York; indeed, the first thing he wants to do when he 
gets off the train is buy a comic. In spite of all obstacles, I 
suppose he manages to read a hundred in a year, at worst 
perhaps even a hundred and fifty—that would take maybe 
seventy-five to a hundred hours. On the other hand, he doesn’t 
see much television or listen much to the radio, and he does 
read books, draw, paint, play with toads, look at things 
through a microscope, write stories and poems, imitate Jerry 
Lewis, and in general do everything that one could reasonably 
want him to do, plus a few extras like skiing and riding. He 
seems to me a more alert, skillful, and self-possessed child than 
I or any of my friends were at eleven, if that’s any measure. 

Moreover, I can’t see that his hundred or hundred and fifty 
comic books are having any very specific effects on him. The 
bloodiest of ax murders apparently does not disturb his sleep 
or increase the violence of his own impulses. Mad and Panic 
have helped to develop in him a style of humor which may 
occasionally be wearing but is in general pretty successful; and 
anyway, Jerry Lewis has had as much to do with this as the 
comics. Paul’s writing is highly melodramatic, but that’s only 
to be expected, and he is more likely to model himself on Erie 
Stanley Gardner or Wilkie Collins than on Crime Suspen¬ 
Stories. Sometimes the melodrama goes over the line into the 
gruesome, and in that the comic books no doubt play a role; 
but if there were no comic books, Paul would be reading 
things like “The Pit and the Pendulum” or The Narrative of A. 
Gordon Pym—which, to be sure, would be better. Now and 
then he has expressed a desire to be a comic-book artist when 
he gro-ws up, or a television comedian. So far as I can judge, he 
has no inclination to accept as real the comic-book conception 
of human nature which sees everyone as a potential criminal 
and every criminal as an absolute criminal.* 

As you see, I really don’t have much reason to complain; 
that’s why Paul wins the arguments. But of course I complain 
anyway. I don’t like the comic books—not even Mad, whatever 
I may have unguardedly allowed myself to say—and I would 
prefer it if Paul did not read them. Like most middle-class 
parents, I devote a good deal of over-anxious attention to his 
education, to the “influences” that play on him and the 
“problems” that arise for him. Almost anything in his life is 
likely to seem important to me, and I find it hard to accept 
the idea that there should be one area of his experience, 
apparently of considerable importance to him, which will have 
no important consequences. One comic book a week or ten, 
they must have an effect. How can I be expected to believe 
that it will be a good one? 

Testifying in opposition to Mr. Gaines at the Congressional 
hearing was Dr. Fredric Wertham, a psychiatrist who has 
specialized in work with problem and delinquent children. Dr. 
Wertham has been studying and attacking the comic books for 
a number of years. His position on the question is now 
presented in full in his recently published book Seduction of 
the Innocent. 

The most impressive part of the book is its illustrations: 
two dozen or so examples of comic-book art displaying the 
outer limits of that “good taste” which Mr. Gaines suggests 
might be a sufficient restraint upon the editors. There is a 
picture of a baseball game in which the ball is a man’s head 
with one eye dangling from its socket, the bat is a severed leg, 
the catcher wears a dismembered human torso as chest 
protector, the baselines are marked with stretched-out 
intestines, the bases are marked with the lungs, liver, and 
heart, the rosin-bag is the dead man’s stomach, and the umpire 
dusts off home plate with the scalp. There is a close-up of a 
hanged man, tongue protruding, eyeballs turned back, the 
break in the neck clearly drawn. Another scene shows two 
men being dragged to death face down over a rocky road. “A 
couple more miles oughta do th’ trick!” says the driver of the 
car. “It better,” says his companion. “These ****!! GRAVEL 
ROADS are tough on tires!” “But you gotta admit,” replies 
the driver, “there’s nothing like ’em for ERASING PACES!” 
And so on. Dr. Wertham could surely have presented many 
more such examples if he had the space and could have 
obtained permission to reproduce them. From Paul’s 
collection, I recall with special uneasiness a story in which a 
rotting corpse returns from the grave; in full color, the hues 
and contours of decay were something to see. 

Among the recurrent motifs of the comic books. Dr. 
Wertham lists: hanging, flagellation, rape, torture of women, 
tying up of women, injury to the eye (one of the pictures he 
reproduces shows a horrifying close-up of a woman’s eye 
about to be pierced by an ice-pick). If a child reads ten comics 
of this sort a week (a not unusual figure), he may absorb in the 
course of a year from fifteen hundred to two thousand stories 
emphasizing these themes (a comic book contains three or 
four stories). If he takes them with any seriousness at all—and 
it is difficult to believe that he will not—they surely cannot fail 
to affect his developing attitudes towards violence, sex, and 
social restraint. 

What the effects will be, and how deep-seated, is not so 
easy to determine. And here Dr. Wertham is not very helpful. 
When he tells us of children who have been found hanging, 
with a comic-book nearby opened to a picture of a hanging, 
one can readily share his alarm. The fact that these children 

comic books, and is pretty widespread in them. If a mem is a burglar, he 
will not hesitate to commit murder; and if he is going to commit 
murder, he is often as likely to think of boiling his victim in oil as of 
shooting him. In the radio serial “Mark Trail,” a program no longer in 
existence which was based on the comic strip “Mark Trail,” men 
engaged in such illegal activities as hunting beaver out of season would 
unhesitatingly Shoot any game warden who came upon them. (The 
theme of the program was supposed to be conservation.) This hand of 
“logic” may seem very proper to children. When Paul was about fom or 
five, a baby-sitter read him the story of Bluebeard. I was a little 
disturbed when he mentioned this to me the next morning and I tried 
to probe his reactions. 

I said something like: “An exciting story, eh?” 
“Oh, yes,” said Paul. 
“That Bluebeard was quite a nasty character, wasn’t he?” I said. 
“Oh, I don’t know,” said Paul. 



were probably seriously disturbed before they ever read a 
comic book, and the fact that fantasies of hanging are in any 
case common among children, does not relieve one of the 
feeling that comic books may have provided the immediate 
stimulus that led to these deaths. Even if there were no 
children who actually hanged themselves, is it conceivable that 
comic books which play so directly and so graphically on their 
deepest anxieties should be without evil consequences? On the 
other hand, when Dr. Wertham tells us of children who have 
injured themselves trying to fly because they have read 
Superman or Captain Marvel, one becomes skeptical. Children 
always want to fly and are always likely to try it. The 
elimination of Superman will not eliminate this sort of 
incident. Like many other children, I made my own attempt 
to fly after seeing Peter Pan; as I recall, I didn’t really expect it 
to work, but I thought: who knows? 

In general. Dr. Wertham pursues his argument with a 
humorless dedication that tends to put all phenomena and all 
evidence on the same level. Discussing Superman, he suggests 
that it wouldn’t take much to change the “S” on that great 
chest to “S.S.” With a straight face he tells us of a little boy 
who was asked what he wanted to be when he grew up and 
said, “I want to be a sex maniac!” He objects to 
advertisements for binoculars in comic books because a city 
child can have nothing to do with binoculars except to spy on 
the neighbors. He reports the case of a boy of twelve who had 
misbehaved with his sister and threatened to break her arm if 
she told anybody. “This is not the kind of thing that boys 
used to tell their little sisters,” Dr. Wertham informs us. He 
quotes a sociologist who “analyzed” ten comic-book heroes of 
the Superman type and found that all of them “may well be 
designated as psychopathic deviates.” As an indication that 
there are some children “who are influenced in the right 
direction by thoughtful parents,” he tells us of the 
four-year-old son of one of his associates who was in the 
hospital with scarlet fever; when the nurses offered him some 
comic books, the worthy child refused them, “explaining . . . 
that his father had said they are not good for children.” Dr. 
Wertham will take at face value anything a child tells him, 
either as evidence of the harmful effects of the comic books 
(“I think sex all boils down to anxiety,” one boy told him; 
where could he have got such an idea except from the 
comics?) or as direct support for his own views: he quotes 
approvingly a letter by a thirteen-year-old boy taking solemn 
exception to the display of nudity in comic books, and a 
fourteen-year-old boy’s analysis of the economic motives 
which lead psychiatrists to give their endorsements to comic 
books. I suspect it would be a dull child indeed who could go 
to Dr. Wertham’s clinic and not discover very quickly that 
most of his problematical behavior can be explained in terms 
of the comic books. 

The publishers complain with justice that Dr. Wertham 
makes no distinction between bad comic books and “good” 
ones. The Dell Publishing Company, for instance, the largest of 
the publishers, claims to have no objectionable comics on its 
list, which runs to titles like Donald Duck and The Lone 
Ranger. National Comics Publications {Superman, etc.), which 
runs second to Dell, likewise claims to avoid objectionable 
material and has an “editorial code” which specific^ly forbids 
the grosser forms of violence or any undue emphasis on sex. 
(If anything, this “code” is too puritanical, but mechanically 
fabricated culture can only be held in check by mechanical 
restrictions.) Dr. Wertham is largely able to ignore the 
distinction between “bad” and “good” because most of us 
find it hard to conceive of what a “good” comic book might 
be.* 

Yet in terms of their effect on children, there must be a 
significant difference between The Lone Ranger or Superman 
or Sergeant Preston of the Yukon on the one hand and, say, 
the comic book from which Dr. Wertham took that picture of 
a baseball game played with the disconnected parts of a human 
body. If The Lone Ranger and Superman are bad, they are bad 
in a different way and on a different level. They are crude, 
unimaginative, banal, vulgar, ultimately corrupting. They are 

* I leave out of consideration a few comics like Pogo Possum and 
Dennis the Menace which I think could be called good without 
quotation marks, though it is possible Dr. Wertham might find grounds 
for objection to these also. 

also, as Or. Wertham claims, violent—but always within certain 
limits. Perhaps the worst thing they do is to meet the juvenile 
imagination on its crudest level and offer it an immediate and 
stereotyped satisfaction. That may be bad enough, but very 
much the same things could be said of much of our radio and 
television entertainment and many of our mass-circulation 
magazines. The objection to the more unrestrained horror and 
crime comics must be a different one. It is even possible that 
these outrageous productions may be in one sense “better” 
than The Lone Ranger or Sergeant Preston, for in their 
absolute lack of restraint they tend to be somewhat livelier 
and more imaginative; certainly they are often less boring. But 
that does not make them any less objectionable as reading 
matter for children. Quite the contrary, in fact: Superman and 
Donald Duck and The Lone Ranger are stultifying; Crime 
SuspenStories and The Vault of Horror are stimulating. 

A few years ago I heard Dr. Wertham debate with A1 Capp 
on the radio. Mr. Capp at that time had introduced into Li’l 
Abner the story of the shmoos, agreeable little animals of 100 
per cent utility who would M down dead in an ecstasy of joy 
if one merely looked at them hungrily. All the parts of a 
shmoo’s body, except the eyes, were edible, tasting variously 
like porterhouse steak, butter, turkey, probably even 
chocolate cake; and the eyes were useful as suspender buttons. 
Mr. Capp’s fantasy was in this—as, I think, in most of his 
work—mechanical and rather tasteless. But Dr. Wertham was 
not content to say anything like that. For him, the story of 
the shmoos was an incitement to sadistic violence comparable 
to anything else he had discovered in his reading of comics. He 
was especially disturbed by the use of the shmoo’s eyes as 
suspender buttons, something he took to be merely another 
repetition of that motif of injury to the eye which is 
exemplified in his present book by the picture of a woman 
about to be blinded with an ice-pick. In the violence of Dr. 
Wertham’s discourse on this subject one got a glimpse of his 
limitations as an investigator of social phenomena. 

For the fact is that Dr. Wertham’s picture of society and 
human nature is one that a reader of comic books—at any rate, 
let us say, a reader of the “good” comic books—might not find 
entirely unfamiliar. Dr. Wertham’s world, like the world of the 
comic books, is one where the logic of personal interest is 
inexorable, and Seduction of the Innocent is a kind of crime 
comic book for parents, as its lurid title alone would lead one 
to expect. There is the same simple conception of motives, the 
same sense of overhanging doom, the same melodramatic 
emphasis on pathology, the same direct and immediate 
relation between cause and effect. If a juvenile criminal is 
found in possession of comic books, the comic books 
produced the crime. If a publisher of comic books, alarmed by 
attacks on the industi^, retains a psychiatrist to advise him on 
suitable content for his publications, it follows necessarily that 
the arrangement is a dishonest one. If a psychiatrist accepts a 
fee of perhaps $150 a month for carrying out such an 
assignment (to judge by what Dr. Wertham himself tells us, the 
fees are not particularly high), that psychiatrist has been 
“bought”; it is of no consequence to point out how easily a 
psychiatrist can make $150. It is therefore all right to appeal 
to the authority of a sociologist who has “analyzed” 
Superman “according to criteria worked out by the 
psychologist Gordon W. Allport” and has found him to be a 
“psychopathic deviate,” but no authority whatever can be 
attached to the “bought” psychiatrist who has been 
professionally engaged in the problem of comic books. If no 
comic-book publisher has been prosecuted under the laws 
against contributing to the delinquency of minors, it cannot be 
because those laws may not be applicable; it must be because 
“no district attorney, no judge, no complainant, has ever had 
the courage to make a complaint.” 

Dr. Wertham also exhibits a moral confusion which, even if 
it does not correspond exactly to anything in the comic books, 
one can still hope will not gain a footing among children. 
Comic-book writers and artists working for the more 
irresponsible publishers have told Dr. Wertham of receiving 
instructions to put more violence, more blood, and more sex 
into their work, and of how reluctantly they have carried out 
these instructions. Dr. Wertham writes: “Crime-comic-book 
writers should not be blamed for comic books. They are not 
free men. They are told what to do and they do it—or else. 
They often are, I have found, very critical of comics. . . . But 

of course . . . they have to be afraid of the ruthless economic 
power of the comic-book industry. In every letter I have 
received from a writer, stress is laid on requests to keep his 
identity secret.” What can Dr. Wertham mean by that ominous 
“or else” which explains everything and pardons everything? 
Will the recalcitrant writer be dragged face down over a rocky 
road? Surely not. What Dr. Wertham means is simply that the 
man might lose his job and be forced to find less lucrative 
employment. This economic motive is a sufficient excuse for 
the man who thought up that gruesome baseball game—I 
suppose because he is a “worker.” But it is no excuse for a 
psychiatrist who advises the publishers of Superman and sees 
to it that no dismembered bodies are played with in that 
comic book. And of course it is no excuse for a publisher—he 
is “the industry.” This monolithic concept of “the industry” is 
what makes it pointless to discover whether there is any 
difference between one publisher and another; it was not men 
who produced that baseball game—it was “the industry.” 
Would Dr. Wertham suggest to the children who come to his 
clinic that they cannot be held responsible for anything they 
do so long as they are doing it to make a living? I am sure he 
would not. But he does quote with the greatest respect the 
words of that intelligent fourteen-year-old who was able to see 
so clearly that if a psychiatrist receives a fee, one can 
obviously not expect that he will continue to act honestly. 
And it is not too hard to surmise where this young student of 
society got the idea. 

Apparently, also, when you are fighting a “ruthless 
industry” you are under no obligation to be invariably careful 
about what you say. Dr. Wertham very properly makes fun of 
the psychiatric defenders of comic books who consider it a 
sufficient justification of anything to say that it satisfies a 
“deep” need of a child. But on his side of the argument he is 
willing to put forward some equally questionable “deep” 
analysis of his own, most notably in his discussion of the 
supposedly equivocal relation between Batman and the young 
boy Robin; this particular analysis seems to me a piece of utter 
frivolity. He is also willing to create the impression that all 
comic books are on the level of the worst of them, and that 
psychiatrists have endorsed even such horrors as the piercing 
of women’s eyes and the whimsical dismemberment of bodies. 
(In fact, the function performed by the reputable psychiatrists 
who have acted as advisers to the publishers has been to 
suggest what kind of comic books would be “healthy” reading 
for children. One can disagree with their idea of what is 
“healthy,” as Dr. Wertham does, or one can be troubled, as I 
am, at the addition of this new element of fabrication to 
cultural objects already so mechanical; but there is no 
justification for implying that these psychiatrists have been 
acting dishonestly or irresponsibly.) 

None of this, however, can entirely destroy Dr. Wertham’s 
case. It remains true that there is something questionable in 
the tendency of psychiatrists to place such stress on the 
supposed psychological needs of children as to encourage the 
spread of material which is at best subversive of the same 
children’s literacy, sensitivity, and general cultivation. 
Superman and The Three Musketeers may serve the same 
psychological needs, but it still matters whether a child reads 
one or the other. We are left also with the underworld of 
publishing which produced that baseball game, which I don’t 
suppose I shall easily forget, and with Mr. Gaines’ notions of 
good taste, with the children who have hanged themselves, and 
with the advertisements for switch-blade knives, pellet guns, 
and breast developers which accompany the sadistic and erotic 
stimulations of the worst comic books.* We aire left above all 
with the fact that for many thousands of children comic 
books, whether “bad” or “good,” represent virtually their 
only contact with culture. There are children in the schools of 
our large cities who carry knives and sometimes guns. There 

* An advertisement on the back cover of recent issues of Panic and 
Weird Science-Fantasy strikes a loftier note: “BOYS, GIRLS, MEN, 
WOMEN! The World Is On Fire. Serve The LORD and You Can Have 
These PRIZES! We will send you the wonderful prizes pictured on this 
page ... all WITHOUT ONE PENNY OF COST. Crime, sin, graft, wars 
are the greatest they have ever been. Our leaders say a reawakening of 
Christianity is needed to save us. You can do your share by spreading 
the gospel into every house in your community. Merely show your 
friends and neighbors inspiring, beautiful Religious WeiU Motto plaques. 
Many buy six or more . . . only 35c .. . seU on sight. . . . Serve the 
LORD and earn prizes you want.” 

are children who reach the last year of high school without 
ever reading a single book. Even leaving aside the increase in 
juvenile crime, there seem to be larger numbers of children 
than ever before who, without going over the line into 
criminality, live almost entirely in a juvenile underground 
largely out of touch with the demands of social responsibility, 
culture, and personal refinement, and who grow up into an 
unhappy isolation where they are sustained by little else but 
the routine of the working day, the unceasing clamor of 
television and the juke boxes, and still, in their adult years, the 
comic books. This is a very fundamental problem; to blame 
the comic books, as Dr. Wertham does, is simple-minded. But 
to say that the comics do not contribute to the situation 
would be like denying the importance of the children’s classics 
and the great English and European novels in the development 
of an educated man. 

The problem of regulation or even suppression of the comic 
books, however, is a great deal more difficult than Dr. 
Wertham imagines. If the publication of comic books were 
forbidden, surely something on an equally low level would 
appear to take their place. Children do need some “sinful” 
world of their own to which they can retreat from the 
demands of the adult world; as we sweep away one juvenile 
dung heap, they will move on to another. The point is to see 
that the dung heap does not swallow them up, and to hope it 
may be one that will bring forth blossoms. But our power is 
limited; it is the children who have the initiative: they will 
choose what they want. In any case, it is not likely that the 
level of literacy and culture would be significantly raised if the 
children simply turned their attention more exclusively to 
television and the love, crime, and movie magazines. Dr. 
Wertham, to be sure, seems quite ready to carry his fight into 
these areas as well; ultimately, one suspects, he would like to 
see our culture entirely hygienic. I cannot agree with this 
tendency. I myself would not like to live surrounded by the 
kind of culture Dr. Wertham could thoroughly approve of, and 
what I would not like for myself I would hardly desire for 
Paul. The children must take their chances like the rest of us. 
But when Dr. Wertham is dealing with the worst of the comic 
books he is on strong ground; some kind of regulation seems 
necessary—indeed, the more respectable publishers of comic 
books might reasonably welcome it—and I think one must 
accept Dr. Wertham’s contention that no real problem of 
“freedom of expression” is involved, except that it may be 
difficult to frame a law that would not open the way to a 
wider censorship. 

All this has taken me a long way from Paul, who doesn’t 
carry a switch-blade knife and has so far been dissuaded even 
from subscribing to Charles Atlas’ body-building course. Paul 
only clutches at his chest now and then, says something like 
“arrgh,” and drops dead; and he no longer does that very 
often. Perhaps even Dr. Wertham would not be greatly alarmed 
about Paul. But I would not say that Paul is not involved in 
the problem at all. Even if he “needs” Superman, I would 
prefer that he didn’t read it. And what he does read is not even 
Superman, which is too juvenile for him; he reads some of the 
liveliest, bloodiest, and worst material that the “ruthless” 
comic-book industry has to offei—he is an EC Fan-Addict. 

I think my position is that I would be happy if Senator 
Kefauver and Dr. Wertham could find some way to make it 
impossible for Paul to get any comic books. But I’d rather Paul 
didn’t get the idea that I had anything to do with it. 

AN AFTERWORD 

Paul Warshow recalls that shortly after “Paul, the Horror 
Comics, and Dr. Wertham’’ appeared in 1954, he and his father 
went to the mailbox together one morning and found a letter 
from Dr. Wertham. The letter was addressed to Paul but was 
obviously intended for his father’s eyes. It said something to 
the effect of, “Someday when you’re older you’ll realize that 
your father has written the best article about comics ever to 
appear. ” The senior Warshow responded to Wertham, express¬ 
ing surprise at the friendly tone of the letter. 

Dr. Wertham’s judgment in this one case is still correct after 
all these years. At the time Warshow’s essay appeared, every 
magazine from The Saturday Review to The Reader’s Digest 
had run at least one article on the comic book menace. Most 
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of these articles were shrill, hysterical and aggressively inaccur¬ 
ate (a prime example of the latter being T.E. Murphy’s 
characterization of gags in Mad and the Mud-imitation Riot as 
straight-out horror and crime scenes). 

Warshow obviously had nothing in common with these 
commercial crusaders. His concern was to come as close as he 
could to the truth about his subject, and his article makes a 
number of perceptive and acute observations—-perhaps the 
most telling ones being in his extended discussion of Werth- 
am’s moral confusion when dealing with the comic industry’s 
motives. Warshow’s evenhanded approach leads to the interest¬ 
ing observation, made even while condemning the horror 
comics, that they are “livelier and more imaginative’’ than the 
institutionally mass produced DC titles. His discovery that a 
child’s interest in how comics are produced helps protect him 
from the material is also interesting—though the important 
clue of Paul recognizing Johnny Craig from a drawing that 
appeared in one of the comics should have tipped off Warshow 
to the fact that EC was an active participant in this process. 

Especially good are Warshow’s frank character studies of 
himself and his son. His willingness to admit to finding some 
merit in the comics—to having read Mad “with a kind of 
irritated pleasure, ’’ for example—is an essential part of the 
essay and well illustrates Lionel Trilling’s statement, “The 
principle by which Warshow worked was never to separate 
himself from the matter at hand, always to implicate himself 
in it." 

Warshow’s reluctant defense of comics as a “sinful” world 
which children need in order to “retreat from the demands of 
the adult world," interestingly prefigures Jules Feiffer’s very 
same point over ten years later in The Great Comic Book 
Heroes (“A child, simply to save his sanity, must go 
underground. Have a place to hide where he cannot be got at 
by grownups. ”) 

Finally, though Warshow expresses concern with the 
gruesomeness of the horror comics (one can imagine Paul 
being thankful that his father hadn’t discovered that “Foul 
Play” was an EC story), he alone of all the critics of comics 
points out another—and for me a more disturbing—aspect of 
many comics, including ECs: their emphasis on “the inexor¬ 
able logic of personal interest, ” “the comic book conception 
of human nature which sees everyone as a potential criminal 
and every criminal as an absolute criminal. ’’ 

The openmindedness and thoroughness that characterize 
this essay are also to be found in Robert Warshow’s other 
critical essays on the popular arts (mostly movies) that are 
collected in his The Immediate Experience. Currently available 

in paperback from Atheneum, it has remained in print since it 
was published twenty years ago. The rest of the book fully 
measures up to “Paul, the Horror Comics, and Dr. Wertham” 
and is highly recommended. Sadly, the book represents the 
majority of Warshow’s critical output; he died of a heart 
attack at the age of 37 in 1955. 

As one might guess from the essay’s description of his 
shifting interests, Paul lost interest in EC shortly after “Paul, 
the Horror Comics, and Dr. Wertham ” was written, though not 
before having a letter published in Crime SuspenStories # 25. 
Like many others, he put his ECs away, insisting that they be 
saved, and didn’t think much about them until, again like 
many others, he went to pull them out a few years back with 
the idea of selling them, and found that many of them had 
been thrown out. 

He has no interest in reading ECs today, although, he says, 
“Vm still interested in the time that I was interested in them. ” 
When looking through his ECs prior to selling them, Paul—now 
older than his father was when “Paul, the Horror Comics, and 
Dr. Wertham” was written—was struck by what he called the 
“very shallow cynicism” of the horror and crime stories. And 
although he was pleased to find in Mad—mhich had been his 
favorite and the title that had initially interested him in 
EC—the cleverness and invention that he’d remembered, he 
was surprised and disappointed to find this same kind of 
violence and cynicism pervading Mad as well. Essentially, it 
seems, he found himself in agreement with his father’s 
assessment. 

Paul’s observation is that a child somehow doesn’t mind the 
cynicism in the way that an adult does. He says, “The adult is 
upset that the world of the comic books is such a false and 
offensive version of real life. The child doesn’t care about the 
relationship of the comic book world and real life, i.e. the 
adult world. He has still acquired relatively little knowledge of 
this ‘real life, ’ or perhaps one might better say, he still has not 
joined the adult world. And he’s just as happy to postpone a 
little longer the acquiring of this knowledge. He asks of the 
comics only that they be interesting and exciting, without 
regard to this adult sort of ‘truth.’ Thus the possibility of 
‘offensiveness’ doesn’t exist for him. And what I’ve said about 
children is likewise true for those adults (or one part of them) 
who can still read comics with the wholeheartedness of 
children. ” 

Paul Warshow has taught film and has published articles, 
mainly on film, for Film Quarterly and other magazines. 

—John Benson 

■ IN MEMORIAM ■ 

ROY G. KRENKEL 

About a week before the pages of this issue were locked 
in, Roy Krenkel died. His death, from cancer, was not un¬ 
expected, but it took us by surprise anyhow. Roy was so 
completely alive—there's no other word for it. He could make 
anything he happened to be talking about sound absolutely 
fascinating. Often the subject would be drawing, or collect¬ 
ing the work of great illustrators—two of Roy's passions. 
His temperament didn't lead him in the direction of creating 
large finished works~he only did a few complete comic book 
stories and not that many finished paintings. But he 
sketched constantly, and to go through stacks of Krenkel 
sketches is to marvel at his imagination and technique. Most 
of them have never been published, though plans are afoot to 
rectify this. One published collection. Cities and Scenes from 
the Ancient World from Owlswick Press, is especially interest¬ 
ing because of Krenkel's very lucid introduction about an 
artist's creative process. 

He influenced many fantasy artists who are better known 
than he is, not only by example, but through discussion and 
by exposing them to his large collection of American and 
European illustration of the past 100 years. Roy is still 
probably best known as the creator of the fantastic cities in 
A1 Williamson's EC stories. Hopefully he'U be better known in 
the coming years for his other outstanding work. 

BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE 

SQUA TRONT 3 (1969). 80 page issue. Color 
covers by Feldstein and Crandall. The EC science- 
fiction comics. Features on Frazetta, Crandall and 
Evans, with unpublished newspaper strips. $5.00. 

SQUA TRONT 5 (1974). Color covers by Craig. 
Kurtzman's animated films. Unpublished EC story 
by Williamson and Evans. How the EC 3-D comics 
were made. The making of the GhouLunatic photos. 
Art by Wood, Crandall, Ingels, Elder. $4.00. 

SQUA TRONT 6 (1975). Special Bernard Krig- 
stein issu'el Rivealing profusely illustrated inter¬ 
view. His Red Badge of Courage breakdowns. An¬ 
alysis of "Master Race.'"" Detailed checklist. $3.00. 

SQUA TRONT 7 (1977). Special Color Issue. 
Roy krenkel in color. Kurtzman's rare 1949 16 page 
EC comic about VD. Davis' animated cartoon work. 
The EC fanzine Potrzebie. Original Elder cartoon 
in color. Williamson, Krigsteln, etc. $4.00. 

PANELS 1 (1979). 18 page reminiscence with 
WiU’ESner". Jules Feiffer. Bill Griffith. $2.50. 

PANELS 2 (1981). Special Carl Barks issue. 
New Barks art! Alex Toth on Jesse Marsh. $2.95. 

IMPORTANT: For postage and handling add 50 
cents to each order. Canadian orders, add 75 
cents and remit in US funds. No foreign orders 
other than Canada. Send orders to: John Benson, 
205 W. 80th Street, #2E, New York, N. Y. 10024. 
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